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FOREWORD

REC  #1    HATONN

WED., FEB. 5, 1997  7:39 A.M.  YR.10, DAY 173

WED.,  FEB. 5,  1997

RESPONSIBILITY  VERDICT  OF  O.J.  SIMPSON

What happened?  Does this “actually” make O.J. GUILTY?  Why?  How?  Who says?

Friends, O.J. Simpson was destined to be “GUILTY” from long before the murders happened.  He was
actually convicted at his first trial when he was found, in a criminal case, to be not-guilty.  But you have to
realize something: jurors in this case don’t have to live with, THEY THINK, blood on their hands—ONLY
MONEY.  And you know something:which is a sad fact indeed?  People don’t want to go earn their own
money; they want whatever others already have.

What I wish all of you would look at are the facts of John Q. Citizen, for it is YOU who are being buried,
thieved from, lied about and cheated in every way possible, without recourse, by the octopi gone mad.
“But, is O.J. REALLY guilty?” you continue to petition of me.  We have been over facts, produced several
papers devoted to nothing else—and still you ask, so you must not have read or believed anything offered,
in the first several instances.  But I will remind of you of the most important fact of all: In THIS case, a
voting jury has no way to know for sure and also in this case the jury only wanted money on their hearts
and souls.  Does this make O.J. guilty?  Does it make him innocent?  NEITHER, it is simply another ruling
by 24 people, 12 of whom said he was not guilty; therefore, do these latest 12 make him guilty?  He is
either guilty or innocent of these terrible charges, but a split vote of unknowing people does not decide—
only the penalty for being voted against, which happens to all of you every election.
Simpson will have to find HIS WAY WITH GOD!  He was never to be found truthfully judged when the
Fred Goldmans of the world entered the picture and the opposition campaigned for guilt from upstart of
circumstances, UNTIL THE VERDICT WAS FINALIZED.  And, just like an election, the innocent pay
for the indiscretions and costs of the unbalanced campaigning and fixed results.

Will MONEY be enough?  Of course not.  Simpson and all his beloved family will now also be judged
guilty, NOT “RESPONSIBLE”.  The blood-thirsty throngs shouted it last evening: GUILTY!  GUILTY!
GUILTY!  So, what is the REAL purpose of this lynching?  To stop him from being able to locate and
present the KILLERS, precious readers.  If you can’t find work or be allowed substance—you certainly
cannot afford, in this bleak world come upon you from the Elite, or achieve enough to allow for truth and
honor.  The message is, of course, “Get on your knees and plead for mercy while we murder you bit by
bit in the places of your inferior kind.”  Well, I don’t know very many Blacks who are willing to do that
much any more.  This will ferment and foment and then Cosby will be unseated in disrespect and finally
disgrace and, somewhere, sometime, the Black race will have had enough—and things will begin to get
pretty blood-soaked.  Meanwhile, billions of you will be dying from the Elites’ diseases, be they from
microbes, snatching for that which is not yours, or simply by being put DOWN into the seclusion of prisons
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by your puppet-masters, you having become the puppets.

All of you should access a set of Federal Court instructions for filing cases and doing trials, hearings, etc.
FULLY AGAINST THE CONSTITUTIONS OF ANY STATE AND THE U.S. CONSTITUTION,
THE FEDS HAVE BROUGHT DOWN THEIR OWN SET OF RULES—AND THE CONSTITU-
TION IS TOSSED OUT.  YOU CAN’T EVEN SUGGEST HAVING A NON-BAR ASSOCIATION
ADVISER IN THE “DOCK” WITH YOU, FOR COUNSEL.  FURTHER, YOU ARE AT THE MERCY
OF THE WHIMS OF THE MAGISTRATE AS TO YOUR FATE AND WHETHER OR NOT YOU
EVEN HAVE COUNSEL.  NO MONEY—NO COUNSEL.  EKKERS FOUND THIS TO BE FACT
AS RECENTLY AS YESTERDAY!  OH WELL!

By the way, if your enemy, in this case, Mark Williams (aka Rick Webber) who supplied the nonsense in
the first place, with George’s emissary, Ann Beam, George Green and T.B. (Teddy Bartholowmew),
decides you have spoken of GOD IN THE SAME WAY SOMEONE SPOKE OF GOD PRIOR TO
YOUR SPEECH, THEN YOU CAN’T USE YOURS!  AND IT APPEARS THE MAGISTRATE
WILL VOTE IN FAVOR OF HIS OWN HOME-TOWN ELITE LEGAL FIRM, PROBABLY.  I
STICK THIS IN THIS WRITING SO THE MONITORS CAN TAKE IT OUT.

But readers, in this manner, you are barred from hearing, from freedom of speech, freedom of thought,
freedom of press and, yes indeed, freedom to live in any semblance of FREEDOM UNDER GOD AND
CONSTITUTION.  SO, WHY, I IMPLORE YOU, DOESN’T SOMEONE TAKE THIS INFOR-
MATION AND WRITE, WRITE, WRITE, AND PRINT, PRINT AND REPRINT.  EKKERS
DO NOT RUN CONTACT AND THEY DO NOT HOLD ANYTHING OVER THE HEADS
OF ANYONE.  WHY DO “YOU” NOT TAKE CONTROL AND WRITE OF THESE ATROCI-
TIES????  YOU, WALLY, YOU BRUCE, YOU JOHN, YOU ED YOUNG (FOR YOU ARE
THE EDITOR) AND YOU, RICK, FOR YOU ARE THE CHIEF JOURNALIST—WHY DO
YOU WAIT FOR “ME”?  GEORGE GREEN HAS COST YOU JUST ABOUT EVERYTHING,
JUST AS O.J. HAS LOST AND WILL NOW LOSE.  THEY WILL TAKE EVERYTHING YOU
HAVE AND CLOSE YOUR DOORS TO ABILITY TO WORK AND EARN AND RECOVER
THESE YEARS OF TORMENT AND THEFT.

BANKING,  TEHACHAPI  STYLE

This is a small town story so listen up; it is small town U.S.A. and World, in post-1984.

E.J. Ekker went forth to speak with the top-person at a small independently-owned local bank, Sierra
National, to inquire if they would honor Nevada Corporations, etc.  He also wanted to inquire, next, if gold
could be held in security by this local facility.  He met with the Banker himself, and his next in line assistant.

They were all delightfully nice and said they would get his information for him.  This was in response to
discussions with Nevada people to find possibility for more convenient banking for corporation account
holders.

They said they would get right back to him.  In the interim, one day about a week later a man called who
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identified himself as “John, from Sierra...”  E.J. took the call and after many questions about planned
operations, amounts to run through accounts (as if they were already established) and thus and so, E.J. got
very suspicious and asked the man for a last name and a phone number so “he could get back to him”,
being interrupted by a long-distance phone call.  The man said, “Oh no, no bother, I’ll call you back.”

Then on that Friday afternoon Sanwa bank personnel called E.J.’s son-in-law and said something funny
was going on.  They discovered that someone (IDENTIFYING HIMSELF AS E.J. EKKER) with
EKKERS’ banking INFORMATION had called THEIR bank and asked for the account information on
their personal account.  The call had been answered by a “new” girl who had already given out the
information, which was less than $32.  Then this man began to ask for information on “all other accounts
for corporations that I sign on”.  At this, the red flag went up and waved wildly so the new girl had to refer
the question to “someone more familiar with those accounts”.  An thus it got to people who KNOW
Ekkers VERY WELL.  So, this was met with “Give us the information and we will get back to you because
we have to run a search... blah, blah...”  The man quickly said, “Oh, I will call back because I hadn’t
realized it was Friday and you would be so busy.”  (BUT PEOPLE, HERE IS WHERE A CALL-BACK
PUNCH-IN IS OF INSTANT REPLAY VALUE.  PUSH * AND 69 AND YOUR TELEPHONE
CALLS BACK THE MOST RECENT CALLER.  HOW INTERESTING.)

Mr. Ekker attended Sierra Bank instantly on learning details.  The BANKER is a close friend of guess
who: JASON BRENT.  Brent is “in here all the time” goes the secretary—and then, when realization of
what was coming off here hit this lady, she about fainted.  She said, oh Mr. Ekker, this is SO WRONG and
it scares me to death!  E.J. agreed and quite persuasively, yet gently, said to this nice person, “Indeed, it is
not good, XXX, as Jason Brent is number one on the list of those who ‘violently’ dislike us and promise to
destroy us.  Mr. Henry Kissinger is number two, so I think you understand my being placed in this posi-
tion.”

Remember the advertisement for Jason Brent and his partner?  “Play it again, Sam”..er..er..Ed, please.
“SHARKS?  YOU BET!”  And moreover, in full conspiracy and coalition with Steven Horn, Timothy
Binder, George Green, et al.

How can justice be gotten?  How indeed, when you are allowed no counsel?  You see, if you have no
lawyer—everything goes to the opposing anybody—through DEFAULT.  Does that mean Dharma goes
to jail?  Well, who knows, I would suspect it might well, more interestingly, be E.J. or Rick or Ed Y. or
Gene.  Dharma in jail will only rouse the sleeping rabble.

In one of the most gracious and responsibility-taking offers from anyone I have recently experienced, ones
in South Africa have come to the show and rescue, hopefully, on their white horse with help.  It was from
South Africa that came the request for the correspondence offered regarding who is God, etc.  Does this
count?  Apparently not.  They were private writings which did, in fact, make it into CONTACT—right past
the MONITOR COMMITTEE.  Who is to “blame”?  IS THERE BLAME?  This is America; this is the
U.S.A.; there is a Constitution involved here and there was NO agreement with US&P or Binder among
any others save Doris and E.J. Ekker, at best.  The assumption is, and proof is asserted, that E.J. and
Doris CONTROL AND RUN 100% OF CONTACT.  Herein lies your circumstance.
Dr. Young has rebutted this in legal declaration and actuality—but he forgot to mention that he had won-
derful interchanges with Dr. Okilo, CEO and President of US&P, offering permission to print this material.
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Now Chief Okilo has been banished from the U.S. by US&P’s Mr. Binder, who is not even longer CEO-
President.  Anybody out there?

And, do you still want to know about justice?  Do you want to TRULY know status of justice for O.J.?
The Phoenix Institute is YOURS, readers.  It is NOT Ekkers’—IT IS YOURS!

The South African group is raising funds to allow Ekkers to try and find an attorney—but they only have till
the 18th of this month to hire and bring up to speed such attorney—IF ONE CAN BE LOCATED.  If,
further, you expect to make an impact, it has to be someone so powerful as to stun the ongoing opposition
and the COURT.  Does ANYONE have such assets or “pull”?

Can’t we go with the one we have for the Institute’s Nevada problems?  No, Mr. Elley is NOT a “house”
counsel.  He was, further, only put into the Ekkers’ case in California against Santa Barbara Savings
because he SAID he could get that case settled in our favor, permanently, in only a “couple of weeks”.  HE
OBVIOUSLY DID NOT SUS&PECT A CONSPIRACY RUNNING THROUGH MANY STATES
AND SO MANY JUDAS-GOATS.  The CLC is desperately trying to raise money to simply pay the man
for this month’s billing.  Does this mean that cases are ending?  No, it means that the system has managed
to extend two weeks into two years with no signs of closure.  THIS IS YOUR AMERICA, CITIZENS!
THIS IS YOUR WORLD!

Meanwhile, back to Africa: Mr. Magnus Penny must not feel “responsible” for us speaking in response to
“What is God and Who is God”, for, of all people, the HEAD of the School of Truth, founded by a very
high and notable person of high social status, a man by the name of “Campbell” whose son Drummond
asked the information from me.  It was perceived to be such a worthy writing that it was run in the paper.
But, how is Doris Ekker or E.J. somehow responsible?  IF YOU make them to be filling all slots of
interchange and responsibility—do you see what happens?  The facts are that you can get to Hatonn far
more easily and quickly through almost anyone else here than through one Doris Ekker.  By the way, more
and more, writings received through OTHERS are making it into this paper more and more and more
readily as they come through their “training”, clearing and graduations.  They now do, as a fact, also
receive from me, although I ask that most of what I share NOT be utilized too often lest misunderstandings
come out of this foolish encounter, which never ends, with adversaries.

The offers from South Africa are under full consideration and acceptance if arrangements can be made as
offered, for financial assistance.  Appreciation is greater than can be expressed, for several reasons, but
more notably, because this brings unity to people a half world away.  These people also “WILL BE HERE”
to testify at any TRIAL.  There is STILL Constitutional RIGHT to TRIAL BY JURY.  Since, indeed, this
is a Civil matter with threat and request for CRIMINAL charges, I believe the opposition might be blun-
dering quite severely—if they manage to damage, more greatly, these innocent people.  I happen to believe
there are many legal counsels so powerful and recognized as to handle this case nicely and then, those who
thieved might well be caused to pay in like kind—you know, jail, fines, damages, etc.  If not?  Readers, I
suppose if you expect nothing you will never get anything.  Why?  Because you will never try nor expect
otherwise than failure.

We don’t know who sent mailings or packets from Denver, Colorado OR from Las Vegas, Nevada—for
they all are without signatures and identification—however, does that not FIT AN ESTABLISHED PAT-
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TERN?  How many, many packages did Green send anonymously from Montana.  And, readers, although
Green kept saying that Ekkers were packed to leave the country with millions of dollars—they are right
here where they have always been [please refer to Mr. Moorhead’s writing] while Green has had to leave
and move from Denver to Carlsbad, Calif., to Nevada, to Montana and now secretly to Idaho after
sending out information that he would be in Colorado, Arizona or Las Vegas—doing his “big deal” promo-
tions and developments.  He is now in Couer D’Alene, Idaho—at least that is where he is seen, heard and
has his America West(S) things mailed or sent.  We understand the TAX people were after them in Mon-
tana and he skipped out “in the middle of the night”.  I suppose this is a figurative statement for Green
always gets somebody to do his moving for him and they can’t always be available in the middle of the
night.

So, what of the South African offers?  We most appreciatively ACCEPT the offers and pray for speed in
assistance.  They will also have access to Chief Okilo, formerly CEO-President of US&P.  I would
appreciate immediate intelligence in finding this fine man who must now face his own disillusionment.  The
“contract” offered by Ekkers, et al., to share with US&P, is hereby revoked and any further tampering or
attempting to fund it will be met with the LAW.  The numbered contract documents are hereby nullified and
I ask Rick Martin to see to same.  I believe Chief Okilo should be immediately put in touch with Mr.
Drummond Campbell of the Center (School) of Truth.

Dharma, let us interrupt this now, get it to E.J., and we will continue the Bush topic when we come back.
By the way, this stuff hitting the fan here with O.J. is just part of the plan so don’t try to hook it personally
to such as Bush for that would simply be a distraction.

* * *

[QUOTING:]

O.J.  SIMPSON  AND  THE  CIVIL  VERDICT

Conspiracy Nation—Vol. 10  Num. 17
by Sherman H. Skolnick

O.J. Simpson lost the civil trial—the reasons are simple but heavy.  He could not tell the truth for fear his
entire family would be wiped out.
ITEM: OJ has to shut his mouth about the mobsters controlling super-stars like him and their crooked
arrangements with the mass media.  OJ’s gangster business partner, also in dope, was murdered during the
criminal trial.  Only the newspapers in Buffalo, New York—where OJ is from—talked about it.

ITEM: OJ’s business confidants confirmed to us that he told them months before the double murders that
his ex-wife Nicole and her crony Ron were big in dope dealing.  OJ said it endangered the rest of his family
and his businesses, AND HE HAD TO STOP THEM.  But HOW?

ITEM: Ron Goldman was part of a homosexual gang distributing dope, on credit, to celebrities and fancy
people, through fancy restaurants like where he  worked.  His sidekick, also a waiter, Michael Nigg, was
murdered three weeks before the criminal verdict in October, 1995.  AND: The  courtroom bailiff during
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that  first  trial was likewise murdered.  HE KNEW  TOO  MUCH.  Each evening the bailiff had custody
of the jurors’ notebooks.  AND:   During  that  first trial, a nosey mass media reporter was knocked off
(Robin Clark, covering the first trial for the Philadelphia Inquirer.)

ITEM: The Drug Enforcement police had an undercover team tracking Ron Goldman.  They also wit-
nessed reportedly the blood bath, the double murders—their “see in the dark” video (called extreme low
lux video) shows three or four hispanics or orientals did the double butcher job.  Also, because of jealousy,
OJ had private detectives  tracking Nicole—they reportedly also witnessed the bloody horror and in-
formed OJ who came on the scene AFTER THE MURDERS.  Hence his shoe print there as well as some
of the blood on him.  A witness prepared to testify about this was clapped away by crooked judges.  The
highly corrupt narcs and the private dicks did not lift a finger to stop the bloodshed they were reportedly
witnessing.  They knew better than to mix in.

ITEM: The OJ affair revolves around the bloody turf war—such as in California—between two major
dope operations, the Herreras of Mexico and the Japanese mafia, the Yakuza.  Both gangs are tight with
the American CIA raising money for espionage operations through flooding the U.S. with dope.  From the
bitter divorce, Nicole got most of OJ’s fast food stores and brought in crooked police brass as silent
partners.  These stores reportedly laundered dope loot through California banks, most of them owned by
the Yakuza—such as Bank of America, Wells Fargo, and Household International and their units, House-
hold Bank.  In the first trial, Criminal Court Judge Lance Ito knew all about this.  His wife, Margaret York,
is an L.A. Police  Captain in charge of investigating police corruption.  AND: Judge Ito reportedly has
Heidi Fleiss’s  secret  records that could be used to blackmail top officials, celebrities, and such.  She was
the convicted head of the call girl rackets tied to some of Nicole’s friends.

ITEM: Some of the L.A. detectives in the OJ case are the same ones who covered up the political
assassination in 1968 of Robert Kennedy, brother of the slain President John F. Kennedy.

ITEM: Some of OJ’s lawyers are reportedly tight with known major dopers.

ITEM: Was it a mere coincidence that a so-called “disgruntled” person slaughtered employees in the L.A.
Police laboratory?  In the first trial, did one of the jurors  get herself removed because she had a relative in
that police laboratory and was fearful?

THE BOTTOM LINE: President Clinton knows plenty about the CIA and this dope traffic, going back to
the time he was Governor.  Unwinding the truth in the O.J. Simpson matter would put in jail the President,
top narcs, judges, prosecutors, police brass, and radio, TV, and print media bigshots, along with bankers
such as Wells Fargo, tight with Clinton.  (Major owners of Wells Fargo, which in turn is a major owner of
Household International, include the Yakuza and business blowhard Warren Buffet.  And Buffet is a major
owner of Disney, that owns ABC News, and he is a major owner of the Washington Post, Coca-Cola
Company, and major Wall Street bond houses.)

IF O.J. SIMPSON TOLD THE TRUTH, NO DOUBT HIS WHOLE FAMILY WOULD BE WIPED
OUT, including children from  his two ex-wives.  If you were in his position could *you* tell the world the
truth about all this?
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CHAPTER  1

REC  #1    HATONN

SUN., JAN. 12, 1997  7:40 A.M.  YR.10, DAY 149

SUN.,  JAN. 12,  1997

I  COME  BEARING  THE  OLIVE  BRANCH

No, I bring it not as a peace offering or to let you know that the floods are over, or to crown a prince of
achievement in the Olympic games.  I bring you a tale of LIFE and healing.

In addition to the regimen of any kind of treatment by our products we discuss, is now available one of the
oldest known remedies for mankind, the Olive Tree leaf and oil.  Oh would it that you had your own tree
to eat.

E.J., it would be worth the reclamation of your prior place in La Crescenta with those wonderful 54 Olive
trees.  I am quite serious, for if the Big One takes out L.A., it will not take out La Crescenta.  Let us see
how the year goes for sometimes our families need more roots than we leave them when other works come
along and draw parents into their own missions.  That place was a port to all the young friends growing up
and you shall never probably know how much good was offered from that wonderful home, even to Steve
Shupe of whom we spoke only a day or so past.  If Rusty doesn’t remember, he will when the name is
more obvious for many of the children, as Gene, are known by “Holloway”.  Remember that the young-
sters continued to come all the way to Tehachapi just to see you and feel at home.  I’m sorry that I had to
take that from them, and from you, to get this work done.  It has been, however, worthy work well done.
NO ONE CAN GO BACK, BUT ONE CAN RECLAIM!

Since we will be working with Dr. James R. Privitera (M.D.) in use of Olive Leaf Extract as we begin to
introduce the product so that you can be preparing your bodies to the shifting OFF of whatever we have
that gets banned, as in colloids, I will give you a warning or two to look for.  And by the way, Oak leaves
are pretty good supplements as well as Olive, so don’t toss the trees you have.  God provides perfection
wherever you might find quarters.  The Native Americans would, in fact, denounce us for preference of
Olives to Acorns and they would be correct.  The research, however, has been done on the Olive leaves
and the Oak remains only realized, still, by the Natives.

CHRONIC  FATIGUE  AND
GULF  WAR  SYNDROMES

To you who suffer from this Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, and this includes you who have Gulf War Syn-
drome, PLEASE USE OLIVE LEAF EXTRACT AND MOVE TO MORE USE IN GENERAL OF
THE VIRGIN OLIVE OIL, INSTEAD OF OTHER OILS, FOR A WHILE AND SEE IF YOU DON’T
ALMOST IMMEDIATELY GET SICKER AND THEN QUICKLY FIND THAT YOU FEEL WON-
DERFUL AGAIN.
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WHY  “SICKER”?

I can’t do other than simply give you examples, for if I do more, the FDA will undoubtedly be on the
doorstep via the Green Brigade.

So I quote an example leading up to my point which is to note that if you are sick and suffering and are full
of viruses, et al., then you will probably have a “die-off-effect” caused from killing off the little chuckers.
Dying and dead microbes give off a toxin which can create a rather uncomfortable “crisis” with some fever
and flu-like symptoms.  A few headaches may occur during this process.  However, if you have been using
the (ours, at least) silver colloids and a bit of titanium and gold colloids, you shouldn’t have ANY symp-
toms as most of the annoying viruses will be already under control.  Some of the viruses in various catego-
ries, however, will burrow into places where small doses of colloids may well not get them for a period of
time.  And, there is the inevitable possibility of removal of product from the market.  Colloids are under full
attack as I write.  Remember, readers, that we don’t fall into the same category as the general producers,
for our “silver” colloid is, yes, exactly that, but we finish it with gold electrolysis and a few microns of
selenium.  It has been tested every way there is, even at border crossings.  Never have we been denied
acceptance.

The reason given for taking the colloids off the market is that it is claimed there is NOTHING
in the products and therefore they are worthless.  I’m sorry to say it but, users, beware—MOST
OF THE OTHER PRODUCTS ARE TOTALLY USELESS!

Olive Leaf Extract has come to be an outstanding product for positive results from sufferers of Chronic
Fatigue, Epstein-Barr Virus, Multiple Sclerosis and on and on with “diseases” which are both untreatable
and incurable as pronounced onto you people by the medical profession.  In any event, however, you are
not going to get well unless you ALSO clean out the parasites which carry the viruses.

The quotes I want to share right now, though, are on the subject of that “die-off-effect”.

[QUOTING DR. PRIVITERA:]

For some very sick individuals, including people with Chronic Fatigue syndrome or particularly heavy
loads of virus or bacteria in their bodies, Olive Leaf Extract may possibly generate detoxification symp-
toms—known as the “die-off-effect”—that may be unpleasant.  [H: I might be quick here to add that
this same thing happens with Gaiandriana use, especially after injections of the substance where
there is no digestive interference or dilution.]

Such people may actually feel worse for a short time before feeling better.  As an example, many
Chronic Fatigue patients suffer from an associated depression.  Patients of mine who toughed it out through
the “die-off” period emerged highly energized and no longer depressed.
[H: With the “Dria” injection you can take your clock and time the reaction to just about an hour
for response.  Then begins the “healing crisis” wherein there can be major chills and, after a
couple of hours, a fever begins, then sweating, profuse sweating, and then comes the headache
which is sometimes severe but only lasts for a short while.  All the while your body will be telling
you this is not a “sick response” but a HEALING process.  And yes indeed, it has a medical
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label: Herksheimer microbe die-off.  Remember the old movie healing crisis wherein a patient
would be deathly ill and then “pass the crisis”?  It is the same thing.  People who have been
taking Gaiandriana, however, are not having “die-off” problems.  Zita went through the full
colloid IV program structured for her in Mexico, and which is being presented at the Health
Expo this weekend, and had nothing of any consequence other than boredom from the long times
spent hooked-up and immobile.  She was tired for a while but with a couple of injections of the
OxySol and Gaiandriana, AquaGaia (which flushed out her blood system) she began to feel
WELL.  She has constantly continued to improve, is walking again and is feeling, finally, again
fitm, even to being able to eat again, with appetite.  Do we somehow claim “miracles”?  No, if
there is any miracle it is the person doing the healing for the rest is practical application of that
which offers healing possibilities and reprogramming of the body cells back to health status and
clearing out of viral debris.  You see, Drias feed on and fully absorb the viral particulate as they
rupture and disseminate throughout the cells and circulatory system.  This rupturing (bursting)
of the viruses and microbes can be witnessed under viewing in a Rife Microscope apparatus.  It
is not important to see this but, rather, it is important to KNOW that you have scalar (prana)
energy frequencies high enough to destroy the microbes.  With our own colloids we know that we
have that capability, with the addition of the TITANIUM colloid.  There is no KNOWN virus
more potent or at higher frequency than we can knock out with titanium colloid.  This is because
the scientists have found nothing they can substitute for the “neck” of a virus with a higher
frequency than has titanium.  The reason Zinc lozenges work on “cold” invaders is that those
microbes have “zinc necks” and can’t mature or function in the direct presence of zinc.  NO,
THE BIG BOYS DO NOT LIKE US!]

The die-off-effect, or Herxheimer Reaction [H: Same thing as the above referred to Herksheimer.
This is such a little-used term any more that you may have trouble looking it up in reference
books.  We leave the name spelled both ways so you have more information as to possibilities if
you do your own research.] as it is medically called, refers to symptoms generated by a detoxification
process.  If you are sick and use this product, you should be aware of the possibility.  For this reason it may
be advisable to consult first with a holistic health practitioner before using it.  [H: You just did!]

If you have ever used Nystattin to fight yeast infections, you are probably familiar with this situation.
Nystattin kills yeast.  As the body becomes full of dead yeast, you may experience a variety of detox
symptoms.  Symptoms may intensify to the point where you need to stop or reduce the dosage of the
medication in order to give your body a chance to eliminate the toxic waste.

If there are substantial detoxification symptoms on the Olive Leaf Extract, reduce the number of
tablets, or even stop them altogether for a while to let the symptoms clear.  This may require up to a week
to allow your body to finish the process of the “die-off”.  [H: It will not take this long IF YOU ARE
USING GAIANDRIANA(S).]  WHEN YOU FEEL BETTER, YOU CAN SAFELY RESUME THE
SUPPLEMENT BY STARTING AT A LOW DOSE AND INCREASING THE INTAKE SLOWLY.

[H: If you don’t use Gaiandriana then you might well wish to try heavy doses of Vitamin C to
bowel tolerance and this may well be a regimen best done under professional guidance.]

Other than the “die-off” detoxification effect among some individuals, Olive Leaf Extract appears to
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create no side effects.
[END OF QUOTING]

Many studies have been done on use of the Olive Leaf Extract, readers, both with oral dosages AND BY
INJECTION.  In the instance of intramuscular injections it is noted that the injection site can become a bit
inflamed.  This will not happen if colloidalized extracts are utilized.  Oh yes indeed, I would ONLY use the
colloidalized form if using injectables.  This colloidalized product can be added to any Intravenous regime
as well.  It would be most specifically useful added to the Gaiandriana-OxySol-Colloid regimen as used by
Zita’s physicians.  You must understand that the most important one item in the extract is selenium in natural
form.  We colloidalize selenium right along with our other colloids when working with silver and gold and,
more importantly, OxySol, which is a catalytic collodalization process producing “liquid diamond” for
rebuilding cellular structure from the DNA blueprint replaced in the specific body by the Drias.  Remem-
ber, every “computer” must have a “chip” upon which to engrave the information.

Can we tell others how to make this “stuff”?  Yes, but we won’t!  We won’t give away God’s gifts to be
destroyed or tampered with by the lack of intelligence on your planet.  When the proper sequence is here
for such sharing, we will share it—very, very carefully.  You who know us and use these products—you
are, I suppose, most special.  We can supply enough without scattering around the possibility of damaging
tampering.  Already your scientists can EASILY clone people from their cross-tampering and that is cer-
tainly sufficient without more damaging tamper-stuff.

As an example, George Green took a bottle of Crystal Life product from Dr. Merkl’s Life Crystal, Inc.
and, thinking it was OUR PRODUCT, contaminated it and sent it to Merkl for examination.  Merkl called
it contaminated swamp water and now even Dr. Merkl realizes he did not have proper product of live drias
and has contacted us for input.  He hasn’t contacted us in a very long time, however, so we do not know
his status of product other than we have been informed that even his clinic in Mexico was shut down.
Crystal Life liquid is an incredibly good FOOD source for Drias—but contains no live cells (according to
Merkl).  Green claimed that his office girl, Gina, almost died from using the stuff.  No, that is one of Mr.
Greens more TYPICAL lies.  At the same time he was advertising the banned books (US&P) and saying
that he already had been given them back by the court.  BEWARE the false teachers and product bringers!

At that time Dr. Hoffmann was handling our Drias in Utah.  We brought the drias to Dharma and she
shipped them immediately to Wendell for mass growing.  They worked together constantly as I instructed
them until we built up a supply enough to share with you.  This is the thanks Mr. Green has offered us, and
YOU, readers.  Now, Mr. Green has caused so much grief with the Hoffmann family as to have Dr.
Hoffmann separated from his wife of over half a century and living in another state.  Why?  Because
George Green and his cronies want to keep the GOLD he STOLE, for part of those funds were Dr.
Hoffmann’s.  Dr. Hoffmann, in addition, poured countless sums of cash into George Green’s HANDS.
But incredible as it may be, Mrs. Hoffmann, due to Green’s and Tuten’s letters to family members, blames
Ekkers.  It is too long a story to repeat here but be it known, readers, the guilty will be found out and the
rewards will not be of their liking.  I honor Dr. Hoffmann for he is one of the only remaining GREAT
practitioners with frequencies and the ability of broadcasting frequencies.  Do you see how the whole of
the world suffers from the greed of a few terrible men?

But readers, YOU are the ones who allow it—by taking a stand for the wrong parties OR taking no stand
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at all and just allowing evil to manifest itself like the plague spreading from the bubonic-infected fleas.  The
“carrier” “fleas” will carry the diseases for as long as you allow it.

So, what are our plans for the Olive Tree?  Well, we have already started the planning for building a
production operation in Greece and, perhaps, Italy where the proper type of Olives grow.  We KNOW
that they grow well in Southern California; after all, Dharma and E.J. had a whole orchard of them prior to
moving to this location.  They will also grow well, perhaps better even, in parts of Mexico, especially right
across the border from the U.S.  They probably will grow quite well in parts of South Africa if they are
handled well for they are a dry-place plant.

This is only a classified food item, supplement, and it has no ill effects so it is quite safe in both use and
production AT THIS TIME.  If the WHO (World Health Organization) can shut off your right to have
supplements, then you probably will cease to be able to get the product.  However, I doubt you will have
olive oil removed from your use and an olive tree has to have leaves—is this not so?  So what would you
do then?  The product you are looking for are phytochemicals or phytonutrients—meaning, simply, Greek
for plant (phyto).  What you are SPECIFICALLY looking for are oleuropein (pronounced oh-lee-or-oh-
pin).

Even in your wondrous book of Revelation this “tree of life” is noted and is for “the healing of the
nations”.  And, readers as well as Dharma, ancient Egyptians were the first, historically, to put the olive
leaf to practical use.  They regarded it as a symbol of heavenly power and, in keeping with that belief, they
extracted its oil and used it to mummify their kings.  Well, we have far better uses for LIFE than for DEATH
processing.  Then as recently as 140 years ago (1854) came a Pharmaceutical Journal carrying a report by
one Daniel Hanbury and contained the following simple healing recipe and you may well wish to hang onto
this in response to your question about pulling supplements from your shelf access:

Boil a handful of leaves in a quart of water down to half its original volume.  Then
administer the liquid in the amount of a wineglassful every 3 or 4 hours until the
fever is cured.

If you don’t have Olive Trees—try the Oak leaves and acorn “holders” boiled together with a splash of
olive oil added.  You might find olives are better, really, for other things than Martinis.  If you add a few
drops of all (each) of your colloids to each wineglass of liquid—WOW!  Follow that on with a “chaser” of
Gaiandriana and AquaGaia and you have “Ambrosia for the Gods”, even if it tastes like otherwise.

This simple method, in italics above, was extensively used in England for treating sick Britons returning
from His or Her Majesty’s tropical colonies.

I am constantly amazed at any Greek or Italian complaining of high blood pressure because oleuropein is
one of the most effective ingredients in a compound produced by the olive tree that makes it particularly
outstanding in treatment of high blood pressure.  The oleuropein present in the leaves also makes the tree
LEAVES almost insect- and bacteria-proof.  This particular substance is also called elenolic acid and that
has always been recognized as an anti-bacterial substance.

More common, however, is the fact that this substance counteracts a variety of viruses ASSOCIATED
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WITH THE COMMON COLD OF HUMANS.  It has been said that whoever cures the common cold
will be both rich and famous.  Well, it hasn’t happened but we have long since cured the common cold and
we are neither rich nor famous.

Further, we know that calcium elenolate, a salt of elenolic acid, isn’t just effective against viruses, but
bacteria and parasitic protozoans as well.  Further, the product works well in LOW CONCENTRA-
TIONS AND WITHOUT ANY HARMFUL INFLUENCE ON HOST CELL MECHANISMS.  It is
extremely safe and non-toxic, even at high doses.  BUT READERS, in colloid form—there is no question
of toxicity because anything in colloid form can’t damage normal cells for the particulate is incapsulated in
cells or fluid molecules, and can’t get free to do anything until released and utilized by the body.

Well, I didn’t intend to turn away from the goodly group of Kissinger and Bush to talk about your health
but it seems I have done so.  Will the Big Boy politicians and drug dealers be happy with this, or any natural
product?  No, because they are in the depopulation and create-more-microbes-which-mutate business.
But it is almost impossible to keep these products FROM YOU.  I can’t offer more because we do not
practice medicine, pharmacy drugs or anything resembling same.  These products we offer are certainly
safe in any form of “injectables” but we are not allowed to suggest any such treatment beyond supplemen-
tal natural food items taken by mouth.  I can’t even tell you to shove something up your nose or in your
ear—much the less, your rectum (which is one of the better modes of getting medications or supplements
into the system).  We have to stick pretty much to under-the-tongue or some other benign suggestion.  You
can do what you will with anything we offer for everything we offer as our products ARE SAFE IN ANY
MODE UTILIZED WITHOUT ANY POSSIBILITY OF “OVER”DOSING.  You simply cannot “over-
dose” on any of our colloid products—period.  Moreover, in injection form as in use in Mexico, you can’t
overdose no matter how high the doses have gone—WITH NO SPILLAGE IN ANY ORGAN—PE-
RIOD.  This has been tested in the laboratories.

The body uses what is provided and needed and any “sluff-off” is in the same form given, colloidalized
particulate of miniscule size STILL encapsulated in fluid molecules and is simply and harmlessly excreted.
And no, the regulators really don’t know what, exactly, to do about it.  It becomes like banning PURE
water.  How do you regulate water?

Sometime when we have a bit of spare time I will talk to you about why radiation and types of chemical
treatments for cancer sometimes work.  Obviously it is the frequency given off from the radiation material
used.  If you can get doses of any item which exceed the microbe’s own frequency, you can knock out the
microbes (viruses) causing the carcinomas and/sarcomas.  However, most of the utilized elements are also
terribly damaging to host, or natural, cells.  Chemotherapy is touchy at best and more people die from the
results of such treatment, if not done to perfection, than from the mutated cell masses.  The problem and
sickness created by the chemotherapy, however, is debilitating in and of itself.  It is more than a healing
crisis—it is also a cell-death crisis.  The point is to have something totally destructive to the invading
microbes of any variety WITH TOTAL SAFETY TO THE NORMAL CELLULAR STRUCTURES.

THE CURE FOR CANCER, readers, has been around since cancers were diagnosed—BUT THERE IS
NO MONEY IN CURED DISEASES.  Hold it in your hearts.  Neither are they valuable as depopulation
methodologies.  Plagues and famines depend on insipid humans to lay the foundation for depopulation via
these dastardly means of death and destruction.
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Am I basically telling you that if you eat olive leaves you may well survive without serious plagues?  Yep!
Indeed I am!  Especially if you toss in a few other simple things.  Remember that, for centuries past, such
venereal diseases as syphilis were treated with gold, mercury and silver.  However, until you had electricity,
it was impossible to colloidalize those metals and allow for the safety of intake.  Further, men didn’t realize
they could get “electricity” other than from the plug-in in your wallboard.

Mankind is still quite primitive and moving backwards all the time as a deliberate effort is made to keep you
shackled and enslaved.  The technology available is magnificent and massive but YOU DO NOT HAVE
USE OF IT.  Therefore, it is time to wake up and smell the burned coffee and toast, readers, lest you not
know you have alternatives to rolling over dead in abject misery.

Good morning.
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CHAPTER  2

REC  #2    HATONN

MON., JAN. 13, 1997  9:53 A.M.  YR.10, DAY 150

MON.,  JAN. 13,  1997

DIVIDE  AND  CONQUER?

What is it here you wish to conquer?  Your “being right” over being correct??  What is it you feel you are
doing?  And WHY are you doing it?  Careful now, an ego answer will show and tell.

Can you continue to have divisions and finally you somehow “win”?  What is winning?  Is it getting your
way or getting the most, uninformed, onto “your side” somehow?  Be very careful lest ye bite the wrong
fingers and stomp the wrong toes.  This is for you in Australia as well as those under the nose in Illinois or
Grand Junction, Colorado—not to even mention the ones in Idaho being sucked in—AGAIN.

When people are “crossed” as to ego assumptions they will usually convince YOU of their good intentions
and then tell you they have a direct line to the Command Marshals.  If, however, there is pitting one against
another, especially at the level of COMMAND, there is gross error in assumptions.  We have a massive
task to do and we will not play games of such silliness at any EARTHLY LEVEL, especially as deemed
appropriate by receivers, channels and would-be kings.  In every instance be most careful in that which
you do.  Anyone who can comprehend the size of this mission is going to laugh at your antics because it is
so obvious that a lot of HARD WORK and management within and under the laws of God and Man must
be without dents and scratches.

Some of you think you know better—perhaps you do—but why, if so, do we have nothing with which to
work save that which WE HAVE DONE?  Those making contributions in great measure understand the
seriousness of successfully fulfilling our direct course of actions.  If all you wish to save is your own behind
and “be within” without much contribution to the whole, except to demand attention—then you are going
to be most uncomfortable—especially if you pull others into that trap of closed-end cul-de-sac.  Looking
at the sky and communing with “whatever” shows up is entertaining but is hardly the wisest approach to
WISDOM.  And if you think you are strong enough to know better, so be it.  We do not have the privilege
of a singularly beauteous ranting about all the wondrously Spiritual ways for man.  We have to deal with
WHAT IS and an assumption of otherwise is foolish indeed.  And I would like some of you to SHOW me
how you are changing greatly any systems?  How are YOU producing those things that man is needing to
survive and keep marching unto God’s positioning?  There are myriads of troopers out there working for
the adversary from big stuff to little stuff to gigantic stuff.  We have to work within that STUFF without
allowing the “stuff” to become us.

If there is no balance in your understanding of circumstances and you perceive it is enough for YOU just to
be, then you are incorrect—if what you want is to be counted among the team offering Truth and Ways to
accomplish betterment and reclamation within this old tired world of pretty adept adversaries.  How nice
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to be able to laze back and contemplate the miracles of stars and ships, meditate on how you opinionate
and will change the world and somehow become famous, rich and certainly, bowed unto.  Nope, readers,
SOMEBODY has to go forth and meet the enemy and do the physical battle of wits—all within the laws
of nations and God.  And, if your GUIDES are telling you otherwise, you had better be checking out
YOUR GUIDES for the hidden lessons being dumped onto your unsuspecting heads.  No member of our
team will escape the most harsh of testing in every direction imagined and, if found wanting, will be caught
sharply to attention.  None of US are indispensable for only God can decide who may or may not be
indispensable to HIM.  However, there is usually a long trail of unbending service which pretty much lays
forth the picture for any to see who are willing to bend to the task.
How dare you who are newly perceiving receivers now pronounce that something I may say is simply
Doris having a bad day—when you are not even willing to meet the smallest requests?  Is that what YOUR
GUIDES are telling you?  Then I suggest you look closely at YOUR GUIDES because you don’t have
ANY GUIDES OF REALITY THAT I DON’T KNOW!  Again, this is for those in Brazil as well as
Sweden and London.  Is it that people perceive continually that somehow you can be “Spiritual” and then
prosper from OUR WORK WHEN THE OPPORTUNITY PRESENTS ITSELF?  Spirituality in God
IS the projecting at all times of the actions which move toward God, not simply spouting opinions of self or
“guides” and waiting for something to dump on you.  I can promise the dumper will not be God nor will the
reward be goodly or abundant if you have served the adversary—even as to the pulling away from path-
way even one tiny infant growing into service.

Do you perceive I ask too much?  I ask almost nothing save a few letters hither and yon.  Doris and E.J.
ask even less.  Some of you have seen the truth and shared so greatly as to bring us to our knees in
appreciation.  But we hope that it has been to surely test an honorable system in spite of all odds against it
working, arranging to move, when we can, ahead in surely effective work, and generally just “realize” the
massive task of any reclamation FOR GOD OF LIGHTED CREATION/CREATOR.

We have worked and learned through long hard hours and would it not be wondrous if each individual
would simply shoulder his own load and perform?  Well, perhaps that is a dream beyond our capability of
precipitating.  When you choose the wrong teachers who simply divide your attention in assumptions
which do not even bear proof of correct actions, then perhaps you need to look at what is transpiring,
check the information you are getting and from whence it springs—and take abundant CARE in options.

Now, back to the dreary subject of the Bushes and Branches and other things and beings you never
wanted to know about, much the less, ask about.  THEY CONTROL YOUR EXISTENCE NOW AND
IN THE PERCEIVED FUTURE—SO DO WHAT YOU WILL ABOUT LEARNING WHAT IS, FOR
IT IS YOUR LIFE, READERS!

Back to Barrick: (Gold Corporation, that is.)

Again with permission from EIR, we move on with full credit and great appreciation to both the publication
and the individual authors sharing their information.  I want all credit to go and flow to these others for there
is nothing NEW on your planet, not even information—just people willing to bring it into the LIGHT.  Dark
and sinister activities cannot allow the light to shine within their dark and secret places.  ALL we want to do
is simply turn on the light for we have no interest in doing more unto the perpetrators or their games.  That
function of setting wrong to right is up to YOU.
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Before I move on I want to offer some information regarding getting EIR: EIR News Service Inc., P.O.
Box 17390, Washington, D.C. 20041-0390 (For subscriptions).

Now I want to qualify something right up front.  I am also going to suggest you look into 21ST CENTURY,
P.O. Box 16285, Washington, D.C. 20041.  Is there a difference?  Never mind same or difference.  There
is information being offered that “THE ATOMIC SCIENCE TEXTBOOKS DON’T TEACH” (21ST
CENTURY SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY).  This is going to push US&P right out of the running, read-
ers, as to TRUTH in science and understanding of such as the work of Russell, Tesla, Newton, Gauss,
Weber, Ampere and such as Bernhard Riemann.  There are more but this is a worthy start.  This also is
subscription information as offered and we support this presentation to the fullest.  For the first time, for
instance, Laurence Hecht reveals the true early history of atomic science.  This will take the “revelation” of
receiving out of the dim reaches of possibility—into the KNOWING of scientific input.  This in no wise
lessens the information from such as ATOMIC SUICIDE ? but puts science where it belongs—into the
minds of ALL.  When SCIENCE KNOWLEDGE is hidden beneath Spiritual aspects of individual choos-
ers, you err.  You, as citizens of a world in trouble, need to have information freely shared and not have the
threat of jail or prison for anyone who has ability to get the same information and even willingly give honor
and appreciation to the resource.  Perhaps someday YOU will understand the struggle over the DIFFER-
ENCE.

[QUOTING, Part 2:]

INSIDE  STORY:  THE  BUSH  GANG
AND  BARRICK  GOLD  CORPORATION

Original article by Anton Chaitkin.
EIR Jan. 3, 1997.  Feature, pg. 19

Barrick Gold, caught scrambling for loot amid the corpses in Zaire, is a corporate front for the George
Bush-allied covert political apparatus.  The Canada-based Barrick is Bush’s only known current business
enterprise.  The company, which Bush now personally leads, was created by Bush’s political partners—
British elite narcotics financiers, and arms traffickers and money launderers.

Using the influence of this political faction, Barrick acquired important interests, first in the United
States, then in Canada and South America.  In South America, as Barrick boasts in its 1995 annual report,
the company has an aggressive, long-term approach, with mines and projects established in strategic
locations in ARGENTINA, CHILE, PERU, BOLIVIA, and BRAZIL.  “Almost two-thirds of the explo-
ration and development drilling budget will be spent in South America, where the company has decided to
focus its efforts,” the annual report states.  [H: Still think Bush went down to help the Moonies OPEN
AN ASHRAM?]  In addition, with its intended conquests in Indonesia and Africa, the firm now says it
aims to move from third to first among the world’s largest gold mining companies.  [H: Sounds to me as
if one of these days GOLD is going to again be very, very valuable—as well as having need for
a market for same.  What is the value of holding all the assets in gold and not having it have
massive value?]
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We present here the results of EIR’s investigation of the Bush company, centering on the following
principal figures.  [H: We are happy to give credit for allowing us to NOT be in the focus of this
information-gathering for we have enough personal problems with the listed players.  We have
no intention of being THE ones who bring such information into the light of day—FIRST.]

GEORGE HERBERT WALKER BUSH, whose father was a partner in the powerful London-con-
trolled private banking firm Brown Brothers Harriman.  Relevant to the Barrick story, Bush was U.S. vice
president and chief of covert operations in the Reagan-Bush (1981-89) administration, and U.S. President
(1989-93).  As a former President and power broker, Bush is Barrick Gold Corp.’s chief lobbyist, a
stockholder in Barrick, and honorary senior adviser to Barrick’s international advisory board.

ADNAN KHASHOGGI, a Bush-allied Saudi billionaire and arms trafficker, founder of the Barrick Gold
Corp.; famous for his illegal weapons sales to Iran.

PETER MUNK, a business failure who became a protégé of the British royal family, and Khashoggi’s
partner.  Munk is chairman of Barrick Gold Corp.

BRIAN MULRONEY, Canadian prime minister (1984-93) and George Bush’s errand boy; Barrick
Gold lobbyist and director, Bush’s lieutenant on the Barrick international advisory board.

Barrick Gold was founded in Toronto, Canada, in 1983.  The majority investment in the firm was
held by Khashoggi and his arms-trafficking partners, who were just then gearing up the Iran-Israel-Nica-
ragua guns and cocaine tangle which would explode in 1986 as the “Iran-Contra” scandal.

The nominal chief of Barrick Gold was Peter Munk, a Hungarian Jewish immigrant who had repeat-
edly “died” as a businessman, only to be repeatedly revived by princes and principalities.  This much of
Munk’s story is before the public in a biography that was written and published with Munk’s support,
entitled Peter Munk: The Making of a Modern Tycoon, by Donald Rumball (Toronto: Stoddart Publish-
ing Co., 1996).  It vaguely describes Munk’s public disgrace, his self-exile in London, and his sudden rise
to near-billionaire status ending with Munk’s invitation to George Bush to become honorary senior adviser
to the board, created in May 1995.

THE  CLAIRTONE  HEIST

Peter Munk first became notorious in Canada in the late 1960s, as the beneficiary in an insider trading
scandal.  Munk and a partner named David Gilmour owned an audio equipment manufacturing company
that had been heavily subsidized by the province of Nova Scotia.  Munk and Gilmour quietly dumped
29,000 shares of Clairtone stock in 1967, just before publication of the company’s financial report tipped
off other investors that the company was failing.  After Munk sold at $9 per share, the stock plunged to $1.

Dr. Morton Shulman, a member of the legislative assembly of the province of Ontario, asked govern-
ment representatives if Munk would escape with his money and no legal consequences (see Ontario
Legislative Library record of Ontario provincial parliamentary debate on June 3, 1969).

Ontario Minister of Financial and Commercial Affairs H.L. Rowntree responded that a court had been
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requested to order the Ontario Securities Commission “to commence an action in connection with [Munk’s]
Clairtone Sound Company... for an action in the name of the company for the accounting of profits alleg-
edly made by him by reason of the improper use of inside information.”

But there was no government action, and Munk would indeed escape.  A Clairtone stockholder
named John Adams, who had lost about $5,500, had filed a legal action against Munk.  Munk hired
attorney Charles Dubin, whom Shulman described as “a lawyer who acts for the Conservative scandals...
And Charles Dubin... knew exactly how to go about subverting the law in this case.”

Shulman reported that Munk’s attorney gave Adams $35,000 as a settlement, on Adams’ agreement
not to make the case public.  Then, “the lawyer for Adams and Charles Dubin went into the Judge’s
chambers... [and] requested the judge to remove the papers from the registrar’s office and keep them in
his own private chambers, which the judge did.”

Charles Dubin, Munk’s inventive attorney, the fixer for Mulroney’s Conservative party, became Ontario’s
chief justice, and only recently retired.

The disappearance of legal papers in the Munk case discouraged other stockholders from going after
Munk.  But the resulting scandal made him a pariah in Canada, and Munk moved to London to start a new
life.  [H: Still think papers couldn’t and wouldn’t be taken by such as Horn and Jason Brent from
the Ekker case when it involves BIG PEOPLE and BIG S&L’S?  Wouldn’t you think it would
simply be easier to meet some obligations to these people rather than drag even the court judges
through this immoral mud-hole?]

‘DOPE,  INC.’  PUTS
MUNK  BACK  TOGETHER

The sister of Munk’s partner, David Gilmour, had married one of the Vansittarts, a family high in the
Anglo-Dutch aristocracy.  Munk’s approved biography reports that this Vansittart activated the formidable
Sir Henry Keswick, who made arrangements to lift Munk into a new career.  Keswick’s family merchant
banking firm, Jardine Matheson, had long been the British Empire’s leading, out-in-the-open organizer of
Asian illegal narcotics trafficking and drug-money laundering.  (Keswick, Jardine Matheson, and their
cohorts are central figures in EIR’s book Dope, Inc. (Washington, D.C.) Executive Intelligence Review,
third edition, 1992.  [H: REALLY IS WORTH YOUR ATTENTION.]

Jardine Matheson made Munk the chief executive of a Bahamas-registered hotel corporation called
Southern Pacific Properties (SPP), with Jardine money, and Jardine’s chief executive, David Newbigging,
as a director.  Then, Jardine’s historical dope partner, the Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Com-
pany (P&O), joined the Munk enterprise; P&O’s Lord Geddes himself joined Newbigging on the Munk-
SPP board.  In future years, as Munk rose to world prominence in the gold business, the Hongkong and
Shanghai Banking Corp. and the Royal Bank of Canada, two “Dope, Inc.” financial agencies, would
provide credit in the billions of dollars for Munk’s expansion.

Munk-SPP became a giant hotel owner in Australia and the South Pacific islands, and seized control of
the Travelodge chain.
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Munk’s rise in Australia was aided by his lifelong close association with fellow Hungarian émigré Sir
Peter Abeles, Australia’s transport mogul.  Munk’s stepfather had been secretary and assistant to Abeles’
father in Vienna in the late 1940s.  Abeles is reportedly known in Europe as “the White Knight”, in refer-
ence both to his British knighthood, and his reported large role in the cocaine trade.  Jonathan Kwitney, in
The Crimes of Patriots (New York: W.W. Norton, 1987), reports that, after Abeles encountered labor
union problems in his American business, Abeles gave to gangster “associates of... the most powerful
Mafia leader in the United States... a 20% stake in his U.S. operations.”  His partners were indicted for
hiding his payments, but Abeles refused to come to America to testify, and charges were dropped.

KHASHOGGI,  BARRICK,
AND  THE  AYATOLLAHS

In 1974, Munk signed an investment partnership agreement with arms-trafficking billionaire Adnan
Khashoggi of Saudi Arabia.  According to Munk’s approved biography (PETER MUNK: THE MAK-
ING OF A MODERN TYCOON), the new alliance was cemented when Munk and Khashoggi were
summoned to the London headquarters of Peninsular and Orient.  P&O’s hereditary boss was Lord
Inchcape, whose predecessor in the 1920s (also Lord Inchcape) had directed Britain’s India Commission
to continue the Empire’s opium production.

Munk later told his biographer that he was nervous—Khashoggi was late and perhaps “the P&O
directors wouldn’t wait for us and it would seriously harm the relationship.  It was already remarkable that
they should have a Jew and an Arab together in their dining room.”  But, the mighty Lord Inchcape
convinced Khashoggi to plunge in, and Khashoggi now provided most of the cash for the Munk enterprise.

Since this arrangement was sealed back in the 1970s, Munk has grown in favor as London’s creature.
He became a regular skiing partner of Prince Charles, who recently attended the opening of a Munk
speculative real estate venture (a factory outlet mall) in Germany.  Munk is a member of the elite “1001
Club”, co-founded by Prince Philip, a worldwide grouping of aristocrats, bankers, and speculators who
support a radical anti-industrial, “Pro-environmentalist” looting strategy, and who provide a lion’s share of
the funding for Prince Philip’s World Wildlife Fund.

The first Khashoggi-Munk-London venture was an attempt to build a 10,000-acre “jet set” resort
complex immediately adjoining the Egyptian pyramids.  As the scheme threatened to destroy the entire
historical/archaeological area, it evoked mass protests, and could not be forced through.  Munk sued
Egypt’s government, and was eventually awarded $17 million by an international referee.

Khashoggi and his associates, backers of the British- and Bush-linked faction of the arms trade,
created Barrick Petroleum Corp. in 1981, registered as a Delaware, U.S.A., corporation.  Junior partner
Munk, having returned from London, set up a parallel “Barrick Resources” in Canada.

But Munk’s name was an anathema to Canadian investors.  So, Khashoggi was brought in to lend his
prestige to Munk.  Khashoggi made a televised publicity tour of the Toronto stock exchange, and an-
nounced that he had purchased 10,000 (Canadian) Barrick shares.  At that point, in fact, Khashoggi, his
brother, and their international associates already controlled the company, partially through Khashoggi’s
Liechtenstein-U.S.A. conglomerate, “Triad”.
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Munk was now launched as a corporate chairman in Canada.  But this first Barrick, an oil develop-
ment firm, went bust and lost all its money.

In 1983, the Khashoggi-led group formed the gold company whose name was soon changed to
Barrick Gold Corp. Sheik Kamal Adham was reportedly one of the new company’s founding co-owners.
Adham, the chief of Saudi intelligence, had coordinated royalist guerrillas in Yemen, with British arms
secretly provided through Khashoggi.

Beginning in 1985, Khashoggi borrowed $21 million using his Barrick stock as collateral, for the
covert transfer of arms to Iran for the Bush-North group, during an official U.S. arms embargo against the
Khomeini regime.  Khashoggi made Donald Fraser, the Toronto-based businessman who allegedly pro-
vided the loan from his Cayman Islands company, president of Khashoggi’s Triad American holding com-
pany.

Khashoggi used the Monte Carlo office of the Bank of Credit and Commerce International (BCCI) to
launder money for Iran arms sales.  Barrick Gold Corp. co-founder Kamal Adham was later prosecuted
for fraud in the BCCI case, and paid a $100 million fine.

Khashoggi’s Saudi royal piggybanks also underwrote George Bush’s Central American “Contras”
adventures, making payments through the Swiss Bank Corp. and a Cayman Islands bank, totalling about
$27 million.

When the Iran and Contra scandals blew up in 1986, U.S. Attorney General Edwin Meese linked the
two scandals in a Nov. 25 public revelation.  The next day, Munk announced a shareholders’ meeting to
decide on an urgent restructuring plan.  A new organization emerged, keeping the Khashoggi group in
control, but easing Khashoggi out of the limelight and making Munk the sole public figurehead.  Personnel
were shifted into the Canada organization out of Khashoggi’s Triad operations in Utah.  [H: That is Brent
Scowcroft country, U.S.A., readers.  Still think the Mormon Church doesn’t have anything to do
with this NEW WORLD ORDER?  They even refer to themselves as Latter Day Saints and
ZIONISTS.  The word “Mormon” is an Asian term for Satan.  This, of course, is just for “Inquir-
ing Minds” who still want to know.]  Tariq Kadri, Khashoggi’s longtime attorney, was made president
of the Horsham holding company that was put over Barrick.

As the U.S. Congress took up the arms-for-drugs investigation and other trails leading to Vice Presi-
dent Bush, Khashoggi became too hot for the Canadian partnership, and the Khashoggi group’s shares
were officially sold off.  Khashoggi was himself arrested in 1989, in a fraud case involving the Philippines’
Marcos regime.  Taken from Switzerland and jailed in New York, Khashoggi was bailed out with a $4
million check from his partner, Peter Munk.  [H: And come on, readers, this is recently enough that
ALL of you should remember this.]

BUSH  CASHES  HIS  GOLD  CHIPS

In 1986-87, at the height of the Iran-Contra controversy, the Barrick Gold Corp. acquired the Goldstrike
property in Nevada for $63 million.  The land, proving to hold $10 billion in gold, was the property of the
U.S. Government.  [H: OOPS!  And I bet YOU still think that Bush-used gold certificate was not
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real, either.  Pandora’s box is simply running over with information if you bother to look inside.]
Bush was elected President in 1988, and his administration put through a special dispensation—ap-
plied only to the Barrick Gold Corp.—to speed up the normal procedures for a mining company
to take official title (“patent”) to the land. [H: !!!!!]

With the Bush Goldstrike intervention, Barrick Gold shot up from insignificance, to world power
status, and Bush himself climbed on board.

(Bush told the American public, in an interview in the Dec. 1, 1996 Parade magazine Sunday supple-
ment: “I don’t join boards of directors, and I don’t go into business deals.”  Yet, on Sept. 17, 1996, less
than three months earlier, Bush had flown into Elko, Nevada, on a Barrick corporate jet.  Bush’s interna-
tional advisory board convened at Barrick’s Goldstrike property, and met with Barrick’s directors.  Speaking
to an audience gathered to honor his presence at the mine, Bush said: “There is no such thing as an imperial,
formal ex-Presidency.  We just go back and live like the rest of you.”)

President Bush’s ambassador to Canada (1989-92), Edward N. Ney, had been for many years a
Bush political operative and an international coordinator of Bush’s “privatized” intelligence activities.  In
1992, Ney quit as ambassador and became a director of the Barrick Gold Corp.

The following year, Brian Mulroney resigned as Canadian prime minister.  Mulroney was the most
unpopular Canadian politician; but, in power, he had directly aided Barrick’s international ventures, and
had worked closely with Bush to force through free trade agreements.  Munk immediately hired the former
prime minister as a Barrick step-’n’-fetchit.  The approved biography explains Munk’s point of view.

“Mulroney [was] the unhappy lightning rod for the anger of a whole nation, in office and out.  Munk
was well aware of these feelings toward his new recruit... After nine years trotting around the world to
meet world leaders, he had incomparable access to Presidents and prime ministers in all the key spots...
Mulroney arranged the necessary access to the key decision makers.  Munk was starting to salivate at the
prospect of an inside track into the huge Chinese territory.”  Mulroney has been paid over $300,000 per
year by Barrick.

Barrick announced in May 1995, that a new international advisory board was being assembled, under
the leadership of “honorary senior adviser” George Bush, the former U.S. President, who, like Mulroney,
had recently lost his job at the hands of the voters.

On Nov. 27, 1996, the French newspaper Le Monde leaked the news that Barrick had been granted
a concession to prospect for gold in Zaire—a lead which prompted the present EIR Barrick investigation.
Canadian newspapers that same day reported that Barrick Gold had convinced the government of Indo-
nesia to award to Barrick control over the world’s largest gold find, and that George Bush and Brian
Mulroney had personally done the heavy lobbying to accomplish this.

The Indonesia deal is indeed startling.  The small Canadian mining company Bre-X Minerals Ltd. had
intended to develop the Busang gold mine, on East Kalimantan.  Suddenly, the government announced that
it demanded that Barrick Gold Corp. be cut in to a 75% ownership stake in the mine, which is estimated
to hold 57 million ounces of gold, with a current estimated value of over $20 BILLION.
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EIR contacted Placer Dome Inc., a rival company which has been bidding for the right to develop a
share of the Busang mine.  A Placer Dome spokesman would make no comment on Barrick Gold, saying
only, of his own firm, “We are a gold mining company, not a political organization.”

The U.S. Republican Party, of course, has been attempting to use President Clinton’s fund-raising
relationship with Indonesian supporters as a scandal to break the President.  Former President Bush,
meanwhile, has been reportedly telling world leaders, privately, that the Clinton Presidency is destroyed;
that his son, Texas Gov. George W. Bush, will be the next President, reviving the Bush dynasty; and that,
therefor, leaders would be smart to work with him now.

[END QUOTING OF PART 2]

Now team, aren’t we glad that we went first to the Bushes and Twigs in point here?  They used a lot of
money on their own things and assets by use of YOUR heritage funds.  I think it would be totally wise to
share with us or, at the least, leave us to our own resources.  I again present the facts that I KEEP MY
AGREEMENTS—YOU DO NOT!  I HAVE NO INTEREST IN CLEANING YOUR NOSES, LITTLE
CRIMINALS—THAT IS UP TO THE PEOPLE YOU CHEAT.
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CHAPTER  3

REC  #1    HATONN

TUE., JAN. 14, 1997  6:51 A.M.  YR.10, DAY 151

TUE.,  JAN. 14,  1997

BUT,  WHAT  WOULD  YOU  DO?

Now I get complaints, and complaints, admonishments, denunciations, reprimands and, in general, un-
happy campers following Christmas and the New World Order New Year.

I am glad with tidings of great JOY that you notice things are somewhat WRONG; however, how is it that
it is somehow MY FAULT?

You are going to have a New Calendar Year start every January 1st.  Right?  Wrong?  We have another
New Year starting on every August 17th!  We could celebrate the birth of the Man you call Jesus on August
8th or 22nd, whichever you choose, or you can celebrate it during the most commercial time of the year—
December 25th, on Isaac Newton’s Birthday.  Since I know that ALL of you celebrate Mr. Newton’s
Birthday, you can kill two birthday parties with one cake—so go for it.

Does a Christmas Tree HAVE TO BE a celebration to commercial adversaries?  Does a replica of a babe
in a cradle of anything, hay or silk, have to be a celebration to Satan?  No, and until you learn that the point
of your journey is to abide WITHIN that which IS, you miss the point of the physical life experience
wherein you CHOOSE that which you act and think—and intend.

I have a smashing indictment of you and Christmas sent here warning me to stop “allowing” you to believe
in such trappings as lights, packages, trees and colored beads.  What?  Do you live on this planet or do you
pretend to have already ascended to beyond that which ordinary human people build or endure?  So I am
not popular and what else is new in your week?

You will do, be and see in anything that which you will, and I choose to see a family setting up a replica of
a manger with child as a token of reverence in memory of that which means new birthing, new hope, new
dreams and, yes, arguments of where the shepherd should be placed—but who cares?  For a moment in
time a child of LIFE is remembered.  How many of you who knock the Christmas celebration go about
sullen and frown-faced proclaiming the day of an evil empire that somehow offends YOU?  Just because
YOU don’t approve does not mean the day is bad—and besides, days only ARE.  YOU MAKE WHAT
YOU HAVE IN ANY GIVEN DAY!

Moreover, you want me to then proclaim the celebration of the Jewish days of Chanukah to be evil and
base.  No, it is also a celebration of that which a people remember as special BECAUSE GOD GIFTED
THEM WITH SOMETHING OF A MIRACLE.  Did God do this miracle?  I imagine that man provided
some oil for the lamps—but at least SOMEONE kept some lamps burning against the darkness.
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Would the people spend the money and time feeding the hungry, healing the sick, buying things for the less
“fortunate” (everyone makes his own fortune) or would they go grump their way through one more day
without more thought to other than selves just as the other 364 days of the year?  Let us be HONEST for
a change, readers.  WE NEED SPECIAL DAYS FOR REMEMBERING, REVERING, AND GIVING
THANKS, EVEN IF ONLY FOR ONE TINY MOMENT IN OUR PASSING DAYS.

The punch line of the last article sent on the subject with complaint to me is that by “...allowing you to Do
the Christmas THING I further bind you.”  I bind you?  Christmas THING?  ALLOW, bind?  GOD
“ALLOWS” SO ALLOWANCE IS GOOD ENOUGH FOR ME.  Bind?  I have no right to do anything
to restrain you from or against ANYTHING.  Nor would I, even if it be within my own allowance or power
to constrain or restrain YOU.

I am told to look at the whole book of Jeremiah and see what it is all about.  (?????)  Ah, but I am only
supplied with a fourth of an article selectively offered:

“IS THIS YOU?  You accept this, that it is NOT IN YOU TO DO GOOD?  Is that you?  Are
you too spineless to simply call what you do, what it is?  Are you so weak and cowardly, still, that
you cannot REJECT it, point to it and tell others what it is.  Must you, instead, cow to the pressure
and sheepishly make your excuses, saying, after all, it’s REALLY about the birth of Jesus?

“The entire book of Jeremiah is about the practices that people CLAIM are in the name of
God, which God never said to do and in fact, in many cases, said not to do.  Does ‘claiming’ all this
crass commercialism, paying homage to the money changers, putting up idols and trees, in the
‘name of the birth of Jesus’ honor Jesus in any way?  [H: Now we get there, don’t we?  Ah
again, the name of someone called Jesus.  But the facts are, the article cannot be truth
IN FACT because the child of which you refer was Esu Emmanuel (spelled a hundred
different ways but none of them, Jesus.).  How dare a writer pronounce damnation and
charge wrong attitudes if the writer doesn’t even bother to get informed and KNOW
TRUTH OF HOW IT WAS AND HOW IT IS.]

No, [it doesn’t honor Jesus] it mocks Him.  Satan, the master of deceit, has twisted himself
into a front-runner position.  [H: Yes indeed, I agree with this statement.]  Did you ever
consider that “Santa” is an anagram for “Satan?”  [H: Yes, every time we use it.]

“And what do you actually DO at ‘Christ’mas that honors Christ?  Show up for an hour at a
church somewhere, for a ‘candlelight’ ceremony (check out the history of THAT little ceremony,
thanks to the Sun worshippers), with plastic Jesus, Joseph and Many out front?  Then go home to
‘Santa Clause’ and the tree or to the shopping mall to spend more of those little debt notes of your
enslavement by the Illuminati?

“In the meditation room at the U.N., there is a statue of Mithra, the Sun god.  The birth of the
Sun, indeed.

“You bring the chains of your own slavery to the master to bind you, and complain that you are
not free!
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“Welcome to the New World Order.”

So what is all of THIS?  B.S. from an angry heart!  The New World Order HAS NOTHING to do with
the Celebration of Christmas and your allowance of meaning to be lost.  But if all be “wrong” as claimed
above, how is it that you have a celebration to anything?  Here is your catch-22, readers.  Every good thing
will be usurped if it CAN be usurped.  Even your heart and soul.

In that same meditation room is (or was) a crystal, a rock, which holds a message within its programming.
It radiates energy from its own heart-place and man is allowed to do that which he will in his FREE WILL
status as the reflection of God in experience.

Now, do I say I love the United Nations?  Yes, the CONCEPT of leaders of nations gathering with a
purpose for goodness for all mankind is wondrous indeed.  Ah, BUT, is this U.N. conglomeration for
that actual purpose in reality?  No.  And since it isn’t, it needs revamping UNDER GOD-NESS with
equality for all, a voice for all, and action protecting all.  It, as with the corrupt politicians who run your
world, does not DO that which was claimed at structuring.

But this is not why I take the time away from the truth about your NEW WORLD ORDER to comment on
this subject.  I want YOU to know that what has come to be is as much YOUR responsibility as any, and
KNOCKING a thing will not set it to right.  You need, yes, to present truth, but if your observations are
equally as incorrect as the first tale—you have only increased the confusion and lack of reason.  You have
in such instance only further deceived and misled—without offering the positive solutions to any said
circumstance.

Suppose this morning at 10:30 A.M. the national and world economy collapses.  Suppose the whole of
Societal order collapses and the gangs, with their machetes and guns, are on the streets breaking down
your doors and cutting the throats of your children and, then, yourself.  Suppose there is no order, new or
otherwise.  What ARE YOU GOING TO DO?  Are you going to then claim that you and your buddies
preaching anarchy (oh yes, that IS what you preach) have the solutions and can immediately gain positive
CONTROL?  YOU NEVER HAVE POSITIVE TRUTH AND GOODNESS FROM FORCE, BE IT
FROM YOU OR FROM YOUR WORST ENEMY.  GOODNESS AS GODNESS, MUST BE REC-
OGNIZED AND BUILT!

You people have been under Marshal’s Law since 1933 in the U.S.A.  You have been under the bindings
of the New Laws since then as well.  The U.N. is run by the same characters as do up the New World
Order—so yes, welcome to the New World Order—BUT YOU MISS THE POINT.

The New World Order didn’t “just happen”, people; the New World Order is finalizing its long-running
status as the way of control of the world.  This NEW WORLD ORDER is the final takeover by the
Adversary of GOD which has never been in different intent.

What is it that YOU want?  Do you want the terrible catastrophes to come upon you?  Do you really desire
the collapse of all social structure and economies?  ARE YOU PREPARED FOR WHAT HAPPENS
WHEN THAT HAPPENS?  HOW ARE YOU PREPARED?  WHO WILL TAKE OVER LEADER-
SHIP?  WHO WILL PULL A NATION AND A WORLD BACK TOGETHER AGAIN—OR DO
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YOU SIMPLY HAVE HUMPTY-DUMPTY?

You cannot BUILD through destruction.  You may well have to tear down an idea or a building before
constructing a new something, on the ground—but destruction is not an answer to much of anything.  You
can destroy all visible physical evidence of a “thing” but as long as it is in the heart and memory—it looms
ever bigger and bigger in REALITY.  YOU CAN ONLY IMPROVE, GROW, REPLACE BAD WITH
GOOD—THROUGH BUILDING THAT WHICH IS TOWARD PERFECTION OF GOD—NOT
BLASTING WITH BOMBS AND MORE FORCE.

Let us get as ridiculous as the solutions pointed out to me.  I am told the answer is to simply shoot everyone
in Washington D.C.  Now THAT is an idea awaiting its time, isn’t it?  And just WHO would then be brave
enough to go to serve YOU in Washington?  Oh, but YOU would be among the executioners and already
be in Washington?  Would you want a government made up of people who just SHOT HUNDREDS OF
CITIZENS IN ONE BIG SWOOP?  Do you really believe that people in Small Town, U.S.A. would
trust you to attend their needs?  After all, you just killed hundreds of their own representatives that they
voted into POWER.  Is this what you want?  WHAT ARE YOUR WONDROUS SOLUTIONS TO
THE ANARCHY AND COLLAPSE, FAMINE, PLAGUES, WEATHER DESTRUCTION AND
DOWNFALL OF NATIONS ALL OVER THE WORLD?  WHO WILL GRAB THE GUSTO THEN?
LET ME TELL YOU: THE EVEN STRONGER FORCES AND THOSE WILL NOT BE GODLY
BECAUSE FORCE IS NOT OF GOD.  CREATION IS OF GOD AND HE CREATES ONLY
IN WISDOM—NEVER FOOLISHNESS AND CONTEMPT.

The laws, both good and bad, ARE ON YOUR BOOKS!  You not only CAN but MUST work within
what IS and stop lolly-gagging over what you decide is NOT.  If something has been damaged—fix it.  But
you are going to have to stop complaining and FIX IT—YOURSELF.  Your wishes, for instance, ARE
CERTAINLY NOT MY WISHES.  You see, I am more like you than you would wish to believe.  I don’t
think your solutions are anywhere near workable and, worse, uninformed and foolish in concept of some-
thing that will improve much of anything from what you have which, in the U.S., is pretty confounded
GOOD for the physical beings.  Spiritually, you are just about dead at the levels of leadership and force.
But you-the-people who still put up plastic mangers and bow before God—are GOING TO FIND YOUR
DAY IN THE SUN—IF YOU BUILD IT.  BUT YOU MUST BUILD IT, CREATE IT, FROM THE
CLAY OF THE EARTH AS IT IS.  You certainly do not need hate-crime laws, for instance, for there are
laws against CRIME so all crime is a “hate” crime of sorts.

You have laws requiring the government to BALANCE the Budget IN THE CONSTITUTION.  Why do
you need an “Amendment” to repeat the same thing only with more leeway for the politicians?

You have, around your globe, the reverse of the Constitutional and structured system of YOU-THE-
PEOPLE (the citizen) being the SOVEREIGN ruler.  You have turned over your responsibility, rights, and
duty to the thugs and criminals of political reverse energy and FORCE.  YOU PAY THEM TO DE-
STROY YOU!  So be it, and Merry Christmas and Happy New Year.  What else is it, exactly, that you
want God and Hosts to do for you?

WHO AND WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO REMEMBER AND EXPECT WHEN THAT “MASTER
MESSIAH” COMES BACK?  IF YOU DO NOT ALLOW EVEN A SHRED OF EVIDENCE IN
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THE FORM OF MEMORIAL PLACEMENT OF, YES, EVEN A PLASTIC IMAGE, OF CHRIST
REPRESENTATIVES—HOW WILL YOU KNOW WHEN HE COMES?  IF YOU LET GO THE
LAST THREADS OF THE TAPESTRY OF GOODNESS—IT IS OVER FOR YOU FOR YOU WILL
FORGET, YOU SHALL FORGET—AND YOU HAVE FORGOTTEN.

Every intention, thought, action, moves you TOWARD God or AWAY from God.  That which is FORCE is
away from God.  That which is given in goodness, love and appreciation is TOWARD God.  So, it is not
the colored ornaments on a Christmas Tree; it is the intention and love and thoughts of the ones who put
them there.

“You bring the chains of your own slavery to the master to bind you, and complain that you are not
free.”  It seems to me that this author would bind you even more tightly than the “master” of whom is
spoken here.  The only FREEDOM anywhere, anytime, anyhow—is within God.  Think very, very hard
about it.  You cannot legislate truth or freedom; you must have it and hold it and keep it within God or you
have it NOT, so stop blaming the New World Order for everything you DO NOT DO.  WHAT EX-
ACTLY IS THE NEW WORLD ORDER?  And please don’t give me the old “I think it...”  WHAT
EXACTLY IS IT?  YES I DO KNOW AND I LOATHE IT AND THE CONCEPT OF EVIL MEN
RULING ANY OTHER MAN.  BUT THOSE ARE YOUR CHOICES AS A CIVILIZATION.

Oh yes, about those welfare system slaves: do YOU want those out-of-work individuals, with their babes
that you support, running your world, and RUNNING YOU?  You have forgotten the true meaning of
charity, which begins at home and is a thing from which a person can pull up himself.  You have enslaved
through the silk strands of insured FAILURE while you call it welfare.  You have allowed the dumbing
down of all societal structures and schools.  Who, exactly, do you have in mind to take the lead and draw
your world into FREEDOM?  What do YOU have available and how much are YOU WILLING TO
GIVE TO REBUILD, BUILD, CREATE?  MORE IMPORTANTLY: WHAT ARE YOU WILLING TO
OFFER OF SELF TO HAVE FREEDOM—FOR ALL, NOT JUST YOU IN YOUR OWN OPIN-
ION OF SOME LEVEL OF FREEDOM SURROUNDING YOURSELF?

Now, as to the article about LeRoy Schweitzer, and surely you ALL remember LeRoy?

From The American’s Bulletin, Jan. ’97:

[QUOTING:]

VIGILANCE * RESPONSIBILITY * FREEDOM

LEROY  SCHWEITZER’S  TRIP
TO  WICHITA,  KANSAS!

[H: Indeed, to anyone holding or remembering the “Just Us community of Free Men” drafts and
new system of funds under FREE law will enjoy a catch-up in status of that ongoing legal circus.
Of course Schweitzer was right, correct, and legal in what he did as it was certainly better even
than the same thing accomplished by the Federal Reserve System and actually his funds were
based on value while the Fed is based on NOTHING.]
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LeRoy Schweitzer, along with Dan Peterson, went on what he called a “jet set” trip to Wichita, Kan-
sas, for the LeRoy Greathouse trial in early December, 1996.  LeRoy (S.) said a unanimous verdict of “not
guilty” came out using their warrant to buy a pickup truck.  This is a real victory for the patriots and the
users of LeRoy’s “educational materials”, which are available through The American’s Bulletin.

LeRoy was pleased with this good news and spoke with his brother, Leonard, by phone about a
month ago, before the Greathouse trial, about his life now and his upcoming trip to Kansas.

Here’s how LeRoy described the LeRoy Greathouse trial.  “The lawyer, Kurt Patrick Kearns told
Daniel C. (Peterson) and I at the Sedgewick County Jail that the jury was nearly deadlocked after two or
three days so the judge tried to pressure them and it blew up in his face.  He went nuts but their gamble
didn’t pay off.  Kurt got in our evidence on D. Pearce, another IRS payoff in Texas and more.  Also, John
Keith, the lawyer up here who blocked the Tom Klock case flew down and testified, and got the jury to
question what was really going on.  This was a timely blessing and very pertinent to our case since all my
warrants were drawn on this same account number in Butte, Norwest Bank.  This validates all our checks
and nullifies the new so-called superseding indictment.  [H: Wow, some of you should READ THAT
AGAIN!  You do, however, have to KNOW WHEN TO HOLD THEM, KNOW WHEN TO
FOLD THEM, AND KNOW WHEN TO WALK AWAY.  I suggest that some of you just keep
HOLDING and HOLDING as some interesting things may yet come to pass in these days of the
Lord come upon the lands.  If Ronn Jackson did nothing more for you-the-people than support
Schweitzer, perhaps he served his debt to some of you.]

LeRoy said that the U.S. Attorney lied to the grand jury by stating his course of action with his “bogus
checks”.  He said that the evidence pointed to the fact the checks were good and had been honored many
times.  LeRoy said, “Now we have prima-facia evidence which breaks any possible criminal intent but, on
the other hand, it strengthens my criminal conversion suit on Norwest Bank-Butte which was unlawfully
removed from the district court of the United States in Butte, nearly four years ago.”

One of the things I’m concerned with is the prison torture that is occurring with the Montana Freemen.
I recently went to a Probate Judge Conference in Monterey, and one of the speakers, a noted law profes-
sor, told me that prisoners cannot be force-fed or given “treatment” against their will.  Here’s how LeRoy
described his prison torture in Wichita, Kansas:  “When we (LeRoy and Dan) arrived at Sedgewick
County Jail in Wichita, Kansas, a welcoming squad greeted us and said the sheriff did not want us to
disrupt ‘his’ facility.  I assured them we were of reputable character but we did not volunteer our finger-
prints or our photos.  The retaliation was 24-hour lock-down, no pillows, no pen, no paper, no envelopes,
no phone calls, no books or magazines, no toilet paper after the fourth day, no shave, no showers, no clean
underwear, and no clean socks.  So much for Southern hospitality.”  [H: Was the trauma worth the
refusal to give fingerprints and photos?  Are those things so terrible to have offered?  Do you not
now wish to have pictures and fingerprints on things outside the lock-up facility?  Do you AL-
WAYS “GAIN” FROM failure to cooperate?  Do you lessen TRUTH if you give your finger-
prints willingly?  Do you somehow lessen TRUTH if you refuse to have a photo taken as pre-
scribed to the law enforcement personnel ordered to also DO THEIR JOB?  Is it possible a lot
of misery and problems could be spared if people do that which is “ordinary” and struggle in
arenas where PROGRESS toward freedom and right can be focused?  Will having no toilet
paper after the fourth day make a difference in the long-running battle for TRUTH?  How about
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“no pillow”?  No, it is not RIGHT but why bring further hurt upon selves for no goodly reasons?]

LeRoy’s victory regarding his knowledge can be further stated, “The U.S. Marshals were not singing
at the return trip to the airport.  Now they realize the liens are good and the tenders as well.  Even some of
the lawyers are beginning to catch on.”  [H: Now THIS is a good thing.]

LeRoy further said that Kurt Patrick Kearns and John Keith knew of what evidence was put into the
record in the Greathouse case, showing why the “warrants” are lawful.  LeRoy feels confident about his
case and said in his letter to Leonard, “Our criminal counter-claim now takes on a new meaning, giving
credibility to our liens and drafts which cannot be overcome in their own Uniform Commercial Code.
There is not a doubt we would win handily if we could enter our evidence.”

When I went to the local law library to do some research on the Uniform Commercial Code, the
Anderson version, I noticed that the code had major revisions in it, especially the parts 1-207 and l-103.
The books, however, still posted the 1981 date, and the new revisions will have to be adopted by the
states in the future.  Be careful when you research this.  Read the preface and revision dates in front of the
book before you proceed with any actions.  The new code has NOT YET been adopted by the states.

I am researching commercial liens.  Please contact me if you have had any success with them, or have
any questions.

June Wisniewski
1375 Mill Street #313C
Reno, Nevada 89502

[END OF QUOTING]

Ah indeed, you need to know when to hold ‘em.  And you also, if there is ever threat of legal confronta-
tions of any kind—keep your records, keep your corporate structure in perfection—and date everything
so that you can instantly restructure all activities.  Can you not ever remember the one thing that wins
cases—that record keeping system that DOCUMENTS beyond shadow of doubts as to circumstances.

I speak of these things because the “Schweitzer” incident was and is such a large blot on the records of
your nation in the U.S., and actually around the globe as things finally come full circle.  Therefore, don’t just
turn away and FORGET these people who struggle, really struggle and PAY THE PRICE for YOUR
FREEDOM—even to doing business with the banks of your world.  How many of YOU would have
been, or are willing to do what these Freemen have done to stand for a RIGHT AND JUST CAUSE?  So
be it.  As we have more sharing of information, we shall be most happy to print it for your updates.

I particularly wanted to offer this information in the MIDDLE of our presentations on Bush Brigade antics
at stealing everything of value in the world—along with control by Federal Reserve shackles.  You have to
see that what is lawful for the goose is certainly NOT ACCEPTED IF THE GANDER TRIES TO DO
IDENTICAL THINGS.  So, how do you fight back and gain your RIGHTS?  First, MAKE VERY SURE
THAT YOU ARE RIGHT, then work within the LAWS for if a Bush can do it, so TOO, CAN YOU—but
shouting and touting will not do anything but put you at risk of annihilation.  If you Freemen win, it will be
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THROUGH THE LAW—of Man—AND GOD!

Would this “win” be a GOOD THING?  Oh, you have no idea how GOOD that would be!  So, may they
win BIG and may those brave men walk FREE and return to their homes in peace and prosperity.  Pray for
their “winning” for they have nothing else and it IS SUFFICIENT.

I have to remind them, like you, that pushing the river all around only floods it over the boundaries of the
river and hurts more than is corrected.  I repeat the old adage: “you gotta know when to hold ‘em...”

I mean it, chelas, share and remember Christmas as the beautiful TRUTH IN THOUGHT that it conveys,
even unto the gifts given in love, even with the fighting often coming.  That is not your fault and you cannot
determine that which another will do or think.  YOU are the focus here: what do YOU think about it?  And
by all means, in this year of greatest change expected from all prior times, may it bring JOY within the
hearts of God’s people and may God have Grace and Mercy on those who simply don’t KNOW their
direction.

Good morning.
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CHAPTER  4

REC  #2    HATONN

TUE., JAN. 14, 1997  2:24 P.M.  YR.10, DAY 151

TUE.,  JAN. 14,  1997

MORE  QUESTIONS  THAN  ANSWERS?

It is a wondrously beautiful afternoon in this place.  Snow covers the otherwise gouges of earth and scars
of winter.  The trees droop low and one is reminded of Christmas cards and fireplaces, family and grand-
children on sleds on the adjacent hillside.  Ah, but could it stay so limited to view so that the ugly things of
life might be kept distant.  But that would not be living LIFE, would it?  Do you notice that almost all of that
you can perceive as “ugly” is tampered with by man?  But, chelas, MAN, after all is said and done, inhabits
this place of Creation upon which you also experience—for YOU are MAN—not some unseen commod-
ity for blame placement.  If we perceive “ugly” things abounding, then perhaps we should look at source of
that abhorrent setting.  I remind you to NOT look to God for “ugly”—GOD IS BEAUTY, BALANCE
AND HARMONY.

CRIMINAL  POLITICS  VS.  SPOTLIGHT

No thank you, readers.  I have no intention of getting into such arguments as Criminal Politics vs. Spot-
light and who is right and who is wrong and why there are hard feelings among the publishers of these two
publications.  I appreciate your asking, I suppose, but the facts are that I HAVE NO INFORMATION
EVEN WORTHY OF SHARING AND AS I INSIST EVERY DAY: DO NOT SPEAK ABOUT THAT
WHICH YOU KNOW NOT FOR YOU CANNOT KNOW IF YOU ARE UNINFORMED AND
CAN, THEREFORE, ONLY OFFER OPINION AND THAT WOULD ONLY BE FROM “AN-
OTHER”.

Never mind the struggle, readers; BOTH give incredibly sensitive and valuable information.  It is the
information for which you SHOULD be subscribing.  If you can acquire all the information then you can
certainly continue your interest but it truly is not my business in any way, shape or form.  Neither publisher
has any use at all for me or my input.  I know that you would find the underlying fact interesting and the
quarrel itself is based on “sides” and perceived “actions” and, after all, we somehow are assumed to work
in the E.T. arena which certainly puts us into the category of a far-out publication.  I wonder...?

Never mind “God”—who is this Jesus Christ person proclaimed through the logo of the fish?  He is NOT
running around on terra-firma—is he?  Does that not make this “Christ”-being an Extra-Terrestrial?  Is this
too simple a concept for people to fathom?  Where do the Christians think their Lord and Savior to be?
Just something to ponder when you are out of other things upon which to opine.

I want very definitely to continue with EIR’s tales of Bush, gold, etc.  By the way, the three publications
most AT each other are NEW FEDERALIST (a companion of EIR), Criminal Politics, and Spotlight.
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All three try to pretend CONTACT doesn’t exist.  Wow, what a strange world you have going,
citizens.  I can only say that I am totally pleased with the daring truth-sharing investigations and publications
of ALL of them.  Further, I can indeed feel pain at the legal antics which bring such burdens on both parties,
all parties, and any abuse of the other is unacceptable if it be in “ugly” intent.  In bringing forth TRUTH
there is NO ROOM for such outrageous envy and jealousy when it denies the human citizenry receiving
information which could save the planet.

Further, I recommend each and all of them, along with hundreds of others—AS MANY, IN FACT, AS
YOU CAN AFFORD TO ACQUIRE AND FULLY READ AND STUDY.  If you were able to read
EVERYTHING written in this world—it would never be enough to satiate your knowledge.  Only through
reading them all can you have evaluation and come to reasoned conclusions.  We urge you to get and
compare, read and balance ALL INFORMATION for we fear nothing—if you KNOW what we write
you will find no quarrel.  I KNOW this because ones who have denounced us invariably shout that they
don’t read the garbage!  How can you know it to be garbage if you do not look?  Is this not a major
PROBLEM in your world today?  GET FACTS and then you can discern and judge.  After all, you HAVE
to JUDGE ACTIONS!  The rest takes care of itself.

[QUOTING, PART 3:]

GEORGE  BUSH’S  $10  BILLION
GIVEAWAY  TO  BARRICK  GOLD

by Mark Sonnenblick
EIR, Jan. 3, 1997

In 1985-86, Barrick Gold Corp. paid two other mining companies $63 million for a small working
Nevada mine, called Goldstrike.  Within a few years, it was found to contain 24.6 million ounces of gold,
worth about $10 billion.  Goldstrike was on federal property.  Under existing legislation, designed in 1872
to populate and bring development to the West, miners could operate on federal land for free, once they
had filed a claim.  They could obtain full legal title to the land at $5 an acre upon completion of a long and
expensive process called “patenting”.

In 1992, however, pressure was building for a new mining law to require that those given federal
properties pay a royalty, a certain percentage of what they mine each year.  As expected, when the Clinton
Administration took office in 1993, it sought a 12.5% royalty.  At that rate, the 25 major mine claims then
in the process of being privatized, would eventually yield an estimated $10.75 billion to the U.S. Treasury.

Mining companies caused a major jam-up at the Bureau of Land Management, as they rushed to
obtain patents before Congress applied royalties.  By 1992, the long waiting line at the BLM Nevada
office made it doubtful that many mines would get over the critical hurdle in the patent process in time.  It
would normally take several years for a mine of Goldstrike’s size and complexity to complete the process,
a BLM source commented, and the average during the previous four-year period was 10.3 months.  But,
Barrick made it in only 4.8 months.

Barrick filed its applications for 1,144 acres of land in March and April 1992.  That summer, a pilot
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program for “expedited processing” of Nevada patents was instituted by BLM chief Delos Cy Jamison, a
Republican who had been appointed to that post by President George Bush in 1989.  Jamison concocted
this speed-up procedure with the BLM Nevada state director, without informing his own staff.  “Bells went
off in my head when I heard about it,” a former BLM staffer told EIR.

Philip M. Hocker, president of the Mineral Policy Center, an environmentalist outfit, testified to a
Congressional subcommittee on March 11, 1993: “Under a new and unpublicized ‘pilot project’, the
BLM allowed Barrick to hire outside mineral examiners to perform the evaluation of ‘discovery’ on Barrick’s
mining claims.  The specialists who determined whether these claims should be patented for $5 per acre
received payment for their work directly from the company which wanted a ‘yes’ answer.  This is a flagrant
conflict of interest, which BLM is not only allowing, but encouraging.  Barrick is the only company to
complete this process so far.”

Only Barrick got expedited treatment.  Its patenting was rushed through in record speed; the BLM
district manager approved the report of the outside consultant hired by Barrick the day after it was filed, in
February 1993.  Other companies remained stuck in the BLM backlog.

‘THE  GOLD  HEIST  OF  THE  CENTURY’

As soon as he took office, Interior Secretary Bruce Babbitt called the Barrick deal “the gold heist of
the century”.  He swore he would make sure the taxpayers received something for federal gold.  He
slapped a de facto moratorium on new patents, by abolishing the expedited process and requiring that he
personally approve each patent.

Babbitt’s office held up Barrick’s patent, on the dubious grounds that its pumping would harm an
endangered species.  In August 1993, Barrick sued in U.S. District Court in Nevada.  The verdict in favor
of Barrick came through in March 1994.  Babbitt immediately granted the patent, made a big show of
indignation, and abandoned all pretense of ending mining giveaways.

The approved biography of Peter Munk explains a bit of what happened: “for much of 1993, [Munk]
spent a lot of time in the District of Columbia... lobbying.  At that stage Brian Mulroney, Canada’s former
prime minister, had just joined the Barrick board and he immediately went down to Washington to estab-
lish contact with key senators, using his close relationship with George Bush to good advantage.”  [H:
Please don’t be guilty of FORGETTING that Brian Mulrony landed a BIG slot with ADM as he
stepped down, as well.  That is Archer Daniels Midland, THE FOOD AND GRAIN GIANT OF
THE WORLD.]

Once Barrick had paid the U.S. Government $5,720 and had clear title to Goldstrike, Barrick lobby-
ists worked with Hocker and other environmentalists for “reform” legislation that would impose royalties
on companies which had not cleared the patent hurdle (on Sept. 29, 1994, royalty legislation was KILLED
in a House-Senate conference).  In a recent discussion, Hocker insisted that Barrick had not used political
influence to win Goldstrike.  But at the end, he conceded, “I guess that sounds like Barrick also got to me.”

And, with unrestricted property rights over the $10 billion Goldstrike, Barrick Gold had the collateral
on which the Royal Bank of Canada gave it a $1 billion line of credit that it used for the explosive world-
wide expansion it suddenly began, only months after the patent was granted.
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[END QUOTING]

But continuing:

[QUOTING:]

BUSH’S  LETTER  ABETS  BARRICK’S  GOLDDIGGING
by Gail G. Billington

On Nov. 26, 1996, the small Canadian mining company Bre-X Minerals released a “guidance” from
the government of Indonesia, which requested that Bre-X sell the majority of its 80% holding in what
Maclean’s magazine called the “mine of the century”, the Busang gold mine in East Kalimantan state, to
Barrick Gold.  By Dec. 17, Umar Said, secretary general of Indonesia’s Ministry of Mines and Energy,
reported that Bre-X and Barrick had reached an agreement whereby Barrick would take 67.5% to Bre-
X’s 20.25% share in Busang, and Indonesia would retain a 10% stake.  Overnight, Barrick had outmaneu-
vered several other contenders, such as Placer Dome, to emerge as perhaps the world’s premier golddiggers.
Busang is currently valued at $21 billion, with estimated gold deposits of 57 million ounces, but which
could end up nearer to 100 million ounces.

According to a Houston-based spokesman for Barrick’s “honorary senior adviser”, former President
George Bush, a Sept. 19, 1996 personal letter from Bush to Indonesian President Suharto clinched Barrick’s
advantage on the Busang mine deal.  Bush’s personal intervention was first revealed in the Dec. 21-23
Financial Post, a Toronto-based paper controlled by Bush’s media ally, Conrad Black, who, in the same
issue, declared Barrick CEO Peter Munk “newsmaker of the year”.

Bush spokesman Jim McGrath confirmed the Financial Post story, describing Bush’s Sept. 19 letter
as “a private letter between friends”, which mentioned Bush’s high regard for Barrick.  “He wrote one
letter... and that’s it,” McGrath told a journalist.  “There were no phone calls [to Suharto].”

Munk, in Barrick, a special magazine put out on Oct. 2, 1996 for the Denver Gold Conference, in an
article entitled “Continuing Growth/Barrick Plans to Double in Size; Comments on Barrick’s New Oppor-
tunities”, confirmed the extent of Barrick’s holdings in Indonesia: “One of the most important countries in
our worldwide exploration program is Indonesia, where we have a land position of 8.5 million hectares—
the largest of any company in the country.  We are currently mapping and sampling on Woyla Property in
northern Sumatra; on both Masupa Ria and Yamana projects in Kalimantan; and on several properties on
Irian Jaya.  Drilling [for core samples] will begin on both Woyla and Masupa Ria in first quarter 1997.”

By early November, Barrick CEO Munk landed in Jakarta to handle negotiations.  The Nov. 29
Toronto Globe and Mail suggested that Munk may have been seconded by Canadian Prime Minister
Jean Crétien, who spent several hours with Suharto in bilateral talks following the Asia-Pacific Economic
Cooperation [APEC] summit in Manila, less than 48 hours before Indonesia’s guidance was made public.
An industry source told the Dec. 2 Northern Miner that there is no question that Munk interfered in Bre-
X’s Indonesian operations, “and, in doing so, has placed a gun at Bre-X’s head... because Munk... wants
this thing so bad he can taste it.”
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No one is saying how much Barrick will pay Bre-X for its stake in Busang, although Barrick is ex-
pected to foot the $1.3-1.5 billion cost of constructing the mine.  But Busang has already started earning
money for Barrick, thanks to stock market speculation in Barrick’s favor, and to Bre-X’s detriment.

Several outstanding issues remain to be clarified, including appeasing Bre-X’s stockholders and sorting
out multiple claims to the three Busang fields by Bre-X’s Indonesian partners.  The Dec. 21-23 Financial
Post reported that Bush also sent a letter to Bre-X’s stockholders, assuring them that Barrick would give
them a fair deal.  However, one group of shareholders has retained the services of law firms Lang Michener
in Vancouver, and Baker and Botts in Houston, the latter the family firm of Bush’s secretary of state,
James Baker III.

Industry sources say the Barrick/Bre-X split only covers the two richest fields, Busang II and III.  Bre-
X has a work contract and a local partner for Busang I, which is estimated to contain only about 2.6 million
ounces of gold.  The local partner, PT Askatindo Karya Mineral, will get a 2.25% share as a result of the
Barrick/Bre-X split, but Jean Anes, of the Indonesian Consulate in Toronto, told the Dec. 23 Northern
Miner that Bre-X “still has to give 10% to their local partner”, presumably to cover Askatindo’s 10%
claim to Busang II and III.  A fourth party, businessman Jusuf Merukh, has a 10% undisputed claim to
Busang I, and a 40% claim to the two richer sectors, and has threatened to sue.

Barrick has made out like bandits on Busang, while Bre-X has been bullied by the “big boys”.  Indonesia’s
headaches over Busang will continue, in part because resentment of Barrick’s high-society, knuckle-drag-
ger profile is likely to fuel a nasty press campaign in which Bush would be more than happy to see Indone-
sia played as the scapegoat for damages to Bre-X, et al.

The irony is that it is Bush-linked press in the United States, such as Bush’s favorite Moonie
paper, the Washington Times, and the Wall Street Journal, which have carried the most visceral at-
tacks on Indonesia in their coverage of the “Riadygate” connection to the Democratic National Committee’s
fund-raising, and gave the most fawning praise of the Nobel Peace Prize award to East Timor terrorist
spokesman Jose Ramos-Horta in October, 1996.

[END QUOTING]

How, readers, do you get your arms wrapped around such widespread international players and nations?
You want to think that without knowing what it is all about and that if you just pray a bit, somehow God will
fix everything.  No!  You don’t even know what the game IS and who are the players!  The world players
at the top in political FORCE AND POWER are scattered all over everywhere and, even though you can
get a grip on some of them, you cannot fathom the depths of the intrigue.

This will even make more sense after the next offering.  Remember the Baker law firm mentioned above?
Well, check this next out and note the players:
[QUOTING:]

BARRICK’S  BARRACUDAS
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In announcing the creation of Barrick Gold Corp.’s international advisory board on May 3, 1995,
Barrick Chairman Peter Munk said, “They will be providing strategic advice on geo-political issues affect-
ing Barrick.”  In fact, they are components of the geopolitical dirty tricks apparatus centered around
former President George Bush.  The following is a brief profile of key members of Barrick’s international
advisory board and its board of directors:

GEORGE BUSH serves as “Honorary Senior Adviser”.

BRIAN MULRONEY, prime minister of Canada from 1984 to 1993.  Mulroney became prime
minister after backers of the Nicaraguan Contras helped knock out his competitor, Joe Clark.  There were
no serious investigations of the “Iran-Contra” Canadian connection.  Mulroney sacrificed his political
career by talking Canadians into accepting BUSH’S NORTH AMERICAN FREE TRADE AGREE-
MENT (NAFTA).  Though Canadian banks benefitted, 350,000 industrial jobs were lost, and Mulroney
became the most hated man in Canada.  In the 1993 elections, Canadians voted out all but 2 of his party’s
169 members of Parliament.

In 1994, Mulroney’s phone calls to the presidents of Chile and Argentina, and the prime minister of
China, helped Barrick move into gold mines in those nations.  His “advice” was rewarded with $1.2 million
in stock options and $300,000 in fees.  Rev. SUN MYUNG MOON rewarded Mulroney and Bush for
their vouching for him in Ibero-America in November 1996.  Mulroney, a board member of Archer
Daniels Midland, ran ADM’s internal “investigation” of its price-fixing scandal.

HOWARD H. BAKER, JR. (R.-Tenn) served in the U.S. Senate from 1967 to 1985, and was
Reagan’s chief of staff during 1987-88.  He is on many corporate boards and runs a lobbying firm, which
includes Barrick among its clients.  [H: Never can run out of “Bakers” either, can you?]

PAUL G. DESMARAIS, SR. is the richest man in Canada, and a member of Her Majesty’s Council
for Canada.  He runs Power Corp. of Canada—which generates political power.  He serves on many
boards with Maurice Strong, a top operative of Prince Philip’s World Wide Fund for Nature.  For ex-
ample, Desmarais and Strong are Honorary Director and Honorary Chairman, respectively, of the China-
Canada Business Council.  Desmarais used his contacts in China to win electricity-generating contracts for
Power Corp., and to obtain gold concessions for Barrick.  Desmarais is part-owner of Europe’s largest
private TV network, the banking Groupe Bruxelles Lambert, and Belgium’s Petrofina oil giant.  As a
Commander of Belgium’s L’Ordre de Leopold II, it seems natural for him to be involved with Barrick in
recolonizing the former Belgian Congo.  [H: And so off we go back to Africa.  Well, I have a LOT
more on the African connection.]

VERNON E. JORDAN, JR. was president of the Urban League from 1971 to 1981, when former
Democratic National Committee chairman Robert S. Strauss recruited him to become a senior partner in
his law firm.  Jordan is influential in the Democratic Party and in corporate America.

ANDRO’NICO LUKSIC is a Chilean oligarch who was a big winner in Chile’s Thatcherite sell-off
of state assets.  He is building a South America-wide banking empire as the local partner for Hongkong
and Shanghai Bank, the central bank of the opium trade, and for Spanish banking interests.  They have
snapped up banks in Chile, Argentina, and Peru—countries which Bush would like to integrate into a
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Western Hemisphere Free Trade Accord.  In 1994, Barrick acquired 500 square miles of Chile’s El Indio
GOLD, SILVER, AND COPPER district, containing 9.5 million ounces of gold.  It also has mines in Peru,
Argentina, Bolivia, and Venezuela.

PETER MUNK, a member of the 1001 Club and please refer to prior writings.
KARL OTTO POHL was president of the Bundesbank, Germany’s central bank, from 1980 to

1991; he was a top official of the International Monetary Fund and Bank for International Settlements, and
is a member of Germany’s Social Democratic Party.

JOSE E. ROHM, manager of Argentina’s private BANCO CENTRAL DE NEGOCIOS, is an
expert in turning the privatization of state assets to personal advantage.

ROBERT M. SMITH, the only real gold miner in the bunch; chief operating officer of Barrick Gold.

MEMBERS  OF  THE  BOARD  OF  DIRECTORS

EDWARD N. NEY, Bush’s appointee as ambassador to Canada (1989-92), is a Barrick director.
Ney became CEO of Young and Rubicam in 1970, where he fired one-third of the staff, and built it into the
world’s biggest ad and public relations agency.  He supervised George Bush’s 1988 ad campaign, in-
cluding the infamous racist “Willie Horton” ad.  As ambassador, he helped jump-start the NAFTA initiative
of Bush and Mulroney, with propaganda saturation from Y&R’s Burson-Marsteller division, which he now
controls.  Burson-Marsteller is a veritable private diplomatic service, with agencies in 34 countries.

J. TREVOR EYTON, known as “Canada’s most powerful businessman”, brokers the incestuous
relations among the Club of the Isles’ families which are based in Canada.  Eyton started his career in
British intelligence’s Argus-Hollinger nexus, next to media magnate Conrad Black.  Since 1979, he has
managed Brascan and other entities for the Bronfman family.  He was appointed a Canadian senator as a
reward for channelling the Bronfmans’ money into buying the 1984 election for Mulroney’s party, and to
help get the Bush- and Mulroney-backed NAFTA three-way accord with the United States and Mexico
through the Canadian Parliament.  When the Bronfmans fused with Barrick, Eyton joined its board.

[END QUOTING OF PART 3]

We have had a very long and dreary day having to deal with facing the fact that we have enemies in HIGH
PLACES.  But you know what?  You have a friend in an EVEN HIGHER PLACE.  I don’t worry about
“enemies” because I always make AGREEMENTS WHICH I KEEP.  If I make an agreement I can be
depended on 100% to fulfill my commitment to the very last detail over which I have control.  HOW-
EVER, I will not jeopardize any “other” party to any agreement.  And THIS is THE only advantage Mr.
Bush has when dealing with me—and that is NO ADVANTAGE.

Has anyone been keeping tabs on the price of gold—dropping?  Some five dollars just today it dropped.
What is going on?  Well, look at these writings and see that the “gold war” is on and when the time is
right—WOW and whoopee!!  They will get through dancing pretty soon now and, just as with the OIL, if
the other nations who deal in oil and gold, don’t get on the right wave-length and SMELL THE COFFEE
AND TOAST BURNING—it will basically be over as the leaders of most of those nations SOLD OUT
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to these nasty dealers.  But it is the countries in point that are in jeopardy as their assets become worthless.

There is not even longer much point in oil, readers, for when the facts are laid bare—you don’t longer
NEED OIL.  Wow again!!  And you thought you were “waiting” for free energy?  Well, know that that
commodity is totally controlled as well.

Are there other players on the “OTHER SIDE”?  YES INDEED!  AND THAT IS WHAT MAKES IT
SO MISERABLE WHEN THE TITANS CLASH!

How much do you think George Green is going to enjoy paying the interest and the difference in the value
of that Overton gold on the day that the Judge ordered it released and NOW?  It was at $400+ per ounce
on that day and it is now in the low $350s.

Is there any HOPE at all for your nation with these kinds of players who also control the courts, the FBI,
the Police—everything?  Oh yes, yes indeed, so let me leave you with some information hot off the presses
regarding the foul-up in the Oklahoma City bombing.

[QUOTING, SPOTLIGHT, January 13, 1997:]

OK  CITY  GRAND  JURY
WILL  PROBE  BOMBING

by Tom Valentine

The people of Oklahoma City have spoken: they want a grand jury investigation into the bomb-
ing that rocked America.

On Christmas Eve an Oklahoma state appellate court overruled a lower court and opened the way for
an Oklahoma county grand jury investigation into the bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building.

By a 3-0 vote the appeals court said the lower court was wrong to refuse the plea of state legislator
Charles Key to circulate a petition calling for a special county grand jury to investigate both the bombing,
which took 168 lives, and the investigation by the FBI.  The federal investigation has been criticized as a
“cover-up” by numerous local investigators, including a local television news crew.

Key now needs to obtain 5,000 signatures on a petition to force the grand jury call.

The mainstream media has ignored this important story, but in Oklahoma City the news is hot.

KTOK radio, the leading talk station in Oklahoma City conducted a listener survey and was stunned
to learn that 90 percent favored the idea of convening a county grand jury.  Station management
assumed the local sentiment was opposed to any challenges of the way the Feds have handled the entire
case.

The words “foreknowledge” by the Feds and “cover-up” as well as “obstruction of justice” are said to
be flowing freely over the local airwaves since the news broke Christmas Day.
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Whistleblower Pat Briley is a local resident who has appeared many times on Radio Free America to
outline what he and other private probers have learned.

Briley, earlier in December, told the RFA audience that there can be no doubt about a cover-up by the
FBI agents in charge of the investigation.  He actually named a key agent and alleged that proof exists that
this agent “falsified” the reports of witness interrogations.

SIMILAR  PATTERN

Briley pointed out that the same kind of allegation—falsifying testimony of witnesses—has erupted in
the Vincent Foster case and one witness is suing the FBI over the matter.

For example, Briley said a witness who works in a store in the Regency Towers building, which is near
the Murrah Building and sustained some damage by the blast, has informed the FBI that Tim McVeigh and
a “John Doe” came into the store about 8:30 the morning of the blast.  The bomb, or bombs,
exploded shortly after 9 am.

The FBI agents did not accept the testimony and tried to convince the witness that what was observed
was “impossible”.  The witness stood by the story.

Local attorneys, speaking on radio and television talk or news shows, said the Justice Department
would most likely not allow the county to have an effective grand jury probe.  Many suspect the federal
government would invoke a “gag order”, already imposed on witnesses by U.S. District Judge Richard
Matsch hearing the case in Denver.

Briley said that such use of the “gag” has apparently already occurred.  A police officer who observed
federal helicopters in the vicinity of the Murrah Building prior to the bomb blast and who has a videotape
of FBI agents talking about a “failed operation” the day after the blast, has been suddenly subpoenaed as
a key witness and hence placed under the “gag” rule.

Apparently things are getting a lot hotter, not cooling off, as officials of the federal, state and local
governments had hoped.

[END OF QUOTING]

Perhaps as some of you READ BACK in the issues of CONTACT where we covered this bombing you
will find that old Hatonn is not such a bad journalist investigator AFTER ALL.  Never mind all the bad
press I have had!  Doom and Gloom?  These are not even words in my English vocabulary!  Salu.
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CHAPTER  5

REC  #1    HATONN

THU., JAN. 16, 1997  7:14 A.M.  YR.10, DAY 153

THU.,  JAN. 16,  1997

A  WALK  THROUGH  THE  GOLD  MINES

[See maps pages 67, 69 & 70]

I wanted you readers to have the information from day before yesterday’s discussion regarding gold
Bushes and what is happening back in the “Barricks”.  This is not a bad label to put on the gold operations
when you think about it because a Barrick is a holding place for such as troops and these mines and vaults
are holding places for gold as in “bunkers”.

Now, everybody get day before yesterday’s writing in front of your cute little eyes and let us consider
some very large and looming possibilities.  I didn’t want some invisible fortune teller’s cookie guiding your
magic wands nor do I want you to think I am a fortune teller—the POSSIBILITIES and PROBABILITIES
are right in front of you in open information not even secured from you by “top-secret”.  I am not going to
take a computer and print out certain amounts; I am going to point out generally rounded off attention-
getters as to $$$s and I expect you to understand the concept and not bother to dicker with the final payoff
amounts except as to probable advantages and disadvantages.

What do you do when you are buying up everything?  You try for as minimal a cost as you can possibly
receive—right?  And, if you can CONTROL that cost, wouldn’t you do so?  Right!  And after you have
the product, i.e., gold stores, then what would you do?  Right!  Bring that product out of sight as to price
structure.  Would you do that if you also controlled the Federal Reserve?  Of course you would.  And, if
you had a son all groomed for the Presidency, wouldn’t you disrupt the politicians in sitting positions and
get your own arm onto the throne?  Of course you would and don’t tell me that you wouldn’t.  You
WOULD.  Don’t keep trying to somehow fool God.  Poverty and God are NOT synonymous terms.

Now, in looking over what we have offered for your attention so far, and today we are going to discuss
more on Africa—we have enough to give you the picture, friends.

MAP  OF  AFRICA

The New World Order Bush Brigade has done it—they have just about cornered the mineralization stores
of the globe in one way or another.  They have USED THE OLD GOLD CERTIFICATE STOLEN
FROM RUSSELL HERMANN, and gave it the right label, BONUS, valued it out of sight and all reason,
and took it and have used it for their OWN PURPOSES.  At first it was all through banks and then when
they were called on it and couldn’t continue to use it as valid without signatures on it, turned to other types
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of financing which were equally outrageous, and didn’t have to rely on the contract any longer.  Exactly like
NOBODY has to rely on the Treasury to pay—the Treasury is paying in other hidden ways.  Note that just
in the Nevada mining operations in royalties which could have been put into the Treasury of the U.S., some
estimated $10.75 BILLION—NOTHING went into the Treasury but a whole hell of a lot came OUT OF
IT.

You will possibly note something even MORE INTERESTING: “And, with unrestricted property rights
over the $10 billion Goldstrike, Barrick Gold had the collateral on which the ROYAL BANK OF CANADA
gave it a $1 billion line of credit that it used for the explosive worldwide expansion it suddenly began, only
months after the patent was granted.”  $10 billion?  $1 billion?   What does that tell you mathematicians?
Doesn’t it tell you that with the expected gold in that bunker that the BASIS OF EVALUATING the gold
is somewhere around the $35 range?  And, once you have control of the largest gold stashes in the world,
is there any point in belaboring what the rest of the world gold market is going to tumble to as the Bushes
gather in more “Barricks” (bunkers of gold).

I would say off hand that such as Soros and Khashoggi wouldn’t allow this to happen so easily except,
guess what: Go back and read—THEY ARE DOING IT WITH BUSH.

These guys now control, along with such as British Petroleum, the oil, the drugs, and now the gold.  I tell
you again: THIS IS THE YEAR OF THE NEW WORLD ORDER.

How quickly will the prices dip to low levels?  How low will it go?  I am not a fortune teller and since they
already have control of most everything around the globe, except possibly some assets in the Ukraine, it
may not have to drop much lower.  But, I suspect it will to keep the image going and the market a focus of
your attention.  THE SAME PEOPLE CONTROL THE MARKET NUMBERS AS CONTROL, NOW,
YOUR NATION(S)’ NATURAL WEALTH.  (AROUND THE GLOBE.)

BARRICK’S  GOLD  MINES  IN  ZAIRE

map

MAP  OF  ZAIRE’S  NATURAL  RESOURCES

map

The question always comes forth as, “Why wasn’t this stopped”?  Well, we have been writing on this for
almost a decade and 193 volumes, not to mention the thousands of hours of lectures.  “Nobody stopped
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it,” is what happened, and nobody is stopping it now.  It is done.  I warned you that the PLAN 2000 IS
DONE except for the operations—AND THE BLOOD BATH.  1997 IS A BIG YEAR!

“‘But God wins?!,’ you said.”  YES, HE DOES!  WILL YOU?  As long as you worship at the feet of the
idols and the false Gods and the THINGS entrapping you—WILL YOU?

Dharma, let us move into the long, but interesting, discussions about British-backed mining thefts in Zaire.
Still think Ebola in Zaire is an accidental form of hiccups?

[QUOTING, PART 4:]

BRITISH-BACKED  MINING  COMPANIES  ARE
STEALING  ZAIRE’S  PATRIMONY

by Richard Freeman
EIR, Jan. 3, 1997

When the forces of Uganda’s President Yoweri Museveni overran eastern Zaire in October 1996,
under the guidance of Baroness Lynda Chalker, the head of Britain’s Overseas Development Office, this
military phase was the culmination of an invasion of Zaire which had been ongoing for the past three years:
the theft of Zaire’s wealth and patrimony.  Zaire, as a nation, is being dismembered.  Its various energy-rich
provinces, including Shaba and Kivu, are being encouraged to form separate micro-states.  Already,
because of the economic dislocation forced on Zaire over the past seven years, most of the provinces act
semi-autonomously from the central government; for example, Shaba province issues its own currency.

In the following report, we document some of the most important features of this genocidal looting
operation.

On Sept. 21, 1996, a tiny Toronto, Canada-based raw materials company, Banro Resources Corp.,
obtained the concession to mine gold in Zaire’s central-east province of Kivu.  The rich concession starts
in the town of Bukavu, and extends southward.  Bukavu was the site of one of the major Rwandan refugee
camps in Zaire, which was teeming with half-starved women and children.  Banro needed this site cleared
of people to begin its mining operations; the clearing started with Uganda’s invasion of Zaire in mid-
October.  Banro appears to be a cutout for the ANGLO AMERICAN CORPORATION, which is the
world’s biggest mining company, and a key cog in the international oligarchy’s CLUB OF THE ISLES raw
materials CARTEL.

In August 1996, Toronto-based Barrick Gold obtained a gold mining concession in Zaire’s northeast
province, Haut Zaire, which reportedly covers 83,000 square kilometers.  The Hollinger Corp.-allied
Barrick is chaired by Peter Munk, and its strategy is shaped by the international intelligence network of
former U.S. President George Bush, who is honorary senior adviser to its international advisory board.

Also during 1996, the tiny Vancouver-based raw materials company Consolidated Eurocan, headed
by international wheeler-dealer Adolf Lundin, began work on exploiting the Tenke-Fugurume copper-
cobalt mines in Zaire’s southernmost Shaba province, near the border with Zambia, which has the richest
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cobalt reserves in the world.  Cobalt is a strategic metal, crucial in forming alloys with steel and
other metals, giving them great strength and heat resistance.  Some 40% of cobalt’s use is in
aircraft gas turbine engines, and 10% is in magnetic alloys.  Consolidated Eurocan is purchasing the mining
property in phases, for a quarter of a billion dollars, which is a “song”, for a property that could yield many
tens of billions of dollars in revenues.  Consolidated Eurocan is in a joint venture in this deal with Anglo
American.

Simultaneously, over the past 18 months, the American-based, Canadian-run American Mineral Fields,
of former DeBeers Diamond executive Jean-Raymond Boulle, has obtained the Kipushi zinc mines in
Shaba province, one of the largest sources of zinc in the world; the Vancouver- and Cayman Islands-
based Panorama International has obtained significant cobalt holdings in Shaba province, and Zaire’s
diamond company, MIBA (Zaire is one of the three largest diamond producers in the world), has been
thrown open to bidding and takeover by foreign firms.

THE  ‘SECOND  GREAT  SCRAMBLE’

When Maj. Gen. Paul Kagame, the Rwandan defense minister, recently called for a new Berlin Con-
ference to set new borders for African states—referring to the 1884-85 Berlin Conference of the imperi-
alist powers which ratified the national borders that are now in effect in Africa—he had in mind the frag-
mentation of Zaire into mini-states as a paradigm for all of Africa.

The first Berlin Conference occurred during what was called the “Great Scramble”, during the 1880s
and 1890s.  Imperialist Britain and France led the way, and were joined by Belgium, Italy, and Germany,
in grabbing up the raw material wealth of Africa.  The Berlin Conference codified the Congo, which
included present-day Zaire, as the personal property of Belgium’s King Leopold II.  Leopold II worked
the Congo like a plantation, with brutal methods.  For example, Congolese Africans who did not meet their
production quotas had their arms amputated.

This time around, the British are making a move to push the Belgians and French entirely out of Central
Africa, and, at the same time, they don’t want to have the expense of running a nation-state, an institution
that they don’t like anyway.  Rather, they deploy the companies of their global raw materials cartel to buy
up sections of a country.  They keep the people needed to run the mining and related enterprises alive at
subsistence levels, and the rest of the population is treated as useless eaters, left to starve or be butchered.
[H: Harumpf-f-fph: EBOLA?]

Driving the British actions this time, is another “Great Scramble”.  The international financier oligarchy,
grouped around the House of Windsor, knows that the world financial bubble—which they themselves
created—cannot be sustained, and will burst.  THEY ARE GETTING OUT OF PAPER FINAN-
CIAL INSTRUMENTS AND INTO HARD COMMODITIES: PRECIOUS METALS, SUCH
AS GOLD; STRATEGIC METALS, SUCH AS COBALT AND TANTALUM: BASE METALS,
SUCH AS COPPER AND ZINC; ENERGY SUPPLIES; AND INCREASINGLY SCARCE
FOOD SUPPLIES.  They want to either own the physical assets, or, better still, own the mine produc-
tion facility for these assets.  AS THE PRICE OF THE HARD COMMODITY ASSET GOES UP,
THE OLIGARCHY MAKES SUPER PROFITS.  At the same time they have finger-tip control over
the minerals, food stuffs, and so on, upon which human life depends.  They plan to exercise a food- and
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raw materials-control dictatorship in a post-collapse world.  [H: I am again warning you people that
this is coming right in good old America, from tip to toe, North to South.  Even in the U.S. you can
SEE IT HAPPENING as the Welfare system is going Kaput while there is nothing on the “out-
side” to offer jobs or living shelter or food.  And just keep reading for we are going to mention a
lot about the IMF and World Bank and you just remember that members of YOUR U.S. CABI-
NET, THE ATTORNEY GENERAL AND THE SECRETARY OF TREASURY, ARE PAID FOR
DIRECTLY BY THE IMF AND WORLD BANK!]

The international oligarchy already owns extensive raw material holdings.  But they now seek to obtain
those holdings in Africa, Ibero-America, and Asia, which they don’t control.

Mineral-rich Zaire is in their target sights.  Zaire’s mineral belt is located in the eastern and southern
part of the country (see Figure 1).  It is a crystalline belt that runs along side the Great Rift, a geological
fault running from the Jordan River Valley in the Middle East, south through the Gulf of Aqaba, through
Central Africa (where Zaire is located), down to southern Africa.  [H: And readers, don’t forget that it
will be through THAT “RIFT” THAT THE GREATEST EARTHQUAKE OF ALL TIME WILL
COME AND SWALLOW UP MILLIONS OF PEOPLE BEFORE “THIS” GAME IS OVER!]

IMF,  WORLD  BANK,
FINANCIERS  CUT  OFF  CREDIT

Most of Zaire’s raw materials holdings are owned by the state, and President Mobutu Sese Seko has
resisted selling them to foreigners.  A seven-year campaign, including a total credit and aid cutoff of Zaire,
has been waged to force Mobutu to give in.  At the center of the campaign has been the International
Monetary Fund (IMF), the World Bank, and the international banks, which are run by the same oligarchi-
cal forces that run the global raw materials cartel.

On June 29, 1960, Zaire obtained its independence from Belgium, although, as with many African
countries, it was only a partial independence, because the countries were kept in economic backwardness.
In the case of Zaire, in 1961, its first elected President, Patrice Lumumba, was assassinated.  Mobutu,
who had been an Army general, was made President in 1965.  In 1967, he declared that all the minerals in
Zaire’s subsoil belonged to Zaire, and nationalized the foreign mining holdings, which meant principally
Belgium’s two all-powerful companies, Union Miniére and Cociété Générale.  According to one source,
“The Belgians were so angry at Zaire that they took with them all their records and plans needed to mine.”

Despite difficulties, and while never enjoying true economic developments that would have brought a
decent standard of living to Zaire’s now 40 million people, Zaire nonetheless was able to harness and mine
some of its immense raw materials wealth.  A sample of what Zaire accomplished can be gleaned from the
report of the Minerals Yearbook, published by the Bureau of the Mines of the U.S. Department of Interior
(Vol. III).  [See Zaire’s Natural Resources Map]   In 1988, among the world’s raw materials mining
countries, Zaire held the following rank, for the following commodities:

Cobalt World’s largest producer and exporter
Diamonds 2nd in the world.
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Copper 5th in the world.
Tin 12th in the world.
Zinc 20th in the world.

MINERAL  OWNERSHIP  CHART

table 1

Zaire also mined other commodities, such as barite, boron, magnesium, and gold.  Because of histori-
cal ties, Zaire shipped a good amount of these goods to Belgium.  In the 1960s, in order to run its mining
operations, Zaire created the state-owned La Géenérale des Carriéres et des mines du Zaire, which is
known by its acronym, Gecamines.  One of its other important state-owned companies was based on
Kivu province, the Société Miniére et Industrielle de Kivu, known by its acronym Sominki.

When Belgium granted Zaire independence, it bequeathed to Zaire about $5 billion in debt, which
Belgium had run up.  By the late 1980s, Zaire’s debt stood at about $8 billion—a large debt for a small
economy based on raw materials and food, but no manufacturing.  Zaire got further and further behind on
its debt payments, and finally DEFAULTED ON MOST OF IT IN THE EARLY 1990s.

This was the excuse that the banks wanted.  They demanded that Zaire pay the debt, but also, joined
by the World Bank and others, demanded that Zaire “democratize” its government and, especially, priva-
tize its government and, especially, privatize its state-owned raw materials mining concerns.  Privatization
had three components: slashing the social services provided to miners by law, laying off half the workforce
at Gecamines, and selling more than half of the different properties of Gecamines and Sominki to foreign
investors.  Secessionist movements were started in Shaba province; the net effect would be to dismantle
the Zairean state.

The banks organized an international credit cutoff, meaning that Zaire could not get the money to
purchase mining machinery, spare parts, and other essential imports.  The West had always denied Zaire
technology transfer, as long as the raw materials wealth was primarily in Zairean hands.  Around 1993, the
World Bank and IMF declared a credit cutoff to Zaire.  A senior source at the U.S. Geological Survey
reported on Nov. 27, 1996, that the World Bank and its loan guarantee agency, the Multi-Lateral Invest-
ment Guarantee Corporation (MIGA), recommended to Zaire that it would not get new money until it
agreed to “modernize”, that is, privatize, its mining operations, by selling off sections of state holdings.

At about the same time, the governments of Belgium, France, and the United States cut off all official
government aid to Zaire.

Currency warfare was unleashed in 1990, and has continued to this day.  At one point, the Zairean
currency, the zaire, depreciated from a few new zaires to the dollar, to 3,250 to the dollar.  This devalua-
tion meant that Zaire earned almost nothing for its foreign exports.
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As the U.S. Geological Survey source explained, “The economy went down the tubes.  Mining pro-
duction today is 10% of what it was in the late 1980s.  Because of the economic dislocation, most of the
provinces are operating on their own.”  Indeed, between 1987 and 1993, cobalt production fell 82%, and
copper production fell 90%.  As a result, exports of minerals and metals, which accounted for three-
quarters of Zaire’s foreign exchange earnings, dried up.  Zaire’s ability to service the debt, should it choose
to do so, disappeared.

The conditions of life for the population worsened, in a country in which living conditions were already
bad.  In 1990, only 39% of Zaireans had access to safe drinking water.  Infrastructure is virtually nonex-
istent.  In 1994, Zaire’s infant mortality rate was 111 deaths per 1,000 live births, i.e., an 11% infant death
rate, more than 13 times that in the United States.  In 1992, the last year for which figures were available,
335,000 Zairean children under the age of five died.  In 1994, life expectancy in Zaire was 53 years, lower
than in 1990.

Under this assault, President Mobutu opened the door to privatizing Zaire’s patrimony, although still
not at a rate fast enough to satisfy the World Bank vultures.

THE  CORPORATE  INVASION

At the heart of the invasion of Zaire’s mining properties are the Canadian mining companies and the
Oppenheimer family-run Anglo American Corp., which often takes the Canadian companies under its
wing in joint ventures.  The Canadian mining companies started an invasion of Zaire in 1994, which reached
a flood tide in 1996.  This was the opening shot of the “Second Great Scramble”.  The Canadian mining
companies represent forward beachheads for the Commonwealth-centered British Empire (See EIR SPE-
CIAL REPORT, May 24, 1996, “The Sun Never Sets on the New British Empire”).  Behind the compa-
nies, lurks the shadowy presence of the Oppenheimer family’s Anglo American Corp., the linchpin of the
Club of the Isles’ raw materials cartelization strategy.

We look at three examples.  First, the takeover of Sominki, in Kivu province, by Toronto-based
Banro Resource Corp.

Zaire has three eastern provinces: Haut Zaire, in the northeast; Kivu, in the center-east; and Shaba
(formerly Katanga), in the southeast.  Kivu province is second in richness of raw materials, after Shaba.
The leading mining concern in Kivu is the Société Miniére et Industrielle de Kivu, or Sominki.  Sominki
was formed in 1976 as an amalgamation of nine companies that had been operating in Kivu province since
the early 1900s.  It operates 47 mining concessions, encompassing an area of 10,271 square kilometers.

In 1996, Banro Corp. of Toronto bought 36% of Sominki, raising some of its money for the purchase
by floating shares in Singapore.  Banro was previously a small financial institution, with little appar-
ent aptitude for mining.  The impression is that it was reconfigured as a company for the special
purpose of this purchase, perhaps acting as a front for someone.  (Who that someone is, will become
clear.) [H: I keep telling you to pay attention, for this is GOOD BUSINESS.]

Another large chunk of Sominki was bought by the Belgium-based company Mines D’or du Zaire, or
MDDZ.  Owning 60% of MDDZ is Cluff Mining Co. of LONDON, and controlling 65% of Cluff is
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Anglo American Corp., the world’s largest mining company and a key component of the Club of
the Isles.

On Sept. 21, 1996, Banro and MDDZ announced their merger, with Banro selling its shares to MDDZ.
The new Banro-MDDZ entity has announced that it plans to acquire that 28% from the government.  The
overall enterprise is essentially a vehicle for Anglo American.

According to various Banro corporate reports and news releases, Banro was anxious to get its mining
operations started as quickly as possible.  However, the Sominki mining zone that Banro acquired started
in the town of Bukavu, the center for the major camp for Rwandan refugees who had fled to Zaire, with
nearly a million people.  To get mining started, the entire zone would require clearing.  Suddenly, as Uganda
launched its invasion of eastern Zaire, near Bukavu, in mid-October, there was firing on the Bukuvu
refugee camp, supposedly against “Hutu rebels” who were hiding there.  The military attack on the camp
forced hundreds of thousands of refugees to flee Kivu province, back to Rwanda.  But, who did the firing?
While a clear answer is not forthcoming, it may have involved portions of the newly acquired Sominki
apparatus itself.  For, in acquiring Sominki, Banro did not just acquire a company; it acquired the effective
governmental structure of the entire Kivu province.

According to Banro corporate press release, “Sominki owns an extensive infrastructure which in-
cludes repair shops, machine shops, electrical shops and a large fleet of Land Rover vehicles.  In addition,
it operates six hydroelectric sites, a number of air strips, and 1,000 kilometers of roads.  Sominki is
virtually self-sufficient.  The company has about 5,000 employees.”  The released added, “In fact, Sominki
is the de facto government providing all the essential services for the Kivu Province” (Emphasis
added).

Banro/Anglo American effectively stole a good chunk of the government of Kivu.  This is the British
model for the Second Great Scramble.  As a mining company, Sominki has its own explosives supplies and
access to weapons, i.e., it has the capability to carry out such an attack, or is in a commanding position to
influence those who fired on the refugee camps.

The second example, is that of American Mineral Fields (AMF), which is based in Hope, Arkansas,
but run from Canada.  AMF has acquired from Gecamines the Kipushi copper-zinc mine, one of the
world’s premier copper-zinc mines, located in Shaba province (copper and zinc are often mined together).
The Belgians developed Kipushi and began mining in 1925.  At its peak in 1988, the Kipushi mine pro-
duced 143,000 tons of zinc, and 43,000 tons of copper.  Its total known and probable reserves stand at
22.6 million tons, grading 2.1% copper and 13.8% zinc.

AMF is the brainchild of its owner, Jean-Raymond Boulle, a former executive for DeBeer’s Dia-
monds.  In turn, AMF signed an agreement with Anglo American, which allows Anglo American to invest
up to $100 million in any AMF venture in Shaba province, representing up to a 50% equity stake in the
venture, including the Kipushi mine.  Once again, ubiquitous Anglo American shows up.

The third example, is that of tiny Consolidated Eurocan of Vancouver.  In 1996, Eurocan finalized a
deal that will allow it to purchase from the state mining company Gecamines, a 55% interest in the Tenke-
Fungurume copper-cobalt deposits.  Eurocan will pay a quarter of a billion dollars over 72 months for its
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stake, but the stake is worth potentially tens of billions of dollars in revenues.  According to a Eurocan
spokesman on Dec. 18, Tenke-Fungurume, located in Shaba province, represents the largest operating
cobalt reserves in the world.  It has geological reserves of 222 million tons of copper and cobalt, with
potential reserves of 1 billion tons.

Consolidated Eurocan is owned and run by Canadian wheeler-dealer Adolf Lundin.  One U.S. mining
source reported, “There is no way that Eurocan can develop the mines on its own.  It doesn’t have the
capabilities.  It will have to sell off shares to established mining companies, most likely Iskor and Gencor,
to work the properties.”  Iskor and Gencor are both South African companies, and part of the British raw
materials cartel.

Thus, these Canadian companies, in some cases stalking horses for Anglo American, are gobbling up
Zaire’s gold, copper, zinc, and cobalt reserves.

Add to this, the Barrick Gold purchase of a huge concession in Haut Zaire, and the fact that there is
now discussion of opening up the major government-owned diamond mining company, Société Miniére de
Bakwanga (MIBA), to foreign investors.  MIBA accounts for 40% of Zaire’s official diamond exports.
The remaining 60% are developed by artisanal miners, i.e., prospectors, who then sell the gems to “Israeli
diamond buyers and to [international gem dealer] Maurice Templesman”, according to a knowledgeable
source.  [H: Now readers, where did we hear about this cat before?]  The Belgian-born Templesman,
who squired around Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis before she died, is an international tycoon.  He is former
PRESIDENT of the U.S. AFRICA SOCIETY, a group that is influential in the shaping of U.S. govern-
ment Africa policy.

THE  ANGLO  AMERICAN  PARADIGM

Anglo American Corp. offers a foretaste of how a world without nation-states, run by the financier
oligarchs, would operate.  It was formed in 1917.  Financing for, and investments into Anglo American and
its associated companies, came from the Rothschild bank and J.P. Morgan.  The South Africa-based
Anglo American, through cross-ownership shares, owns DeBeers Centenary and DeBeers Consolidated
(which together control the Central Selling Organization, that markets and controls 80% of the world’s
diamonds), and the Luxembourg-based Minerals and Resources Corp. (Minorco) mineral holding com-
pany.  In South Africa alone, Anglo American owns more than 1,600 companies, where it is the world’s
leading gold producer, the world’s leading platinum producer, the world’s leading diamond producer, and
much else.

The Oppenheimer family runs the Anglo American Corp. empire.  Cambridge University-educated
Harold Oppenheimer was chairman until 1982, and still reportedly makes all important decisions.  His son
Nicholas is the leading family member in the company.  The Oppenheimer family members are in the 1001
Club, the tightly knit, elite society that brings together oligarchs, financiers, raw materials company execu-
tives, and billionaires to coordinate strategy worldwide.  Barrick Gold chairman Peter Munk is a member
of the Club, as are many other heads of the world’s top mining companies.  The Club is closely intertwined
with the World Wide Fund for Nature of Britain’s Prince Philip.

Though the Oppenheimers publicly professed to be critics of South African apartheid, they fundamen-
tally supported and benefitted mightily from its existence, which allowed them to run their mines as slave-
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labor plantations.

But the Anglo American Corp. empire extends to every mineral-producing country in Africa and the
world, and it continues to grow.  In October 1996, Anglo upped to 26% its ownership stake in the
London-headquartered, Zimbabwe (formerly Rhodesia)-centered Lonrho raw materials company, which
had been run by Tiny Rowland.  in turn, Lonrho owns a 30% ownership stake in the Ashanti Mines in
Ghana, which represents the richest operating goldfield outside of South Africa.  Anglo American has been
trying to purchase the state-owned CVRD company of Brazil, which controls the Gran Carajas mining
project in Brazil.  With everything from iron and copper to precious minerals, some estimates put its worth
at more than $1 trillion.  According to one report, Anglo American is trying to buy what remains of Zaire’s
Gecamines, after everything else had been sold off.

But the full global reach of Anglo American only becomes clear when viewed in conjunction with the
holdings of the London-based Rio Tinto Zinc (RTZ), the world’s second largest raw materials producing
company.  RTZ was formed in the 1870s by China opium trader Hugh Matheson, who was a principal in
the Hongkong-based firm Jardine Matheson.  The Rothschilds have a significant stake in the company.
Queen Elizabeth II is also a significant investor in RTZ.  Anglo American and RTZ combined control a
stunning percentage of the Western World’s most important raw materials (see Table 1, page 76)

The Anglo American-RTZ combination anchors the House of Windsor’s raw materials cartel.  EIR
showed in its Sept. 15, 1995 issue that the House of Windsor cartel controls, overall, 59.5% of world gold
production, 78% of world platinum production, 25% of copper, 55% of alumina bauxite, 64% of cobalt,
42% of manganese, 39% of chromium, and so on.

Thus, Anglo American Corp. and the Canadian companies integrated into the process of taking over
Zaire, are out to extend the power of the raw materials cartel.  If they succeed, there will be no nation-
state: ONLY A PORTION OF THE POPULATION, THAT PERMITTED TO SLAVE FOR
THE MINING COMPANIES’ OPERATIONS, WILL REMAIN; THE REST WILL BE WRIT-
TEN OFF.  As is shown by the treatment of the Rwandan refugees in Kivu province, who were either
starved, butchered, or simply moved away to make way for mineral production, the mining companies do
not care about human lives, only about their profits and their geopolitical control.

[END OF QUOTING]

I am not going to make comments at this point.  I want you nice readers to RE-READ THIS PORTION
and WEEP.  There goes the WORLD!  And, oh yes, readers, the British have a very old blueprint for
Africa—and they are reviving it as we write.

We need a bit of respite, please.
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CHAPTER  6

REC  #2    HATONN

FRI., JAN. 17, 1997  9:02 A.M.  YR.10, DAY 154

FRI.,  JAN. 17,  1997

BUT  WE  NEED  YOUR  INPUT

Each morning here brings a wave of responsibility—as with everywhere, any morning.  Here, however,
comes the focus of things of “others” that work their way back upon the backs of my secretary, et al.  No,
this is not the way God works, chelas.  Many want me to act as some non-distracted “teacher” who simply
spends time flying about with wonderful words of great wisdom to fall off me and onto you like a professor’s
conclusion to a mathematics problem and suddenly you understand how you got that particular conclusion.

Life goes on here while we try to fulfill “those” plans you make which somehow loops us into your daily
schedules.  Dharma simply cannot comply longer with the needs of all for she cannot realize other than the
unbalance of load here and the feelings of falling further and further behind in every one of the various
responsibilities.

In the property case involving Horn, et al., in the last go in court whereat many of you witnessed—the
Judge has ruled WITH HORN and without any so much as “you shouldn’t have lied to me, Steven”.  Is the
case, therefore, over?  Of course not—but it certainly will start again in a different court-setting with
different charges and inclusive of all prior parties (and some new conspiratorial parties) which most of you
know and recognize.  It will now go to court on the basis of violation of Civil Rights for never being allowed
a hearing in court, by Ekkers, for over nine years.

How will this get shifted off?  We don’t yet know exactly because there are so many attorneys involved and
the Judge has said they were, at the least, negligent.  In the long run this is far better—in the short term,
however, it is time-consuming and miserable to have to attend that while myriads of other things await
attention.  If attorneys are to blame as stated by the Judge—then take it up immediately with those attor-
neys and their insurance companies.  Then cause the attorney named by the Judge as presenting malprac-
tice, take up his own cause of action against the perpetrators.  And yes, he DOES have a good case—but
now, SO DO WE even have a better case for we will AGAIN pick up Santa Barbara Savings as well.
They were limited out of the case before this ruling shut down even the ability to tell a jury THERE WAS
NO SALE.  (That IS the case.)

As for Dharma’s other problems, let us take for example, US&P.  Who knows?  In every other line in the
filing are GEORGE GREEN’S words right out of his many mailings.  I wonder if it is possible anyone ever
catches on to his malicious and lying actions?

Ekkers can’t afford any more attorneys to protect them from what?  They haven’t done anything and if
things have slipped through cracks, so be it.  Let us just go with CONSTITUTIONAL LAW and demand
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counsel of our choice, and that does NOT mean a Bar Attendant.  And if necessary, we go get the most
notable legal mind in today’s popular world of public acceptance to finally plead the case.  I don’t think the
opposition are going to like the counter-charges brought against the whole bunch of them—inclusively.
And since Green’s Brigade are responsible, they will also be named and I think we can have something on
the merit of a “Scopes” trial.  If writing about God is WRONG—then you have a LOT OF WRONG with
your old, sick world, people.

If you have started a school which TEACHES, both in classroom and in Home Courses, a theory, and that
information is purchased, be it goodly or wrong, the assumption is that the message is TRUTH and the
desire is to educate people to that truth.  If, then, no one can use the information, repeat the information or
consider the information “theirs to use”, what have you?  If you set yourself forth as a UNIVERSITY
teaching TRUTH (and non-profit at that so that you are tax free) how can you put a student in jail for using
similar teachings?  How can an injunction reach around such agreements?  Doris asked specifically, Mag-
istrate Beck, doing the agreement, if this meant she could not use any reference to such information on
God?  He laughed and said of course not, “but you can’t use any of those pictures and diagrams”.  He also
said that the agreement with US&P would replace the Judge Coyle ruling made in the process of settling
the case.

I want to leave you with a message, for Dharma needs it badly as case after assaulting case brings the
adversary to her doorstep and within her very heart and soul.  “How can WE KNOW TRUTH?” she cries
out to me.  “How can we continue to express our own TRUTH in this supposedly FREE NATION
UNDER GOD?”  Well, obviously you have no rights under that once great Constitution—do you?  So
what can you use for a guideline of acceptance and recognition?  Let us look at a couple of brief offerings
from Kahlil Gibran’s THE PROPHET.

[QUOTING:]

THE  PROPHET

And a man said, Speak to us of Self-Knowledge.
And he answered, saying:
Your ears know in silence the secrets of the days and the nights.
But your ears thirst for the sound of your heart’s knowledge.
You would know in words that which you have always known in thought.
You would touch with your fingers the naked body of your dreams.
And it is well you should.
The hidden well-spring of your soul must needs rise and run murmuring to the sea;
And the treasure of your infinite depths would be revealed to your eyes.
But let there be no scales to weigh your unknown treasure;
And seek not the depths of your knowledge with staff or sounding line.
For self is a sea boundless and measureless.
Say not, “I have found the truth,” but rather, “I have found a truth.”
Say not, “I have found the path of the soul.”  Say rather, “I have met the soul walking upon my path.”
For the soul walks not upon a line, neither does it grow like a reed.
The soul unfolds itself, like a lotus of countless petals.
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TEACHING

Then said a teacher, Speak to us of Teaching.
And he said:
No man can reveal to you aught but that which already lies half asleep in the dawning of your knowl-

edge.
The teacher who walks in the shadow of the temple, among his followers, gives not of his wisdom but

rather of his faith and his lovingness.
If he is indeed wise he does not bid you enter the house of his wisdom, but rather leads you to the

threshold of your own mind.
The astronomer may speak to you of his understanding of space, but he cannot give you his under-

standing.
The musician may sing to you of the rhythm which is in all space, but he cannot give you the ear which

arrests the rhythm nor the voice that echoes it.
And he who is versed in the science of numbers can tell of the regions of weight and measure, but he

cannot conduct you thither.
For the vision of one man lends not its wings to another man.
And even as each one of you stands alone in God’s knowledge, so must each one of you be alone in

his knowledge of God and in his understanding of the Earth.

[END OF QUOTING]

You, therefore, can only be unto SELF, true and hold KNOWING.  You can share that INFORMATION
but you cannot bestow the understanding or the insight.  In THIS shall you base your recognition of
limitations regarding ANOTHER.  And upon this shall you base your very life and soul existence—for if
TRUTH IS, then it IS FOR ALL AND NOT A SELECT BUSINESS FOR THE FEW.  If someone
innocent must bear the blows of the whip for sharing TRUTH, then so be it for it becomes the curse and
sorrow upon the whole of mankind which allows such atrocities.

Let us now turn back to the African theft of humanity and resources and perhaps some will begin to see
HOW IT HAPPENS, this TAKEOVER of everything a soul stands for—after deceiving and stripping the
people.

[QUOTING, PART 5:]

BRITISH  REVIVE  OLD
BLUEPRINT  FOR  AFRICA

by Linda de Hoyos
EIR, January 3, 1997

“This time, let Zaire fall apart,” was the headline under which Conor Cruise O’Brien, a United Nations
envoy to Zaire in the early 1960s, wrote in a commentary on Zaire appearing in the Nov. 19 Times of
London, the semi-official mouthpiece for the British Foreign Office.  Applauding the “Tutsi rebel rout” of
Rwandan Hutu refugees, O’Brien says that the issue now is what will happen to the “huge state of Zaire”.
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“Zaire’s condition now,” he says, “appears to be terminal, and international efforts to preserve its integrity
will only increase the agonies of its peoples.  It should be allowed to assume such shapes as the energies
and aspirations of its various peoples may eventually assign to it.  The energies of international diplomacy
should be confined to holding the ring, and discouraging the internationalization of the tremendous internal
conflict.”

As O’Brien is well aware, he is speaking way after the fact.  The division of Zaire has been long-
standing policy, and the conflict has already been internationalized by virtue of the fact that Zaire was
invaded in mid-October 1996 by a military force combined of Ugandan, Rwandan, and Burundian troops,
with the backing, through Uganda, of British intelligence.

O’Brien’s demand for “letting Zaire go” has accordingly been stated in more honest terms by the Tutsi
Rwandan Patriotic Front, now ruling in Kigali, Rwanda.  Rwandan Foreign Minister Anatase Gasana and
Defense Minister Paul Kagame have called for a “Berlin II” to re-divide the territories of Africa, in imitation
of the 1885 Berlin Conference of the colonial powers to divide the known African lands.  The Rwandese
have declared openly that the Tutsi “Banyamulenge” of eastern Zaire are welcome to return to Rwanda,
but “they should bring their land with them.”  Although Rwandan Foreign Minister Gasana says that a
Berlin II should show “respect for the current borders of all states”, he equivocates, stating that the major
purpose of such a conference must be to “examine the consequences of Berlin I on the cultural, social, and
economic fronts, and so forth, to prevent there being stateless people at our borders, but it is not a matter
of calling the borders into question.”

MUSEVENI  IS  OUR  MAN

But schemes for redividing the region were put forth far earlier by Ugandan President Yoweri Museveni,
and were the motivation for the Ugandan Army invasion of Rwanda in 1990, and again in 1994.  Among
eastern Africans, it is understood that Museveni wants to carve out a “Hima empire” from southern Sudan,
Uganda, Rwanda, Burundi, and eastern Zaire.  This might appear as a pipe dream, but it appears to
coincide with foreign interests—notably British.  British Minister of Overseas Development Lynda Chalker
has advertised her own close relationship to Museveni, underscored by frequent visits to Uganda.  The
idea of Museveni’s regional hegemony has also found favor in the State Department.  A former am-
bassador of one of the Great Lakes countries recalls how he was called into the State Department East
Africa desk in 1994—right before the April 6 downing of the plane carrying Rwandan President Juvenal
Habyrimana—and asked who he thought the political leader of the region should be.  His first answer,
Zairean President Mobutu Sese Seko, was rejected.  His second answer, Tanzanian President Julius
Nyerere, was also incorrect—suggesting to him by process of elimination that the State Department was
promoting Museveni as their man.

The geopolitical idea is similar to the actual line of functioning of the erstwhile UN multilateral military
force, that was supposed to deliver aid to the “routed” refugees of eastern Zaire in November and Decem-
ber.  The peacekeeping force was not to go through Kinshasa or Zaire—despite the fact that there are
600,000 refugees still remaining in central, not eastern, Zaire—but through Entebbe, Uganda, and Kigali,
Rwanda.  The Anglo-American mining interests now scrambling for the gold and extraordinary mineral
wealth of eastern Zaire, want to direct their operations through the same route.  The reason is the looters’
paradise Museveni has turned Uganda into—endless tax holidays and full repatriation of profits of fully
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owned foreign ventures.

As O’Brien is fully aware, the British have long had their eye on eastern Zaire.  In his own account, To
Katanga and Back—A UN Case History, written in 1962, O’Brien, who was in the Irish foreign service
and was a special UN envoy to the Congo, relates that the British firmly backed the cause of the secession
of Katanga.  O’Brien reports a newspaper account at the time: “President Tshombe [of Katanga] received
the British Consul... who came to convey the sympathy of their government to the Katangese cause.”  At
that time, London wanted to seize control of Shaba province’s mineral wealth through Rhodesia.  Although
Leopold II of Belgium had taken sovereignty over Shaba at Berlin I, the Belgians had not occupied it.
Britain’s roving imperialist Cecil Rhodes was on his way to establish dominion over the territory, when the
Belgians woke up.  A deal was struck whereby British capital would get a slice of the profit from Shaba’s
exploitation.  But even as late as 1961, there was renewed talk of attaching “Katanga” to Rhodesia.

With Rhodesia, now Zimbabwe, out of the picture, British intelligence, for whom O’Brien speaks, is
honing in on the region once again.  This time through Museveni’s Uganda, the country where life expect-
ancy for Africans has fallen the fastest in the last decade, but where profits for British financial interests
have risen the fastest.

A  MERCENARY  FOR  FREE  MARKETEERS
PROFILE:  LAURENT  KABILA

by Linda de Hoyos
EIR, Jan. 3, 1997

It came as no surprise for Zaireans when Laurent Kabila, head of the “alliance of Democratic Forces
for Liberation” in Zaire, held a press conference to vow his commitment to “reform the Zairean govern-
ment and to install a free-market economy”.

Kabila also announced that his forces would not seize any mineral concessions held in Zaire by foreign
companies.  To the contrary, Kabila’s adviser Jean Kabongo told the press Dec. 5, “Those companies will
be able to operate as normal.  Just as long as they pay their taxes to us, the taxation will not affect their
operations.  We do not want them to leave, we need them to operate the mines.”  Kabongo said that the
Alliance is also eager to open up more diamond mines to foreign interests.  “In Kasai, more diamonds must
be mined, the country’s mineral wealth exploited.  We are going to try and throw the area open to govern-
ment-sponsored mining licenses in Kasai in areas that have not yet been explored.”

These pronouncements have confirmed the view of many Zaireans that Kabila is no more than a
mercenary for foreign mining interests in eastern Zaire, specifically for interests such as Barrick Gold,
Anglo American, and Société Générale of Belgium.

Although Kabila for years dubbed himself a Marxist, he has taken the “Damascus Road” to embrace
the “magic of the marketplace”, in the same fashion as his longtime associate, Ugandan President Yoweri
Museveni.  As Kabila’s spokesman in Belgium, Gaetan Kakudje, explained to a reporter for La Libre
Belgique on Nov. 5, “Our Marxism dates back to the Cold War: You had to adopt a political color
according to whichever bloc was helping you. . . . The [Berlin] Wall has fallen.  The important thing is to
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rebuild the economy.  Our social project is based on a market economy.”

Kakukje’s admission that “political color” is secondary to whoever is “helping you”, is the key to
Kabila’s long-standing career as a mercenary.  Born in Manono in North Shaba province in Zaire, Kabila
first went into action as a mercenary for the renegade Independent State of Katanga, established on July
11, 1960, by Moise Tshombe, on behalf of Belgian mining interests.  The chief instigator of the Katanga
uprising was the Union Miniére du Haut Katanga, which was then the world’s third largest producer of
copper, and the world’s chief producer of cobalt.  Belgian profits from Union Miniére were in excess of
3.5 billion Belgian francs in 1959.  Belgium was naturally anxious that this profit not revert to any indepen-
dent Congo government.  The export duties paid to the Congolese government in 1959 by the Belgian
company constituted 50% of the government’s revenue.  Once the Independent State of Katanga was
established, this money went to Tshombe, to pay his mercenary forces, which included Kabila.

Later, Kabila fought the Zairean central government in the Mulele uprising in eastern Zaire in the
1960s, alongside fellow gun-for-hire Che Gueverra.  As the province most rich in mineral wealth in Zaire,
Shaba province has long been a target for secession.  Kabila has participated in each bid—first in 1960-
61; then in “Shaba I” and “Shaba II”, in 1977 and 1978, respectively, when mercenaries attacked Shaba
from Angola; and again in the mid-1980s.  Between times, Kabila also worked as a mercenary in Angola.
Among his mercenary bosses has been the famous Belgian mercenary Bob Denard.

NYERERE  ‘KINDERGARTNER’

However, the reason that Kabila has been tapped again for this latest venture is because of his strong
ties to the British Commonwealth countries in Africa, say well-informed Zairean sources.  Kabila is a
member of the “Nyerere Kindergarten”, having received his political training in Tanzania under the tutelage
of former Tanzanian President Julius Nyerere, along with Ugandan President Museveni and John Garang,
head of the marauding Sudanese People’s Liberation Army (SPLA).  Even today, Kabila is known to
travel on a Tanzanian passport.

Kabila spent years of exile in Rwanda, Zambia, and Tanzania.  After Museveni came to power in
Uganda in 1986—with the help of Nyerere—Kabila was a frequent visitor to Kampala.

Sometimes the mercenary business is slow.  According to various sources, during the 1970s and
1980s, Kabila would organize some “help” for himself from Moscow, by staging fake uprisings and mer-
cenary operations in outposts in Uganda, photographing the staged incidents and placing the photos in his
own ragtag newspaper for publicity.

Now, Kabila has been picked up as the “commander” for the invasion of Zaire by forces from Rwanda
and Uganda.  To the extent his forces have anything to do with Zaire, they are composed of Banyamulenge,
who are Tutsis from Rwanda who have lived in Zaire, and who returned to Rwanda in 1994, to join the
Rwandan Patriotic Front takeover of the country from Uganda.  According to even British sources, Kabila’s
troops speak Kinyarwanda (the language of Rwanda), or English with Ugandan or Rwandan accents.
Military discipline is supposedly modeled on that of Paul Kagame’s Rwandan Patriotic Army.  As the
Washington Post noted on Nov. 2, Kagame admitted that some of his soldiers had joined the “rebel”
troops in Zaire.  In short, Kabila is the “Zairean” face for the Rwandan-Ugandan force that invaded Zaire
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in mid-October.

[END QUOTING OF PART 5]

We only have another few pages on this topic but we are needed elsewhere so please allow us to just leave
the writing for now.  Thank you.
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CHAPTER  7

REC  #2    HATONN

SAT., JAN. 18, 1997  10:23 A.M.  YR.10, DAY 155

SAT.,  JAN. 18,  1997

WE  MUST  BE  WILLING  TO  “SEE”

I write this to our friends in South Africa, and yes, these friends are so important to our own stability as to
be shocking unless you know all details of relationships.  Are they “all”?  No, but they are certainly
ENOUGH.

What is happening today in Zaire, for instance, may well not be dumped on their heads—yet (OR HAS IT
ALREADY COME?) for the “taking of a world” has to go in segments—and Zaire is still to the “north” of
some.  However it is VERY near to Nigeria from where Dr. Okilo hails.  Most of us have seen and know
what about Nigeria and its birthing problems and all but total destruction—from Louis Farrakhan.

And, if you people see NO RELATIONSHIP between the murder of Cosby’s son in Los Angeles and
world affairs—you are NUTS.  That “eyewitness” happens to be a White lady and it IS THE lady the son
was going to see in the wee hours.  Is there a relationship?  Of COURSE!  The Simpson thing is running
down; a new all-out confrontation between Blacks and Whites HAS GOT TO BE FORTHCOMING.
Don’t be silly in your naive thinking.  The son’s “best friend” is a White man and he is Black.  This is a
PERFECT setup—PERFECT and done unto people so highly regarded by BOTH RACES as to be
dynamite and extraordinarily useful.

But what does this have to do with “that” in Africa?  Well, most “Blacks” ARE NOT from Africa—EVER.
That is only for openers and this may well not have much IN DIRECT CONNECTION but it is ALL part
of pulling together the NEW WORLD ORDER control over EVERYTHING—and trouble between
races or, perhaps better put, AMONG all races each against the others, and a direct arrow at depopula-
tion of society.

I HEAR you in Africa and you asking for input.  A lot is up to YOU as to how we AFFORD to make
moves and consider changes.  You see something, really important here, is that we need to build security
from the Elite to build you into their security system as well as build FRIENDS among the unfortunate
“had” people to equally wish to protect you.  You of the middle-ground are necessary to BOTH sides at
this time—but it will always be the ignorant tribal-mentality masses who will strike and destroy.  The Elite
are too smart and shrewd to do it themselves.  So, we need to make sure we are IMPORTANT to the
Elite AND TO THE OPPOSITION OF THE ELITE.  It is, indeed, a tedious tightwire act.

Can we do it?  Yes.  And then we go into such a mode of working without pretension or visible ego
projections as to be just one of the “little bitty teensy eensy guys not worthy of anyone noting past casual
passing attention, if even that much”.
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I would use a paragraph from Lawrence Patterson (Criminal Politics):

“...All those of the Jewish faith are NOT members of this cult.  All Jews are not taking part in
it and are thus not guilty.  The problem is that when the non-member Jewish [H: Or any race,
color or creed.] person is called upon to “help out” because of their loyalty and tribal and ethnic
feelings of identity, they WILL JUMP IN, lend a hand with telephone banks or whatever [H:
And “whatever” can be anything from funds to machetes.] it takes to get the job done—and
pass what is desired...  I do NOT support hatred of Jews or hatred of anyone else.  I simply
hate the evil actions of the Zionist cult members who are out to destroy the world.”

I have only ONE correction to that message.  These people are NOT out to DESTROY the world—only
to CAPTURE TOTAL CONTROL AND OWNERSHIP OF THE WORLD.  These people are TO-
TALLY and irreversibly attached to the HUMAN PHYSICAL ASPECT OF MANIFESTATION IN
AN ONGOING MODE OF EXISTENCE OVER AND OVER AGAIN—AND THEY MUST HAVE
A PHYSICAL PLANE UPON WHICH TO FUNCTION AND “BE”—AND, THEY NEED THE
SLAVES FOR SERVICE UNTO THEMSELVES—AND WORKERS IN THOSE MINES THEY
TAKE.  BUT AH, THEY WILL ALSO NEED INTELLIGENT PEOPLE TO MANAGE AFFAIRS.  IT
HAS EVER BEEN THUS AND IT MATTERS NOT REALLY TO “THEM” IF THE MANAGERS BE
GODLY OR EVIL.  THEY ACTUALLY PREFER “GODLY” FOR THEY ASSUME THAT THAT
INSURES BETTER SERVICE—AND IT USUALLY DOES.  SO, IN SPITE OF WHAT YOU MAY
“THINK” ABOUT IT—WE HAVE TO GIVE “THEM” A “REASON” FOR WANTING US AROUND.
IF THEY DISCERN WE ARE AN ASSET INSTEAD OF A WAR-MONGERING HORDE OF PROB-
LEMS—THEY WILL MOST SURELY SEE THE WISDOM IN HELPING US.  WE NEED TO
“BUILD”, NOT WAR.

If we accept funds from or offer abilities to have funds from, us, are we not the same as those who sell arms
to both sides?  NO, MONEY (FUNDING) IS NEITHER GOOD NOR BAD—PEOPLE WHO
CHOOSE TO USE MONEY ARE EITHER EVIL IN INTENT OR GOODLY IN INTENT.  ARMS
AND WEAPONS ARE FOR WARS AND KILLING—IT IS NEVER EVEN APPLICABLE TO
CONSIDER MONEY AND ARMS AS THE SAME COMMODITY LEST YOU LOSE YOUR FO-
CUS ON “TRUTH”.

Perhaps the above quote from Patterson might be more appropriately received, by you, if you realized he
was speaking directly about the Zionists and specifically about George Soros.  Would this mean that we
wouldn’t ever accept something from George Soros?  Perish the thought—I don’t become George Soros
because he offers me something.  I just have to make damned sure I don’t let the evil or intents or corrup-
tion of one George Soros—become my downfall through foolish carelessness.
When we handle things in the security of the way we lay forth FOR PROTECTION, then we DO NOT
have to worry about breaking laws and hiding from enforcers.  We ALWAYS are covered by the laws—
that yes, sometimes, they make—and always within the righteous laws of God and The Creation and we
won’t have problems and, yes I mean it, “they” will come to help us for they, too, have to have markets for
the stolen goods and they also have to EAT.

As to safety, it portends wisdom to realize that EVERYWHERE and ANYWHERE on the globe is only
relatively and temporarily more secure than any other.  But for each “ground crew” participant it is impor-
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tant to have open options structured in all events after there is sufficient funding to arrange same.  You need
REASON to be able to move back and forth as travel restrictions become harder and harder to over-
come.  Therefore, early on we must arrange business in such a way as to allow travel in and within the laws,
to cover such re-location wishes.  What I mean, more specifically spelled out, is that if ones need to get out
of, say, South Africa, you have structured your security blanket in such a way in Nevada, USA, to have
immediate “citizenship through business holdings” to be allowed OUT on the first flight to the USA from
South Africa—with family in tow.  Yes, this is possible and quite do-able.  We need, however, to gain high-
ratio flow in order to have possibilities become reality.  If it works for banana farmers, it will work for the
banana plantation operatives.  Can “they” stop you from these things?  Of COURSE, but if you have
structured yourself as a contributor of their good fortune as well as your own—they will also see to more
of your safety.  I repeat: an evil man, even more, has to eat than does a Godly man.  Moreover, these are
the things which MUST, at all care and attention, BE FIRST in accomplishment—even before any PRO-
JECT of any kind.  That security is the FIRST OBLIGATION.

It may well be that all of you who are interested might be looking at alternative countries for security to get
out of the “fan blast” when disgusting things hit it.  Can you purchase “alternative” and reasonable place-
ment with rights as citizens?  OF COURSE—this is one of the EASIEST things to PURCHASE—if you
have the backing.  Don’t you think the Elite, and even such as Lawrence Patterson, haven’t ALREADY
prepared for a safe-place in some place other than where they ARE?  Patterson, for instance, can go to
Switzerland, London, or the Caymans—just for starters.  Those are places where he has MAJOR busi-
ness holdings.  Yes it does pay to have Nevada Corporations—handsomely, and the more doing well, the
better.  It will also be wise to have OTHER resources in several OTHER places, e.g. Greece??  FIRST,
GET SECURE AND THEN, ONLY THEN, DO WE BEGIN THE BIG PROJECTS and those projects
will be such that we PLEASE both our brethren and the controllers.  WE ARE NOT WOULD-BE
MARTYRS.  MARTYRDOM HAS ALREADY BEEN DONE AND IT DIDN’T WORK.  So, let
those who demand to be martyrs, bury the martyred.  Do we UNDERSTAND each other?

And no, don’t come back to me and ask me if this “means your family also?” and such.  That is YOUR
business, NOT MINE.  When you people THINK CLEARLY AND WISELY—FOR SELVES—
THERE IS HOPE OF GETTING THROUGH THIS BIT OF TRIBULATION BLURRING THE JOUR-
NEY OF MAN AND GOD—CONNECTED.

If you are dealing with “adults”—you know, overgrown babies—you leave them to their attitudes and
positions.  You can sacrifice self for their ego and foolishness, but it is pretty stupid to do so.  You are then
working on their tyrannical absurdities—and they are NOT your business.  No, I don’t care who THEY
are!  A WISE PERSON WILL NEVER ASK OF YOU TO SACRIFICE FOR THEMSELVES.  WIS-
DOM AND LOVE DO NOT DEMAND ILLOGICAL RESPONSES FROM THE PEOPLE THEY
ACTUALLY ARE HOPING TO TOTALLY “CONTROL”.  MAKE SURE YOUR OWN IDEAS ARE
FOUNDATIONED IN WISDOM AND THEN LET GO OF THE STRINGS THAT SEEM TO BIND
YOU—TO THAT OTHER WHATEVER.  CUT THOSE STRINGS AND EACH WILL STAND ON
THEIR OWN MERIT AND WISDOM BECOMES EVIDENT PRETTY QUICKLY—IN FACT, AL-
MOST INSTANTLY.  THEN THERE IS NO POINT IN “LOOKING BACK” LEST YOU AGAIN
BE SUCKED BACK INTO THE ABYSS AND INFERNO OF FOOLISHNESS—TO SOMEHOW
DRAG SOME UNBELIEVING BUT NOW STRANDED PERSON FROM HIS/HER OWN
IRRESPONSIBILITY AND IGNORANCE TOO LATE CONSIDERED.  AND YOU WILL ALL BE
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AMAZED AT THE CHANGE OF PERCEPTIONS THE MINUTE THERE IS AMPLE MONEY TO
CHANGE A GIVEN PORTRAIT.  YOU WILL HAVE “CHANGED” NOTHING SAVE THE PER-
CEPTION OF NOW BEING ABLE TO BE EVEN MORE GREEDY IN USURPATION OF THE
OTHER.  YOU REALLY DON’T WANT TO BRING ALONG YOUR “CEMENT BOOTS” TO
SIMPLY LATER BURY YOU IN THE MUCK OF THEIR OPPRESSION OF SPIRIT.

I hadn’t meant to give a lecture on placement and personal preferences, security or associations but
perhaps it is good that we all give thought to possibilities and considerations.

When you PRESENT SELF AS A GODLY REPRESENTATIVE—you either stand for what it RIGHT—
or never expect to have God entrust HIS property into your care lest the cowardly fall to the greedy.

IT IS A TIME OF DECISION FOR OR AGAINST GOD.  AND AS GOD PUTS IT, “WHAT YOU
DO UNTO THE LEAST OF MINE, YE HAVE DONE UNTO ME!”

Am I a hard act to follow?  I suppose.  Unreasonable?  Possibly.

I didn’t finish the African series yesterday, as regards Zaire especially, for frankly, Dharma had about all the
emotional trauma she could handle.  You cannot fathom the magnificence of the massive size of the de-
struction and death and not have it wipe out your reserves for self-protection against the horror and
TERROR of what I am causing you to LOOK AT.  We are just going to finish off with some statistics that
I hope will allow you to focus on the massive things brought into play in this bringing the world into total
control.

[QUOTING, PART 6:]

1.6  MILLION  DEAD:
‘JUST  A  DROP  IN  THE  BUCKET’

Continuation: by Linda de Hoyos
EIR, January 3, 1997

EIR estimates that since October 1990, when the Ugandan Army under the rubric of the “Rwandan
Patriotic Front” first invaded Rwanda, at least 1.6 million people have died in the wars that the British
blueprint for East Africa has instigated.  Another 2 million people have been uprooted and displaced,
although this is a very conservative figure.

This count is derived as follows:

1990 invasion of Rwanda by Uganda:
150,000-200,000 killed;
One million displaced to the Nyacyonga refugee camp outside Kigali.  There are reports of large-scale

murders carried out in the north at that time.

1993 attempted coup against Burundi government of President Melchior Ndayaye:
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100,000 killed.

1993-96 continuing civil war in Burundi:
100,000 killed.

1994 invasion of Rwanda by the Rwandan Patriotic Front:
1 million slaughtered in mass melee between Hutus and Tutsis;
2 million displaced and forced to flee the country;
200,000 refugees die of cholera and disease at refugee camps in Zaire in summer 1994.

1996 Ugandan-Rwandan-Burundi invasion of Zaire:
Totals unknown, however:

[H: I believe you need a bit of perspective on what we are talking about.  Zaire: 905,446 square
miles with an average people density of some 47 per square mile.  Now, say, Texas: 268,601
square miles with a density of people of some 67.4 per square mile.  Population Zaire: 44,060,636.
Population Texas: 18,378,185.  LIFE EXPECTANCY: ZAIRE: 45-47 YEARS.  TEXAS: 75-80
YEARS.  SO, OBVIOUSLY, ALL PEOPLE ARE BORN EQUAL?]

* 600,000 refugees remain unaccounted for inside Zaire.  It is not known how many of these are now
dead, but in early November, aid workers estimated that up to 10,000 would die per day if they were left
without assistance.  Those remaining in the Zairean bush have received very little, if any, assistance so far.

* 1,000 refugees have been slaughtered in Burundi by the military, according to Amnesty International
and the United Nations.  This does not include those killed in fighting between the military and Forces for
the Defense of Democracy.

* There are continuing reports in the Western media, such as the Associated Press on Nov. 21 and the
Belgian De Standaard on November 25, that forces under the nominal command of Laurent Kabila and
the Rwandan Armed Forces CULLED OUT men and boys from the refugees before their return to
Rwanda and also in Zairean cities and towns under their control.  [H: The whole of depopulation is
being referred to as CULLED OUT.]

In total, the imperial land grab of East Africa by George Bush’s Barrick Gold et al., even excluding the
invasion of Zaire, has cost the lives of at least 1.6 million Burundians and Rwandans, out of a total popu-
lation for both countries of only 13 million.  In per-capita terms, this would be the equivalent of a slaugh-
ter of 31 MILLION AMERICANS.  [H: And that can be equated to the destruction of Los
Angeles, New York and, at the least, also including Chicago.

THE  MALTHUSIAN  COVER  STORY

It has become a standard ruse among the practitioners of mass murder in Africa to justify their policies
with the Malthusian myth that, since Africa has too many people anyway, the deaths of hundreds of thou-
sands of Africans are part of a necessary “solution” to the “overpopulation problem”.  Such claims were
heard in July 1994, for instance, by the British case officer for East Africa, Baroness Lynda Chalker,
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Minister of Overseas Development, the self-identified mentor of Ugandan President Yoweri Museveni.
Speaking to the Royal Society of London on July 11, 1994, as Hutu refugees were dying of cholera in
Goma at the rate of 20,000 a day.  Chalker declared: “The density of population in Rwanda is one reason
why the scale of that tragedy is so enormous.”

Similar sentiments are standardly voiced at the U.S. State Department, Dick Cornelius, of the State
Department Office of Population, Refugees, and Migration, told a journalist in July 1994:

“The people dying at the moment are not the main issue.  I mean, 50,000 people dying of cholera is
alarming—but on the grand scale of things, looking at the impact on population in Africa and the region, it’s
a drop in the bucket.”

Then, on Dec. 17, 1996, U.S. Assistant Secretary of State for Global Affairs Timothy Wirth laid the
blame for the war in East Africa on “overpopulation”.  Speaking to a conference sponsored by the Center
for National Policy Wirth declared:

“Population pressure in Rwanda underlaid a great part of the problems that were faced in the conflict
between the Tutsis and the Hutus; there were no places to let off steam—you know, you had eight and a
half children per woman being born in a country that was the most cultivated, intensely cultivated—in all of
Africa.”

The agricultural cultivation of the country, it should be noted, isn’t a problem for Rwandans, but it IS a
problem for the mining operations now seeking to control the entire Great Rift Valley.  Wirth did not
mention the name Barrick Gold, but he did indicate why “population” is a problem for Barrick Gold et al.

“If you ever flew over Rwanda, you see that every inch of land is cultivated.  Burma and China pale in
comparison to Rwanda; no matter what the political problems are, the fact is the population of Rwanda will
double in 25 years, where are you going to put these people?  How are you going to feed them?  We can
discuss the political problems all you want, but what do you do next?  There are too many people compet-
ing for too few resources.”

[END QUOTING OF PART 6]

And what do these SAME population experts say ABOUT THE UNITED STATES?  “That there must be
a depopulation of at least 200 million.”  Now, just WHO DO YOU THINK THE ELITE, ONE-WORLD
KINGS WANT TO GET RID OF AND WHY THEY ARE GOING TO TAKE AWAY YOUR COL-
LOIDS AND ABILITIES TO SAVE YOURSELVES?

AND  CONCERNING  DORIS

“Well,” you might say, “it won’t hurt grannie to spend a few months in prison.”  Probably not; I don’t know
that it would be much worse than living for a decade in the corner of a basement room pounding on
typewriter keys, only to be let out for meetings, more development work to fill needs of others, etc.  We let
her out to eat, run errands to Bakersfield maybe once a week for some four or so hours, and to GO TO
COURT TO “WATCH” ATTORNEYS EATING AWAY ANY POSSIBLE ASSETS.  THEN, WHEN
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SHE OBJECTS, IT IS “DOWN GIRL”, QUIT THE SELF-PITY.  Do you think you can maybe get in a
computer for our use?  I can work anywhere and I suppose the clutter would be far less.  Remember,
readers, there are many forms of “testing”, even more forms of “sorting”, and even larger forms of “higher
killing”.  Then, even then, we have to allow focus on killing of body or soul.  Freedom, like money, is only
IMPORTANT to the EXTENT YOU DO NOT HAVE IT.  Freedom is even more difficult to define but
the desire is to have it when you realize you DO NOT HAVE A CHOICE.  Dharma, for instance, CHOOSES
to sit in the basement corner and work with me—SHE DOES NOT CHOOSE TO SIT IN PRISON.
That doesn’t mean that there isn’t enough FORCE to cause that to happen.  There is, however, if everyone
does their job—NO REASON THAT SHE NEED EVEN CONSIDER SUCH AN ATROCITY.

I can tell you this and PROMISE you this: if this gets to actual trial and court confrontation—the South
African crew WILL BE HERE IN FORCE—AND FURTHERMORE, HAVE PROMISED TO SHARE
ANY ASSETS THEY GET—TOWARD MAKING SURE DHARMA AND E.J. HAVE LEGAL COV-
ERAGE.  THE THING TO REMEMBER, HOWEVER, BEFORE YOU TOSS ASIDE ANY CON-
SIDERATION OF FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS, IS THAT THEIR ASSETS DEPEND ON THAT
WHICH E.J. AND DORIS DO—FOR ME, IN FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT AND BUSINESS
CONSTRUCTION—JUST AS DO YOURS.

Rocks and hard places?  Oh indeed!  I can be a MASTER (no pun intended) TWIT.

Our gratitude to the friendship and brotherhood with our compatriots on that other side of the world IS
WITHOUT MEASURE OR LIMIT—AND YES INDEED, WE LOOK FORWARD TO THE JEANS
AND RUCKSACK AND A FEW DAYS IN THE BUSH.  SALU.
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CHAPTER  8

REC  #1    HATONN

WED., JAN. 22, 1997  7:43 A.M.  YR.10, DAY 159

WED.,  JAN. 22,  1997

PARABLES

Once upon a time, long, long ago, it was a dark and dreary day.  The Sun had not shown for a long time
and creeping through the crowd was a sinister feeling of having the fit hit the Shan—and there came upon
the scene a TEACHER.  Now this teacher looked just like everybody else although there was something
different.  And so the story went on and on as expressions of great lessons poured forth in artistic and,
sometimes, even eloquent, stylized professorship—but nobody understood a damned thing the teacher
said.  Then one day, the teacher left.  Well, he left by rather abrupt and strange means of transportation—
in an invisible ship of some kind—which the crowd didn’t understand a bit better than the lessons.  He just
up and ascended into nowhere and disappeared.  Then came forth a teacher who presented like every-
body else presented, as a handicapped babe with inability to do anything except stay alive at the mercy of
everyone around him.  He then set upon being a bigger nut than the first.  He actually said he was of Higher
Learning and that things were a bit screwed up on Earth and Man had gone about as far as he could go and
ever expect to have an invisible ship come ascend him off to parts unknown but surely of glory and cloud-
sitting.

Have you heard of mysterious mysteries and unsolved things?  You know, beans from the heavens falling all
about?  How about fishes from the sky?  How about the infamous little frogs?  Well, did it ever occur to
you that perhaps if you ascend in the wrong intent you might turn into a frog or a fish or a bean?  No?  Well,
you tell little people that if they err and do this or that or the other, that they will turn into a frog or something
terribly worse.

It is a fact that if a human somehow manages to ASCEND to distant clouds that that same human will
COME RIGHT BACK DOWN TO EARTH AND THE LANDING IS MOST NERVE WRACKING.
Or is it that the human ascended because he was blown to bits and had to ascend as something equally
small in space takeup.

Does this all sound like I’m playing games with you?  Well, how do you think I feel about YOUR ATTI-
TUDES?  What do you think I think when you gobble up some nutty story about Mars’ rocks and moon
cheese?  What think you that I might think when I see all of you bow to the King of immorality reviewing
his troops of gladiators on Coronation Day?  Then, let’s get serious: What do you think I think when next
it is demanded of me to provide the same impatient people, who vacillate like the wind in even their own
soul belief, with riches and abundance?  GOD is ABUNDANCE—I am the result of hard work and I, just
like you, have to earn my abundance the OLD FASHIONED WAY: I HAVE TO WORK FOR IT!

Anyway, back to the new teacher:  He wised up more quickly and saw that no one could look at them-
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selves with any possibility of truth in their reflections.  So he had to tell them tales of this or that for, like, the
children were dumbed down, just as today.  Times had come upon the lands where kindergarten stuff was
all that remained which could be understood.  The people had, however, learned about the big bad wolf
who insisted that if you made a rabbit stew you had to give the wolf two-thirds of the stew and pay the wolf
not to eat you too!

Ah, but those were the “practical” things of living.  What took place in the everyday living experience?  You
asked permission to relieve self, marry, bed, eat, and if you paid enough to the power wolves, you even got
to go to the market and try to sell whatever you might have had permission to grow or make—and you
could sell IF YOU PAID A HEAVY FINE TO THE BIG WOLVES FOR THE PRIVILEGE.
All this took place while there WERE SOME SLAVES who didn’t have to even work—they were fed,
clothed, sheltered and PAID to just “take”.  They would have children, who were also paid for—and
nobody of that sect worked at all.  Ah, but you found that THEY were being fattened for the kill in the
gladiator’s pits.  So, you withdrew your feelings, buried them and thanked the wolves to just be allowed to
work and slave for their pleasures and trinkets.

I have a warped mind?  LOOK AROUND YOU—AGAIN.  And what did that “teacher” have to do
with anything?  Well, he spoke in parables which EVEN YOU COULD UNDERSTAND—you know,
if you kill somebody it is going to be wrong because you will undoubtedly get some terrible thing in
return—like killed.  He also said you better honor those parents who tried to do what they could to make
you understand the ropes surrounding the boxing ring.  He said it is better not to take your neighbor’s stuff
or your neighbor would be really p—er—ticked-off at you.  He also said things like “leave your neighbor’s
wife alone because the stubborn old coot won’t like that even as much as taking his stuff”.  This was a far-
out, probably from space—er-a-ah-er, spaced-out weirdo, it was evaluated, but my goodness, the wolves
said, this dim-wit is going to get the rabble roused and God (oh yes, there were places for God, like in
cursing, hiding, in the name of, etc.) only knows what will happen then.  So, down with the teacher and
down with the messenger and hail to the chief—grave robber.

Then it was decided to make religion the powerful THING to bind the people.  They decided to make it
nasty and terrible and use all sorts of unacceptable things to lock people into it like sacrifices, mandatory
telling on oneself, paying penalties to unseen or seen, drinking blood and eating flesh and if that was a bit
too much, substitute crackers of unleavened nature and a bit of squashed grapes and PRETEND.  Then,
get on your knees and grovel and pay, pay, pay, pay—to who?  The church authorities while they call it
sharing with God.  Grovel to who?  THE PRIESTS AND THE SELF-APPOINTED “WISE” MEN
WHO TALK TO GOD—BUT DON’T LET ANY OTHER PERSON TALK TO GOD FOR THAT
WOULD BE “EVIL”.  You just dance with chickens, pretend to drink blood (grape juice), commune with
a MAN’S stated icon of invisible voices and beings which ONLY HE CAN ATTAIN ATTENTION, and
pray—pray for self to be better able to pray for others, especially the MAN IN CHARGE.

Don’t you catch the “catch words”?  “Let us pray that America continues on her path to growth and glory.”
Say what?  You are on your path to growth and glory?  For whom?  Immorality is rewarded now, note
Newt the lizard.  Immoral and criminal actions merit a CROWN on Coronation—er-ah-a—Inauguration
day.  Even the “first lady” (and man, that is the LAST “lady”, ask O’Brien) must have a more costly and
finer dress than the original trial coronation day while the grovelers and Royal “Watchers” long for equal
rights to squash themselves just to get close enough to be graced in the same TRAIN TERMINAL with the
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clowns on the stage.  One young man put it well—he said, “I was at the parade and couldn’t even SEE the
people on the stage—the paraders got in the way.  And then I got to go to the Tennessee Ball in Union
Station but I never did see anyone except the expensive dress of the lady in front of me with the big hair and
I got bumped and my drink spilled on her dress—and I really didn’t have any fun after that...  She said the
dress and her boyfriend’s (a Senator yet) Tussdo (whatever that is) had been rented and red pop probably
wouldn’t come out and it was awful.  But I had to rent a tuxedo to get in also, to watch the stage acts and
kids in the band, be in ripped-out blue jeans and slop-shirts.”  Perhaps it was the only honest and truthful
experience of the day!  DO YOU EVER JUST SIT AND PONDER WHAT GOD AND HIS TROOP-
ERS REALLY OBSERVE?

Many times in our more leisure time visits I am asked what we do for entertainment?  WATCH YOU!  And
then, listen, while you call US non-existent minds and boring “guardians”.  Guard WHAT?  I consider most
of you to have non-existent MINDS and even worse deteriorated brains.  Is this an insult?  YOU GO
LOOK AT THE PEOPLE CRAMMED TO SUFFOCATION UP TO A PODIUM AWAITING A
CRIMINAL TO COME AND SMILE ON YOUR LITTLE UPTURNED AND DROOLING FACES!
IT IS AN INSULT TO GOD FOR YOU ARE TO BE A REFLECTION OF GOD, CREATOR OF
THE UNIVERSE, AND YOU ACT AS IF YOU ARE NOTHING, DEPENDING ON THE CRUMBS
TOSSED FROM THE FEASTERS’ TABLES THAT EVEN THE DOGS WON’T TOUCH.  Do you
realize that only SHEEP would crowd into crazy and dangerous places and lap at the poison pool because
somebody else did it first?  But even the sheep won’t STAY.

Did you ever think you would live to see the day—AND DID YOU EVEN SEE IT MONDAY, THE
BLACKS SHOUTING IN EVERY GESTURE IMAGINED, TO “SCREW YOU”?  Ah indeed, the
band and prancing gladiators—with every vulgar gesture they could bring into their “dance” program.  And
the crowd and spectators and the King applauded and shouted and threw salutes and kisses—and I
wondered if Clintonistas even realized they were naked, for the emperor had no new clothes to the real
viewers of the charade of prancing robots.

So then, in parable form, of course, does God measure your growth, intentions, and how much HOPE can
be given for a world in such chaos?  HE AND WE ARE REQUIRED TO WATCH IT ALL AND MEA-
SURE IT ON A SCALE OF ONE TO TEN.  AND BROTHERS AND SISTERS—YOU ARE AT
ABOUT MINUS 6.142 MILLION AND MOVING—BACKWARDS.

Did ANYBODY hear Newt Gingrich talking about his gains and their hard work listing off accomplish-
ments AMONG WHICH WAS THE PUTTING ASIDE AND TAKING OUT OF CONSTITUTIONAL
LAWS TO BETTER SERVE A BETTER WORLD?  ANYBODY OUT THERE?  WE FIND ALMOST
NO “INTELLIGENT LIFE”!  And yes, it was SAID and this is “taking credit”, this mighty servant of
Satan’s troops.  Later someone actually called into C-SPAN and wanted to set up a fund to help Gingrich
pay his fine, that the old Constitution HAD TO GO!  Well, it WENT!  And yes indeed, right out with the
IN of the Executive Orders that Gingrich saw to it went into power over LAW.

So what happens next?  Let me ask YOU?  WHAT HAPPENS NEXT?  How many of you are waiting for
me or “us” to somehow make it different for you?  How many of you even understand a whit of what you
want or expect?  Why?  How many markers (chips) have you earned and set aside against the day of
abundance for payoff and reward.  Oh??
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Some of you have joined something you didn’t even think was “real”, shared a while and moved on to
better trappings and some receiver or voice you better liked for your personal permission to do nothing.
Then you rush back when the original cast-offs seem to be maybe getting something in reward for THEIR
work and faithfulness.  B.S., GOD WORKS HIS ABUNDANCE ON HIS PEOPLE—THE ONES
WILLING TO WORK FOR HIM IN THE LEAN TIMES.  Nobody is coming back to reap great riches
and self-indulgence off the backs of those who EARNED the abundance.  If you WENT YOUR WAY
AND NOW YOU PRETEND OTHERWISE—PLEASE GO BACK TO WHEREVER YOU WERE
OR WHEREVER YOU WENT.

I don’t care if that be California, U.S.A. or South Africa!!  I certainly HOPE my friends and people HEAR
THIS PARABLE!

You will stop your silliness about tossing out God’s abundance.  Set your business to structures so private
that nobody, number one, knows except your PARTNERS—and sometimes, not even your partners in the
project.  I don’t mean happenstance spouses, family, friends or business terrorists.  PROTECT THAT
WHICH IS GIVEN INTO YOUR CARE—CAREFULLY AND TO THE VERY BEST OF YOUR
ABILITY.

If you were wise in early structure—YOU MADE NO STRUCTURE.  If, however, there were those
who helped, prayed with and for, and diligently KNEW that in reward for WORK they could patiently
wait for that which would come in exchange for THEIR PERSONAL INPUT.

Let us assume that a man named Simon went forth and found someone who would offer funds toward
venture projects, based on purchase of contracts, or even just wanted to help—say someone in another
country—for whatever reasons.  Now, there should be “commission” (your word which best fits) for
arranging the opportunity; then Simon may wish to input some “commission” onto some who integrally
helped HIM and the project assumption.  But what of the hangers-on?  Do THEY simply GET for being in
existence and possibly even speaking out and serving against you?  No.  If they have SERVED YOU in
your ongoing service and/or business and there is sharing to be done—it will be to pay for “markers” for
prior indebtedness for service, labor or, if there is a good project for which these people have equally
worked toward financing—and it appears it can be viable and worthy of input of funds entrusted into your
hands and for which accounting MUST COME, then you consider carefully the POSSIBILITY of some
venture financing.  NOTHING IS FREE AS IN “FREE LUNCH”.  And WHO gets to make the final
evaluation?  The Person responsible for the transaction and his most immediate participants and partners.
And, if there is some kind of a joint corporation involved—then I suggest that the most productive partici-
pants have their OWN PRIVATE CORPORATIONS AND THEY THEN DECIDE HOW MUCH
GOES INTO THE JOINT OPERATION.  If Mary or Carol Doe, instead of Simon, are responsible for
the next funding—then Mary and Carol (separately) need their own private corporations and handle their
contact returns better protected.  Nothing like money turns man against man.  If it is set forth in protection
BEFORE the envy bursts all the balloons at the party, it is WISE ACTION INDEED.

And, regardless of circumstances, the funds from Simon’s farming can be held in total asset protection until
he can build his warehouse to house his harvest.  At the same time it would behoove Mary and Carol to be
doing immediately likewise.  If you have corporations, or even individual industrially-minded parties in-
volved here, work out a borrow circumstance—borrow your own assets and that places you “in debt”
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which protects your assets from the Wolves mentioned above.  Pay for your loan up front so that usury is
NOT A PART OF THE PROGRAM.  Then keep your loan collateralized by a commodity in value which
can grow and keep you protected as to holding both the venture capital for your projects AND in some-
thing the wolves won’t confiscate—i.e., their own collateral, for allowing you to stay alive!

I agree, team, even parables are often HARD TO UNDERSTAND.  Therefore, it is good to arrange,
soon after ability to afford time and assets to do so—let us consider GETTING TOTALLY INFORMED.

Let me point out in parable format something of preference: Nobody wants to be showered with billions of
anything, especially dollars, which can be stolen, confiscated, accounted to taxation, etc.  What you want
is use of value for building that which is pleasing and profitable, offers jobs even for the wolvlettes and
hyenas, and keeps you in a wonderful position of “alive” as useful slaves.  So, what you want is to have
access to billions of, say, drachmas or centavos, the Queen’s gold, or the Smith’s silver, to back each
centavo, so that you can purchase the use of the funds while still protecting the centavo through banking
collateral which they hold as cover for your loan.  They are of the wolf pack so they will not want you to
lose or the government or anyone else to steal that asset collateral.  You, then are in debt so you owe not
even taxes at this time.  If your project thrives and blossoms and you succeed, then you need to pay proper
taxes on commercial products like the CONSTITUTION says.  Or, even then you may wish to keep
investing in other projects under the same general plan of funding.  But that comes later when you HAVE
SOMETHING over which to plan.

Once you establish good business acumen you will find lenders who will understand your stability and plan
of security and you will find abundance flowing.  I didn’t say a rain of money!  I said abundance flowing—
through the proper channels of protection and security and out to waiting projects of value and structuring
to avoid as many pitfalls and wolf-pits as possible while producing BETTER WAYS, BETTER PROD-
UCTS, BETTER BOOKS, BETTER MOVIES AND BETTER MORAL INPUT TO THE NOW HAP-
LESS AND HOPELESS MASSES OF THE WORLD GONE INSANE.  If YOU, our people, simply
toss out the earned rewards upon the heads of unworthy “wanters”, you err for you are paying for further
demands of such “welfare”.  Many of you have exceptions wherein disagreeable people, family members,
and friends, have simply stayed out of your business and allowed you to do your work.  These merit high
rewards for they have freed you to do your proper work.  If their intent is incorrect then they may receive
the reward for being out of your hair, even if disagreeable, and go their way, or come aboard—whichever
is suitable.  And THEN is when the personal choices become hardest.  Why?  Because the ones who dealt
you the most misery won’t want to take their winnings and go—they will want to stay and get the rest of
bigger shares of your earnings.  TUFF!” HAD BETTER BE YOUR RESPONSE.  GOD CHOOSES
THOSE WHO ARE “FOR HIM” AND NOT AGAINST HIM.  AND, WORSE, YOU OR ANYONE,
IS EITHER FOR GOD OR AGAINST HIM—NO MIDDLE OF THE ROAD ROOSTERS.

Remember: GOD REWARDS SERVICE IN KIND.  If you have served and worked in goodness—
goodness will come back many, many fold.  If you have doubted, then God will allow you to continue in
your doubts while the abundance flows all about you except TO you.  If you have worked against us, even
if it be for a while, but no evidence of true change is apparent, you will end up in that negative position.  If,
for instance your spouse has hated you and badgered and belittled you—the best reward is to deliver that
one from the pain of your presence!!  When people don’t like you, sue you, pester and drain you and still
won’t take leave of you—then you are going to have to arrange things so you can take leave OF THEM.
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If they steal from you—get back your assets or cause them to pay the damages.  THAT is what the laws
were originally for—to protect you in TRUTH.  The LAW was originally FOR THE PEOPLE—not the
judges and lawyers, criminals and thieves.

I use the term “wolf” and “wolves” so abstractly that my parables are less than perfect—BECAUSE
WOLVES IN THEIR OWN SPACE, WITH YOU BUTTING OUT, ARE THE MOST GENTLE,
ORGANIZED, PROTECTIVE, AND LOVING SPECIES OF ANIMAL ON YOUR GLOBE—BUT
YOU KILL THEM JUST LIKE YOU KILL EVERYTHING ELSE.

So, my friends, consider your responsibilities, your labors, your deliverance (I did not say “salvation”) and
your capability of being good stewards and, better yet, good and honorable business colleagues, and let us
see how best to handle possible venture capital if and when it comes.  And remember to always “get your
own house into order”, get that snow off your own doorstep and realize that “charity” starts right at home
wherever you ARE.  Get stable, get organized and then, only then can you see further and into possible
extensions of your work and better yet, evaluate people who would have your abundance for themselves
and JUDGE the work they are apt to produce and products thereof which can allow you to flourish or is
simply “down the drain” to feed some “beingness” of misinformed reality.

The main reason I am so confounded unpopular is that I am not going to pour milk and honey into your hair
for just “being” less than my outright enemy but ignorant, none the less, of acceptance or consideration of
the possibility of truth.  I tell it like it is; I serve you who wish to find a way to better serve self and mankind
about you, and who, frankly, at the least, believe me TO BE.  And, you can BELIEVE me that you DO
NOT want milk or honey in your hair for, unless you add peanut butter, you will never get the honey out
and as it drips to the street and under your toadies, you will stick like glue forever more.  Honey may well
go well with bananas—but make very, very sure you use it carefully to protect the bananas from invasion
of spoilage and not to ferment the fruit and lose it to the waiting ants who will intoxicate themselves and
KILL AND BURY YOU.

Ah, yes indeed, the MASTER Teacher was a wise old soul even if presenting as a very young man.  When
you come to the realization of KNOWING, you have learned much about respecting OLD SOULS and
interpreting parables and taking that tale within self for circumspect evaluation.  This is true of growing
bananas to reaping Gaia’s abundance in Spelta.  Taking it further: is there some reason you cannot go forth
and develop a bee-farm and produce YOUR OWN abundant supply of honey?  What about milk?  Do
you want cows, water buffalo, goats?  Goats are excellent for they offer the least allergens in the milk and
in the whey you have all the mineralization offered by their incredible diets—even tin from the tin-cans.

I am in FAVOR of worm farms and goat herds, cheese factories and goat whey products for sensitive
tummies.  But make sure you can offer food and shelter for each thing—that too, means from bananas to
worms and goats.  You cannot separate the idea from the conclusion of the project.  The IDEA is the
blueprint for every project—so the finished product is the only true measure of a project.  However, you
have to begin—AFTER THE BLUEPRINTING PHASE, don’t you?  Therefore, you take your natural
things, such as seasons, and incorporate them into the start-up so that by time for sheltering you can afford
to build the shelter—PROPER SEQUENCE IS NOT JUST FOR GOD, FRIENDS, IT IS FOR YOU!

And, if you want to raise worms or goats—LEARN HOW and then present it to a venture capital party
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with project laid forth and convince the “steward” of the capital—HOW AND WHY IT WILL WORK
AND WHY YOU ARE THE ONE TO DO IT.  Then and only THEN, do you have a capable co-
ADventure worthy of notation by other business observers.

In every endeavor you must plan, and put to paper, the entirety of the project that COULD and WOULD
be presented to the local banker and gain his wish to venture with you.  Nobody is going to give anything
to pre-determined FAILURES.  Show me how your project is worthy of consideration, in other words of
parable format.

I can go more explicitly into a picture presentation.  Why should I produce a computer set-up for someone
who studied to be a computer whiz—but that one goes off to build houses or tinker with soccer or
whatever, and shows no intention or wish to go get a job using computers or otherwise.  That is stupidity
on my part to even become involved in such nonsense.  Parents are often caught in these predicaments
between the insecurities of children looking for their nests independent of the parents.  But SOMETIMES,
PARENTS—IT IS NECESSARY TO PHYSICALLY KICK THEM FROM YOUR NEST AND INTO
FINDING ONE FOR THEMSELVES.  THIS IS NOT MEAN—THIS IS LOGICAL LOVE AND
RESPECT FOR THAT GROWING MINOR-BIRD.  Self-esteem can only come from self-production
and self-worth accomplishments—parents can only offer roots and lessons—hopefully which produce
wings.  However, no matter how wise or how bright or how much a failure—wings are there as gifted by
GOD but each individual must use them if they wish to fly.  The CHOICE is always with the individual with
the wings of self.

Remember something very important, students: Abundance in Earthly consideration such as funding, money,
business, etc., is a physical commodity of physical plane.  It must be dealt with as such.  Only THE WAY
to accomplish is of Higher Power—so KNOW the difference and handle the assets in the most expedi-
tious and secure manner you can conjure for you will also be utilizing it in a physical manifest world.  How
another uses THEIR assets is not really any of your business, so do not mix assets and you won’t have
quarrels in intended use of same.  Next, shelter everything so that no brother is brought into distress by
YOUR singular choices.  Then go for it.  The remainder is none of your business—money is not good or
bad—MONEY IS.  And, you can hope and even draw guidelines and rules for joint holdings—but butt
out of the business of one handling his OWN share of earned gratuities.

The most important lesson right now, however, IS TO STAY OUT OF THE BUSINESS OF THE HIGHER
LENDER LEST YOU BUTT INTO SOMETHING PURELY MISERABLE AND UNWANTED.
WHAT THE PROVIDER DOES IS HIS BUSINESS AND YOU SIMPLY CAREFULLY DO NOT
GET INVOLVED; HANDLE YOUR AFFAIRS AS IF YOU KNEW NOT ANYTHING AND MAKE
IT SO.  THE BANANA FARMER’S OTHER BUSINESSES ARE NONE OF YOUR AFFAIR AND,
UNLESS YOU ARE GROWING BANANAS FOR THE FARMER—BANANAS ARE NONE OF
YOUR AFFAIR.  WHEN YOU UNDERSTAND THAT, PERHAPS THINGS CAN MOVE ALONG
A BIT MORE SMOOTHLY.  IF, IN FACT, THE PROVIDER FARMER HAS CONNECTIONS
WITH YOUR WORST ENEMY’S BANK WHO SUPPLIES THE PLANTATION WITH ASSETS
FOR EXPANSION OR RESEARCH POSSIBILITIES—ALL THE BETTER, AND IT IS WISER TO
STAY OUT OF THE BUSINESS OF BOTH “OTHERS”.  YOUR WISHES AND CURIOSITY ARE
NOT HIS DEMAND OR NEED TO PROVIDE.  SO BE WISE AND DO NOT ASK, EXCEPT TO
REMIND HIM THAT HE REALLY DOESN’T WANT ANYONE ELSE TO KNOW HIS BUSI-
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NESS, ESPECIALLY YOU WHERE ONLY BUSINESS IS INVOLVED.  YOU CAN SHARE EV-
ERYTHING AND ANYTHING IF YOU BECOME TRUSTED FRIENDS, BUT HIS OR YOUR
INDISCRETIONS ARE NOT ONE ANOTHER’S BUSINESS UNLESS EITHER GETS THE OTHER
INTO UNLAWFUL CIRCUMSTANCES.  TO PROTECT SELF IS, THEN, THE ONLY WAY TO
ACCOMPLISH THIS FOR IN THIS WORLD OF CORRUPTION IT IS LIKELY THAT NEITHER
YOU NOR HE WILL KNOW EVERYTHING.  SO, METICULOUS ATTENTION TO DETAILS
FOR SELF-PROTECTION NEEDS TO BE CAREFULLY ATTENDED ALL THE WAY ALONG
THE LINES OF COMMUNICATION AND ACTIONS.

Now for those people who have been growing pretty good crops of bananas, say in Hong Kong: HARKEN
UP.  Things are going back to the dark ages of the Chinese control-shut-down, especially as regards
monetary matters and business interactions.  The Chinese have already announced they are going to wipe
out the new rules and go back to the OLD Constitutional regulations of the Chinese as before Hong
Kong was taken and developed by the English.

I hope THIS PARABLE makes lots of sense—to the Banana farmer, for July is the deadline given by the
Chinese land-owners for digging up the plantation and confiscating all the assets while shutting down
banana farming altogether.  It is time to pay attention and get your harvest into security.  Make sure your
Hong Kong offices and branches of operation are sheltered and that you do not fall to rhetoric, but to facts,
and the facts are that it is already announced the Chinese are going to revert, confiscate and dismiss all
interim regulations of Constitutional nature.  If you have working relationships with the powers that be—
fine, but consider this a FINAL WARNING-type of parable for international businessmen to pay atten-
tion.  Shift and secure is probably the lesson here for if you shift and secure you will not be left to the
looters.  So, let us just allow this to be:

THE BIG ALERT TO HONG KONG BANANA DEALERS AND GROWERS!!!

And yes, you can form coalitions and get your assets into purchased security, and with the knowledge you
now have about gold mines and takeovers, you can get those assets into a holding position—right in still the
most secure place on your globe, the good old USA.  And yes, indeed, I think even Mr. Bush and his
Twigs will understand the VALUE of such a move—after all, he wants a market for his gold—doesn’t he?
Greedy old men, even, need to eat and have a market for their products—even to fence stolen goods.
And no, do not “off hand” simply TRUST SOMEONE; use intelligence and deal always in such manner
that you don’t have to simply “trust” someone.  Then, as friendship and actual abilities to assist one another
grow—you can do all sorts of brotherly things without ruining a good friendship or relationship.  And
always abiding within and according to ALL LAWS of LAND AND GOD.

If you, for instance, have businesses in Hong Kong—get prepared for the worst—by JULY, 1997, and
then any good will only be frosting on your cake—not the confiscation of your whole bakery.

So HOW does God serve?  He serves in this manner—and you use your head and physical hands!  And
we all live happily ever after—in places of wondrous things and ideas and ideals, for we will have earned
those wings with which we are allowed to fly across forever.  And plantation owners, workers in the
research fields, banana farmers, and banana extract insect repellant makers all live happily together forever
and ever more.
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Some of you only want good story tellers and revelators who do not use another’s ideas or TRUTH in any
manner lest they go to jail.  IS THIS MODALITY BETTER SUITED TO SOME OF YOU?  How about:
“And God looked down and saw chaos and saw His people striving to overcome the chaos and save
themselves that they might build anew and a better way.  And He smiled and said, ‘we shall serve you who
will come forth and participate and listen to TRUTH’.  But few came and some came only to gain abun-
dance—but they serve so they receive great and greater rewards for the service—and God said, ‘THIS IS
GOOD—’ and then they lived happily ever after!”

I hope you will treat this story as your morning reading instead of your bedtime put-you-to-sleep tale for
your comfy further sleeping.  It is WAKE-UP time, whatever time your clock might click off for your
passage.

I am but your alarm clock which annoys you—but I hope you on the Hong Kong Circuit of clock watch-
ers—consider that this alarm is sounding—LOUDLY.

And to the rest of you who sit with me or stand watch with me and labor in our vineyards—may our wine
be sweet as you heed the warnings of the weather men and bankers who tattle and prattle and do false
deeds unto you.  Get our wine into secure barrels and make sure the pipelines from one vat into another are
secure and without leakage and get ready, please, for the new crop of wine and the new variety of grapes
which will surpass all sweetness of all species of grapes before offered unto you.

Have I gone nuts?  Yes indeed.  And next we will have a story about growing nuts.  Good morning.
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CHAPTER  9

REC  #1    HATONN

THU., JAN. 23, 1997  7:25 A.M.  YR.10, DAY 160

THU.,  JAN. 23,  1997

WOW!  FOR  PARABLES

I have never had such a sudden rush of inquiries regarding topics covered in my “Parables” writing.  The
method of illustrating circumstances and being heard is obviously the way to go.  However, a whole
bunch of stories may be more interesting if I happen to touch on something either in the news or in your
personal lives.  Certainly it would appear that it would keep poor Dharma out of trouble with the would-
be controllers of truth and circumstance.

Could we do that?  Yes, of course, and without doubt the resulting information would be far more quickly
and easily understood.  But would it be technical?  Of course, but it would also probably appear to be
what it is: too simple for most technically-minded people to appreciate.

Let us take a phrase that sits here on the desk in an article on Hong Kong and 1997.  See, I had only
referenced Hong Kong yesterday to, hopefully, parties who might well heed my warning of great changes
and hard controls in that area, starting immediately in July.  I have had a deluge of responses and it couldn’t
be Dharma because she thought Hong Kong was to revert to China in 1999.  That is the year of our Lord,
1999.  Surprisingly enough, to you who thought this to be the time of Satan, you can go right back and the
signs and symbols of power and the beginnings of the endings would be represented in full Satanic out-
cropping from the upstart of 1666!

Can this be so?  Of course, and it is simply that the Satanic influence of force, evil intent, and enslavement
of humanity is all reflected in the Protocols of major entities of such intentions.  The Plan 2000 is a good
for-instance.  But, remember God resurfaces with some big bangs in HIS own arsenal in 1999 and GOD
ALSO HAS A PLAN 2000.

I haven’t liked speaking in PARABLES when we have so much valid documentation to back up any
statements, such as Lake as Head of the CIA, Hong Kong reverting to hard-line China and propaganda
running rampant about all major players in this tie-up-the-world game of hard-line getcha.

NOSTRADAMUS

There was a well RECOGNIZED and honored prophet and seer by the name of Nostradamus.  He
predicted, and could somehow see, accurately, many things, but had to state them in such a way as to keep
anybody from knowing what the heck he was talking about other than the ones who understood his cryptic
codes.
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I could say, for instance, that in my crystal pencil I see a great and horrendous red cloud of intensive
thermal energy bursting over the area surrounding Hong Kong.  The Elite have prepared for the time of
total immersion into toxic times.  The merchants think they have agreements which protect this New World
Order misfit [China] but they have not fully realized that the prophets of earlier times KNOW this to be the
time of a great “warning” and terrible upheaval as this again strong nation rises to its feet to overshadow the
entire world.  It will come the moment when it is best to have currency upon the seas and out of ports,
along with perishable merchandise.  If you are in the fruit and plant redistribution or plantation growing
business, i.e., citrus, plantains, cattle, etc., you will want to try to have a harvest of same onto portable
transports and, at the least, parked off-shore.

Now, how many got the message?  And how would I explain that I have, as example, just said that if you
can work out a plan to get assets off-shore, that of course it means “you who have assets in the area”.  If
I speak of currency what could I possibly mean?  Well, many things, among which would be to shift assets
to a more secure area while you watch and see what happens.  With banks, etc., that would give an
opportune time to be shipping all the currency that is regularly exchanged—back to headquarters and
keep it in shipping or storage as long as is possible and to the greatest extent possible.  It also could mean
a great and simple opportunity to temporarily back other agreements, contracts and business opportunities
while awaiting solutions to Hong Kong holdings.  It could also mean to work out coverage with the very
Chinese who will be watching and already are controlling great shifts in either currency or merchandise.
Remember that Hong Kong has been one of the MAJOR commercial/banking centers of the world for a
long time.  Therefore it works out well that you work with the powers to be to allow for protective shipping
and cover during the time of holding.  How long will you need to hold?  Perhaps forever, perhaps only six
months or so until a working plan is instituted within the takeover regime.  Protection would need to come
through use of product lest the commodities simply be pirated or “Shanghaied”.

Perhaps a lot of the crop products can be very quickly returned to their origins for Chinese need to eat also
and they are already depleted in minerals and vitamin foods that are best provided, i.e., potassium through
plantains, etc.  These are examples but will help explain parables integrated with knowing or realization of
current information which may well pass your attention as you move closer to deadlines.  You have less
than six months to finalize and move products.

I guess I am in appreciation to all of you who have rushed information to my attention although my intent
has not been to write or speculate on Hong Kong’s return to the Chinese.  With that return also comes
horrendous amounts of MISINFORMATION WHICH IS NONE OF MY BUSINESS, JUST AS IS
THE RETURN OF HONG KONG TO CHINA ACTUALLY NONE OF MY BUSINESS.

There are MAJOR banks in Hong Kong that will be stuck in this changeover as in every national turnover
there is always chaos of some sort.  You will find, however, Federal Reserve banks and operations already
in China general, as well as those in Hong Kong, along with British Banks, all now coming under the
international type of Federal Reserve.  They will be needing some attention to getting assets, which can be
confiscated, off-shore some way under guise of replacement, recycling, etc.  Things may well APPEAR
stable for a while but the underlying restrictions will be coming into placement.

No, this doesn’t mean that “Ah, he is a fortune teller after all!”  No, I am not—I am intelligent and can SEE
and HEAR and have experienced so that I KNOW WHAT HAPPENS.  If you don’t want to be caught
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with the dreaded “pants down” syndrome, you make sure your belt, suspenders and whatever else, like
buttons and zippers, are in full functional operation and do it before you need them—well BEFORE you
need them.  And, like good insurance coverage—you won’t have them falling down on you at the last and
most crucial minute.  Pack and prepare NOW, and ship out in May, say.

The Chinese and Russians really celebrate May Day (May 1st) and it would behoove all of you to consider
May Day your important new holiday, in that April is a good month for handling and shipping off-season
goods.  It is past winter freeze and commodities ship well.

Who does Joe Blow, USA/Hong Kong deal with?  Come on readers, I’m not going to tread on serpent
toes.  Look who is coming to power and use intelligence.  Use whatever backup you have to show your
capabilities and take it from there.  I can give you writing after writing on the topic, and probably shall,
since there are so many inquiring minds now surfacing from your own local political morass.  Somebody,
for instance, has already sent over a New American article on the subject from January 20, 1997 because
it seemed to fit my writing on Parables.

Let’s offer a bit on this topic and give appreciation to this publication for graciously sharing.  Valid informa-
tion?  You are now grown enough to sort information into possible, probable and surely valid vs. garbage
and mis-, dis-information.
If you are truly interested in Hong Kong circumstances, then get all the information from everywhere that
you can, and study it carefully.  The word is, I am told, that surely enough, Hong Kong would revert to
“prior” rules, laws and regulations.  That is a SERIOUS statement, readers—IF YOU LEARN WHAT
WERE THE “PRIOR” REGULATIONS.

Where would one look to see what this current and modern rule might be or become?  Well, look at, of
course, the people being placed into power-slots right now to achieve the changeover.

Therefore, we need to look at Tung Chee Hwa, don’t we?  Stay with me, readers, DON’T WE?  You say
in response, “Well, I never heard of Tung Chee Hwa!”?  Frightening all of a sudden, ISN’T IT?  After all,
silly people, it is the claim of great prophets and seers that IT WILL BE THE CHINESE WHO WILL
MARCH ACROSS THE WORLD, TO THE NORTH, AND PUSH ISRAEL INTO TURKEY AFTER
CROSSING THE “DRY” EUPHRATES RIVER.  Remember?

So, let us concentrate on Hong Kong and Tung.  And no, “Tung” is NOT his first name—you have to also
understand Chinese.

[QUOTING:]

THE  RED  TIDE  IS  ALREADY  FLOODING
A  FORSAKEN  ISLAND  OF  FREEDOM

On December 11th, 59-year-old Tung Chee Hwa, a Shanghai-born and British-educated shipping
magnate, was anointed to become the first Chief Executive of Hong Kong when the island is surrendered
to Communist China next July.  Tung was the overwhelming choice of the Selection Committee, a 400-
member panel hand-picked by Beijing to choose a chief executive who will be the instrument of the Red
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Chinese regime’s will.  Tung’s competition for the position consisted of two other officials, former Hong
Kong Chief Justice Yang Ti-liang and tycoon Peter Woo.  However, Tung’s candidacy received the special
attention of U.S. Assistant Secretary of State Winston Lord, who met with Tung—but not with the other
candidates—in Hong Kong shortly before the election.  [H: Oh my, that is overflowing with informa-
tion and intrigue isn’t it?]

Lord praised Tung as “a man of great integrity” [H: How in heck would Lord know??] and “a
strong, independent-minded individual.”  [H: That latter description should scare the pants off any-
one without a full commitment backed by military at ready to protect your agreements.]  Hong
Kong correspondent Linda Chong observed that “Lord ... noted that his family knew Mr. Tung well but
would not elaborate on the nature of the realationship.”  [H: I bet not!]  Lord was equally circumspect
about another link between himself and Tung: Lord is a member of the secretive Council on Foreign
Relations and was the body’s president from 1977-85; Tung’s biography proudly states that the Chief
Executive-in-waiting is a “member of the INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY BOARD OF THE COUN-
CIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS...”  Accordingly, Tung was the preferred candidate of globalist
elites in both communistic China and the United States.  [H: Still have questions about what is RE-
ALLY taking place here?]

NEW  ORDER  IN  HONG  KONG

[H: This might well be giving some hope of not being fatally wounded if you work for the New
World Order but if there is not cement relationships with tickets in hand to the Bush, you might
want to really consider, very carefully, preparations which protect your front side, back side, and
all points in between.  You can work within the situation and not become the situation but you
really have to pay attention, don’t you?  By the way, your new director of the CIA, your Secre-
tary of State and other new appointees are all VERY, VERY prominent in the New World Order
Council on Foreign Relations—whether they be Republican or Democrats, British or whatever.]

[H: Here it comes:]  Tung has promised that his government will “ensure a stable, equitable,
compassionate and democratic society”, one which produces a population “global in our out-
look” and that enjoys “a life free from the anxiety of crime and disorder”.  [H: Gosh, perhaps he
should become king of the U.S. and Africa?]  Chinese Foreign Minister Qian Qichen, who presided
over the selection committee, hailed “Comrade Tung’s victory” as a “new dawn for democracy” for Hong
Kong.  The new “democratic” order in Hong Kong announced its presence immediately after Tung’s
selection: the Christian Science Monitor noted that “Street protests against the selection of Mr. Tung by
a Beijing-appointed committee resulted in police detaining dozens of pro-democracy advocates, including
Emily Lau, a legislator recently elected by popular vote.”

According to Newsweek, “Tung seems to share the mainland view that those who criticize Beijing’s
policies are unpatriotic.”  USA Today correspondent James Cox reports that during his candidacy Tung
portrayed himself as a “consensus seeker” and “urged Hong Kong citizens to think less about their rights
and more about their public ‘obligation’”.  [H: Isn’t this always the way it comes around?]  He has
declared that “groups supporting independence for Taiwan or Tibet MUST LEAVE HONG KONG.”  He
has also hinted broadly that he will not countenance the expression of “anti-China” opinions or “personal
attacks” upon political leaders in Hong Kong’s media.
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Tung’s perspective on press freedom is apparently dictated by Chinese Foreign Minister Qian Qichen,
who told the Selection Committee on November 10th that “rumors” and “personal attacks” would be
banned under Hong Kong’s new government.  Qian has also informed the Asian Wall Street Journal that
future commemorations of the Tiananmen Square massacre would be forbidden on the island after China
assumes control in July.

Chinese foreign ministry spokesman Shen Guofang insists that concerns about the end of press free-
dom in Hong Kong have been exaggerated.  In language that could have been adapted either from Joseph
Stalin’s Soviet Constitution or the UN’s International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Shen ex-
plained: “Hong Kong people will have full freedom of expression, but all freedoms must be within the limits
allowed by law.”  Those limits will preclude criticism of Tung’s background and politics.

Tung was born in Shanghai and educated at the University of Liverpool.  He spent a decade working
for General Electric in the United States before relocating to Hong Kong to work for his father’s shipping
business, Orient Overseas (International) Holding Ltd.  [H: Wow—again!!!.]  Following the death of
his father in 1982, Tung learned that Orient faced a financial crisis.  Seeking to prevent the liquidation of the
family business, Tung turned to Beijing, which put together a $120 million bailout package through gov-
ernment-controlled banking interests.

Tung kept silent about the communist-supported bailout of his shipping business, and, notes the New
York Times, “even today he will reveal no details other than the size of the capital infusion from China.  Mr.
Tung declined repeated requests over the last two months to be interviewed.”  For many residents of Hong
Kong, the implications of the bailout are obvious: They’ve been bought and sold for Beijing’s GOLD.  [H:
Humm-nn-n-n.  Whose gold?  Indeed I would suggest that Mr. Bush’s CFR-protected gold needs
a market and some people may even need some collateral backup.  And perish the thought of
Mr. Bush not having access—after all, he has had Scowcroft, Eagleburger AND GOOD OLD
KISSINGER working THAT market for years and years and years.  By the way, please note
that it was Kissinger Associates and GENERAL ELECTRIC who first made major business
inroads IMMEDIATELY upon the end of Russia’s cold war.  Why, Mr. Gorbachev became,
instantly, president of Kissinger Associates, Moscow.  You see, you don’t really need parables.]
“Why on Earth would the Chinese want to lend so much money?” asks Emily Lau.  “That mere fact speaks
loudly.”

COMMUNIST  PARTY  TO  RULE

[H: REMEMBER: WHO ARE THE COMMUNISTS?]

According to Foreign Minister Qian, although the Chinese Communist Party “will not have a direct
interference with the daily administration of Hong Kong,” the Party “will set overall Chinese policy toward
Hong Kong”—leaving Tung and the Beijing-appointed rubber-stamp legislature to work out the quotidian
details.  Qian has not explained what role Hong Kong’s clandestine Communist Party—which had an
estimated membership of 6,000 in the mid-1980s—will play in the management of the island.  The Wall
Street Journal notes that “the local, underground branch of China’s Communist Party—a political force
many fear—could be highly influential...  In China, party secretaries outrank governors or mayors, and the
Party’s power is considered supreme, even above the nation’s constitution.”
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Not surprisingly, Tung has displayed complete subservience to the Party.  The December 12th New
York Times reported that Tung has made no secret of his intention “to abolish the elected legislature and to
enforce a more authoritarian executive government”.  China has already drafted a plan for the abolition of
Hong Kong’s Legislative Council and its replacement by a Beijing-appointed body, and Tung will put that
plan into effect at the stroke of midnight on June 30th.

[END OF QUOTING]

Now, you ponder this confusion of spoon-fed garbage and you might well get upset.  Not if you look at
what it SAYS.  You KNOW that the New World Order, in all its Satanic reversal-imaging, calls a duck an
elephant and gets away with it.  What did the Communists start to call the changing party in the Soviet
Union?  Right, Democratic.  The lies are to cause you, especially business persons, to continue to work
unafraid and carelessly while calling Communism Democracy, and Socialist Fascism is coming aboard with
the changeover and nobody, in the world, will realize it!  The Fed(s) and the Fed are all just sitting on time-
bomb kegs waiting and this is WHY you are getting the dregs of an open society being placed into highest
ranking placement.  NOTHING is changed except the LABELS.

What does it matter to me?  Well, a great deal.  I have, actually, very little interest in the subject or, for that
matter, in the New World Order.  My JOB is to tell you what IS, not go and change a world FOR YOU.
I do not, either, become a system to work within a system and maintain full integrity and Godliness.

When you people talk about capitalism, for instance, you now have a fully mis-defined “thing” abounding.
Capitalism in its origin is simply a commodity in exchange for a commodity or service.  A capitalistic system
in its pure form works solely on exchange of goods balanced with return.  If a product is poor in construc-
tion it SHOULD not sell well, as an example.  Capitalism is best described as FREEDOM.  That concept
went from the U.S., say, many, many years ago.  What you have is a controlled society calling itself a
Democracy.  WHEN YOU WERE BIRTHED YOUR CONSTITUTION WAS A REPUBLIC.  Look
around at the “Republics” and see if you can find even ONE remaining as a Republic.  Even look to the
Republic of South Africa or the Republic of China, Russia—or the U.S.  So, if you have had a takeover
and replacement by another form of government—WHO IS RESPONSIBLE?  IF A REPUBLIC IS
“REPLACED”, WHO AND WHAT REPLACED IT AND CONTINUES TO FOOL YOU WITH
NAMES?

Let us look at the election of Clinton as an example of how far DOWN you, even proclaiming a Demo-
cratic system, have sunk in order to place a puppet on the King’s Throne.  Less than 46% of eligible voters
even bothered to go to the polls on election day.  And of those, far less than 50% of those voters voted for
Clinton.  So did he have a run-away election of preference?  Of course not—but how many of you give a
damn?  You are dazzled with hoopla, ball gowns, new president (in every way you can name), and the
celebration is actually one of “we got in and can now protect all our criminal partners”, even Newt.  Do you
think Mrs. Jones is actually going to reduce Clinton to a slobbering mass of admitted corruption?  This is,
after all, the “open” man who will even put a Republican into his high-cabinet places.

WHAT  TO  DO,  WHAT  TO  BELIEVE

It certainly doesn’t take rocket scientists to see that trouble is afoot and times are getting toward being very
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troubled.  Do you readers remember Jacinta of Fatima?  Do you know who is “Veronica” who speaks of
Mother, etc?

Well, there are some pretty good recent things to consider if one believes God, or Mother speaks to you.
Jacinta said, in Feb. 1920: “There is a secret of Heaven and another one of Earth, and the latter is
terrifying.  It will seem as though it were already the end of the world.  And in this cataclysm
everything will be separated from the sky, which will turn white as snow.”

Could this actually coincide NOW with a prophecy of 1975 which was: “All who remain in the light of
grace will have no fear.  They will pass through this great period of warnings without suffering.”?
And could that last coincide with a statement in 1976: “There will be a tremendous explosion, and the
sky shall roll back like a scroll.  This force shall go within the very core of the human.  He will
understand his offenses to his God.”  After all, readers, it does fit 1973s description of: “...It’s as
though everything has exploded in the sky—the flash... very hot... very warm...  It feels like a
burning of everything.  Now the sky is very white... colors... blues, purples... it’s like a huge explo-
sion... and then a warning: ‘Your warning before Chastisement!’  Flash, fire, and the voice within
you.  The final Warning before Chastisement!”  And so, while we are on the subject we will share some
more instructions from this resource and note that, as Timothy Binder referred to “Dharma’s Photon
Belt”, PLEASE PAY ATTENTION AS WHEN THE RADIATION BELT AROUND YOUR GLOBE
IS IGNITED, IT MAY BE THE VERY LAST THING YOU SEE FOR, EVEN IF YOU SURVIVE, IT
WILL BE THAT WITHOUT “CARE” YOU WILL BE BLIND.

“...As the day follows night, so shall this warning follow soon.  Beware of the sunrise!  Do not look
up to the sky—at that time of the flash!  Beware of the sunrise!  Do not look up to the sky—at the
flash!  Close your windows; draw your shades; remain inside.  Do not venture outside your door, or
you will not return.  Pray!  Prostrate yourselves upon your floors!  Pray with arms outstretched,
and beg for mercy of your God the Father....

“Keep blessed candles, water, blankets, food within your homes.  The candles of those who have
remained in the state of grace shall not be extinguished, but the candles in the homes of those
who have given themselves to Satan shall not burn!”

OK?  So, am I the ONLY doomer and gloomer around?  I suggest you who seem to want to “out smart-
ass” (as I have been described by some) ME, I suggest you look around about yourselves and study your
circumstances.

I am going to write more on the China mess because I don’t think you understand at all: They are POW-
ERFUL and they have armed the parts of the world that the U.S. condemns—you know, Iran, BIG
BUNCHES OF EVERYTHING TO IRAN, Syria, Libya and, being of equal opportunity players, even a
bunch to the USA—to what the New World Order calls its “enemies of freedom, Domestic Terror-
ists”.  And brethren, you haven’t seen anything to compare with the Chinese Mafia.  These Chinese
haven’t been under restrictions for they have ignored you and your sanctions.  They have produced fight-
ers, anti-ship missiles, submarines to the Middle East “terrorist” states, weapons, chemicals, biologicals
and you name it...  And here is a nice picture: “The Chinese have also provided Iran with 400 tons of
chemical agents—some of which could be placed in warheads atop Chinese-made surface-to-surface
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missiles that Iran has placed along the Strait of Hormuz, THROUGH WHICH ONE-FIFTH OF
THE WORLD’S OIL SUPPLY FLOWS.”

Laughing yet?  Let us suppose you succumb to my “stupid” interpretations and actually got some dark
shades for your windows and eyes.  Then pay a little bit more attention—and while you are on the floor
passing that first blasting impact and are praying—keep those eyes covered, shaded, and wrap your head,
in addition, in your arms and STAY THAT WAY until things cool off and darken up a bit.  Then expect it to
be REALLY DARK in a while.  You will have blown out the electricity systems and probably will have no
means of heat and, while the Sun is covered—IT WILL BE COLD AS THE DAY HELL FREEZES.  Is
this truly a JOKE to be laughed at, Mr. Binder?  Your friend George Green even believed it to the extent
of running thousands of extra editions of the discussion.  Dark welder’s goggles remain pretty intelligent for
many things but to have handy is a pretty inexpensive item and, who knows, you may need to do some
serious welding after this nice explosive event.

I’m out of time, space and patience.  Thank you for your attention.  We will get back to China and what is
happening in that arena.  Good morning.
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CHAPTER  10

REC  #1    HATONN

FRI., JAN. 24, 1997  7:26 A.M.  YR.10, DAY 161

FRI.,  JAN. 24,  1997

BEWARE,  AND  FORGET  THE  PARABLES.
YOU  ARE  MUTATING  YOUR  OWN  BUGS  NOW

Especially you with ongoing chronic problems, and children, are processing onstart microbes that are
going to give you a really bad go of it next time around.  The initial thrust is pretty mild in that you will find
you are more nearly symptomatic of “a cold”.  However, it is a virus which is of the new mysterious
influenzae variety of bug.  This invader is not a common form of “flu bug” and it is leaving healthcare
persons in a real quandary for neither does it respond to typical treatment modalities.

In Florida a very, very busy physician in College Park, Florida says, “What I am seeing starts with the
common cold and progresses to chest congestion and then to a bacterial superinfection.”  The facts are
that the onstart of the problem is usually so mild as to cause no particular attention to the dis-ease until
symptoms increase as mutation of the generations of the microbes increase.  There will often be no fever or
only “spurts” of fever which present as “hot flashes”, flushed face and skin, and a congestion in the lungs
that begins at the lowest part of the lungs and becomes pronounced with deep breathing.  This causes
people to breathe in very shallow breaths and, before the host realizes it, they are SICK but still the
symptoms are not severe.  Severity comes in about 2 to 3 weeks and is slow in fully blossoming.  This
causes physicians and patients to assume there is a separate causative element.

I am going to tell you a parable about Dharma now, because she has to remember that we had had a
meeting just prior to the day of John’s memorial service.  I actually used up her voice and she ended up
with voice loss to great extent and a bit of a “rough” throat.  Neither were much of a bother.  However, it
didn’t improve much over the first week and she increased her colloids intake to the point of having to have
a LOT of acidophilus.  The congestion never improved much and could be handled with an antihistamine
capsule so not much has been thought about it until THIS week.  BUT, even though she is functional and
seemingly STILL not very ill, the congestion and irritation in the lungs has moved from bronchial irritation
to a productive pneumonia.

I am thinking about it and sharing with her and with you—don’t let it get out of control!  I am insisting that
she have quadruple amounts of especially the silver and titanium—EVERY DAY.  Remember that the
colloids are NOT LONG-ACTING, SLOW-RELEASE SUBSTANCES.  They move quickly through
the body—so use them several times a day.  A teaspoonful four to five times a day is far more effective than
one dose.  She has been careless and when she would think about it, she would take a “blop” but that is not
intelligent management.  This is also just about the most contagious one bug to ever come along but it is also
the most untreatable one to hit in a very long while—because nobody ever seems to get well from it.
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If you take colloidal vitamins and minerals—get some additional coverage.  If you can get liquid multi-vits
and minerals, do so.  Get some liquid antioxidants and vit-E with some liquid or CRYSTAL vit-C.  Then,
take juice or Melloream or a non-milk (milk produces mucous) drink of some kind, load it about 5-8
drops of each item AND VORTEX IT, AT LEAST TEN TIMES and drink a quart of that, minimum, a
day.  You can add several drops of each of the colloids, i.e. silver, etc. as well.  This will fling the vit-min
particles into the juice like homogenization and allow the body to better assimilate the supplements.  If you
are on a supplemental regime—CONTINUE IT BY ALL MEANS AND INCREASE SUCH AS VIT-
C.  Pineapple juice is about the best juice medium as it has enzymes which also assist in assimilation, but
anything, even water, would do as a vortex medium.

I know, you will want to know where I was LAST WEEK when you needed me.  Well, sometimes we
have to learn to think for ourselves BEFORE we get so sick and have difficulty getting well.

You also want an update on Zita.  Well, her “cancer” is not the problem these days, but she is not well,
either.  She will get well if she doesn’t drop out on us, however.  She, like all of us, have to have a while to
heal and the right care and attention to heal properly.  She needed help rather than being alone to attend
medications, etc., and that help has come, at the moment, with Nora.  People, when you are debilitated
you have to have some HELP.  Most medications which are given for pain and chronic symptom relief
have some bad side effects.  Some make you nauseated and you will get totally malnourished.  Some cause
great “confusion” and some cause you to ACTUALLY FORGET you have had a dose of the medication
and keep you too confused to allow you to even “count” to see if you have already taken something.  I
don’t want to butt into a physician’s business—but there are some things running around that can begin to
clear up “terminal” stage cancer.  One of them is an inexpensive compound called Hydrazene Sulfate.
Now, you will have to CHECK ON THIS because you will hear every Tom, Dick, and Harry calling it
“something else” from Hydralazine, Hydroxyzene to Hydroxylene, etc.  CAUTION!  These are NOT the
SAME THING.  You should be able to find this substance in a current Physicians Desk Reference (PDR)
but the doctors don’t like this much—BECAUSE IT WORKS.  Perhaps Rick could check with the
Medical Clinic and Dr. Freeman.

This is especially good in conjunction with irradiation treatment and chemotherapy.  There are no untoward
side effects yet found and it will work wonders WITH THE COLLOIDAL FLUSHES.  I use “flush”
because if you are getting IV infusions of the colloids and Gaias, you are being “flushed” as in “through the
blood system”.  This sulfate works well with almost every other medication to enhance its action.  Why?  It
is a derivative of extremely high frequency (octane) fuel.  Just as you can derive a basically inactive car-
bonic jelly (petroleum), so too can you pull off derivatives from carbon-based petroleum products.  These
have to be incredibly carefully handled, so don’t do anything silly or foolish.  This is one reason I’m only
giving you enough information to check into possibilities so that you go FIND OUT ALL INFORMA-
TION regarding the substance before you even consider touching it.  I expect that in Mexico you don’t
even need a prescription, but in the U.S. and elsewhere?  Who knows??  Is this NEW?  No, only HID-
DEN.  You all have to understand something, readers: YOU DON’T HAVE TO DIE JUST BECAUSE
YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO.  I sincerely hope that Zita hears also!

Now, I need to turn back to the subject of China.  A lot of what we will share we share because we always
agree to take all articles IN TOTAL CONTEXT and the one we will use is from The New American, Jan.
20, 1997.  Much is superfluous and extraneous but, all together, it paints a very interesting picture.  Always
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the facts remain, however, WHAT IS THE U.S. AND NEW WORLD ORDER DOING IN EVERY-
ONE ELSE’S BUSINESS?  Do YOU really think your government is so good as to demand that all
nations of the world have the same kind of enslavement?  The American citizens have become the most
blind populace on the globe as to knowing what REALLY is going on in your world.  You will note, please,
that U.S. politicians run all the way through this paper.

[QUOTING:]

HONORING  THE  BUTCHER  OF  BEIJING

CLINTON SHAKES A HAND STAINED WITH THE BLOOD OF 4,000 INNOCENT LIVES.  [H:
Well, it seems he also sits atop a PUPPET throne ruling 265 million U.S. citizens destined for and
already in a state of slavery.]

By William Norman Grigg.

Standing at an honor cordon outside the Pentagon on December 9th, Secretary of Defense William
Perry introduced Communist China’s defense minister as “my colleague, General Chi”.  Perry did not refer
to Chi Haotian, a 67-year-old leader of the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) who killed American troops
in Korea and ordered tanks into Tiananmen Square, as “my counterpart”, but specifically chose to de-
scribe him in collegial terms.  This introduction was an apt grace note to Chi’s tour of diplomatic and
defense sites in Washington and across the country, which included a 19-gun salute [H: A gun-salute is
NOT an honorable thing—it is a total salute to WAR and recognition of power.  For instance a
19-gun salute designates less salute value than does a 21-gun salute and thus and so.] at the
Pentagon and a 20-minute White House meeting with President Clinton.  General Chi’s visit is a compelling
illustration that the Clinton Administration’s China policy has moved beyond appeasement and toward
interdependence.

Ever sensitive to public relations concerns, the Administration re-scheduled Chi’s White House visit
from December 9th to December 10th, apparently to avoid the irony of playing host to the military official
who carried out the Tiananmen Square massacre on “International Human Rights Day”.  [H: Was that
Tiananmen Square incident REALLY any worse than holocausting WACO’s church of Davidians,
the Oklahoma City Bombing and inclusive incidents such as the Weavers at Ruby Ridge, Idaho?
Oh yes indeed, sleeping people, those were done by YOUR own so-called protective forces.  At
least the Chinese just came right out and said they were going to get control and did it.  Yours
sneak around while blaming the innocent, crucifying the innocent, and generally acting like Sa-
tan-heads.]  However, the Administration’s corps of truth-twisters had failed to coordinate their efforts.
An unclassified CIA biography of Chi made available just before the general’s visit neglected to mention
his role in the mass-murders at Tiananmen Square; if the historical record of this monstrous crime against
humanity is to be put down an Orwellian memory hole, why was the White House visit rescheduled?

An intelligence official attempted to minimize the omission by explaining that the CIA biographical
sketch didn’t reflect “classified knowledge”.  However, Gen. Chi’s role in the massacre is hardly privileged
information: Time magazine reported in 1989 that “As chief of staff, Chi bears major responsibility for the
violence unleashed upon Beijing’s citizenry by his troops.”  [H: Now, who is THIS person?  No, give
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me his whole NAME!  And who was the man we spoke of in relationship to Hong Kong, yester-
day?  Ah indeed, you can’t remember from yesterday—do you REALLY remember anything
from 1989?  The POINT is to trick your minds, not inform you.]

Perhaps the Clinton Administration’s eagerness to indulge in Orwellian truth-twisting emboldened the
Red Chinese general to embellish the falsehood even further.  [H: No, there is an ongoing SECRET
coalition of New World Order-level tactics working with China and being worked all around the
change-out of Honk Cong, among other more serious things.]  During a forum for military and
diplomatic officials at the National Defense University (NDU) in Maryland, General Chi brazenly declared
that “not a single person lost his life in Tiananmen Square.”  Eyewitness accounts of the event document
that at least 4,000 innocent people were slaughtered when the tanks rolled in June 1989.  [H: Ah, but
WHICH is correct?  You don’t get any other accurate news, do you?]  Furthermore, General Chi
himself has justified the bloodbath as a proportionate measure to beat down the “small minority of people
with evil ambition” who supposedly “instigated the turmoil and spread rumors to provoke the masses”.
[H: Ah yes, of course, your approach is ever so much more humane and appropriate—just shoot
them dead, children and all, and/or burn them alive, children and all—especially if they call
themselves CHRISTIANS.]  But Chi’s audience at the NDU was satisfied to allow the Communist’s
self-serving falsehood to go unchallenged.

[H: Pay attention, readers, to what is being offered here and then very carefully consider possi-
bilities of intent of such as The New American.  There is something pretty creepy about the
presentations of some of their articles so that you can’t tell if you have patriots or traitors in the
journalistic/editorial hierarchy.  No, I am NOT saying anything other than exactly what I suggest
always: PAY ATTENTION, lest you just tumble off into deeper yogurt than from the estab-
lishment media.]

STRATEGIC  RELATIONSHIP

During Gen. Chi’s December 9th White House, visit, President Clinton spoke hopefully of developing
a new “strategic relationship” between the U.S. and Communist China.  General Chi, for his part spoke
of “the good momentum that has emerged in the development of relations between the two armed forces
and between the two countries”, and the general’s visit was intended as the inauguration of a series of
military contacts.

Joseph Nye (CFR), dean of Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government and former Assistant Secre-
tary of Defense for International Security, is helping to facilitate an exchange of military officers between
the U.S. and China.  [H: See how insanity runs in the family?]  Next spring, a group of Communist
Chinese colonels will visit Harvard and the Pentagon.  Joint Chiefs Chairman John Shalikashvili [H: Keep
in mind Shalikashvili is no longer IN POWER (HURUMPTH).]  (CFR) will pay a visit to China in
1997,  [H: See how you don’t even NOTICE the take-over?] and a series of “MILITARY con-
sultations at the vice-minister level” involving Walt Slocombe (CFR), Undersecretary of Defense for Policy,
will begin next year as well.  In addition, preliminary planning is underway for joint training exercises
between American and Communist Chinese military forces.  [H: Wow, and who do you think merits
this kind of coalition?  This is no small potatoes, readers.]
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This ambitious program to forge a U.S.-Red Chinese “strategic partnership” proceeds despite abun-
dant indications that Red China remains committed to conventional Marxist strategic goals and to the use
of any necessary means to achieve those goals.  [H: And where did you tell me Kissinger is?]  During
a May 1994 visit by a Republican delegation to Beijing, an American official inquired of Mo Xiusong, the
vice chairman of the Chinese Communist Party: “Is the long-term aim of the Chinese Communist Party still
world Communism?”  Mo responded, “Yes, of course.  That is why we exist.”  [H: Lenin also said that
they would take the U.S. and never have to fire a shot, in fact the Americans will give us the rope
to HANG THEM.]  General Chi did not make a similarly sweeping pronouncement during his visit.
However, in remarks at the National Defense University he bluntly reiterated Red China’s determination to
use any necessary means—including armed force—to conquer the free Chinese society on Taiwan.

General Chi’s credentials as a Maoist, anti-American hardliner are impeccable.  During the Korean
War, Chi was a battalion political instructor in the 27th Army of the “Chinese People’s Volunteers”.  During
the 1970s, he exercised military control over Chinese propaganda outlets.  Shortly after the Tiananmen
Square massacre, Chi gave an interview to the Chinese publication Qiushi (Seeking Truth) in which he
defended the PLA’s role as the military instrument of the Chinese Communist Party and rejected the idea
that the PLA could evolve into a non-politicized, professional military.

William C. Triplett II, former chief Republican counsel to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee,
points out.  “In the fall of 1993, General Chi and several other military officers initiated an extraordinary
petition to President Jiang Zemin, demanding a tougher line against the United States.”  That petition
asserted, “Neither the Chinese people nor the People’s Liberation Army will ever forget the interference
and bullying of U.S. hegemonists China has suffered in the 1990s.”  It even claimed that the United States
had “threatened and invaded China with warships and sold advanced naval and aeronautical weapons to
Taiwan to obstruct the peace and unification cause across the Taiwan Straits.”

Even more ominously, in June 1993—shortly after Chi received his appointment as Red China’s De-
fense Minister—the PLA High Command issued a textbook entitled Can the Chinese Army Win the
Next War? which identified the United States not as a “strategic partner”, but rather as “the principal
adversary”.  [H: Never forget for one second that the game is POLITICAL and you are NOT
going to be given any notion as to what is actually taking place.  All I can remind you about, is to
get PREPARED appropriately to whatever your status or involvement in ANY way whatsoever
and remember that the things are happening INTERNATIONALLY and simultaneously ALL
AROUND THE GLOBE.  If YOU don’t have business in Hong Kong, then don’t try to wear
Chinese shoes or English shoes.  If you do have business in any place from SOUTH AFRICA TO
HONG KONG, YOU ARE NOW IN COUNTDOWN MODE AND THE COUNTDOWN IS
FAR AHEAD, LIKE SOME 3 TO 4 MONTHS, IN AFRICA.  The major shutdown and sift-out
measures, however, will NOT wait for June 30!  April is the best month for adequate coverage
for after May 1st is simply clean-up time—in Hong Kong.  Less time is allowed in South Africa
for the shift-out is already underway as you have been reading from our Bush writings.  Please,
friends, look and act carefully lest you be caught short.]

TOWARD  WORLD  HEGEMONY

Chi’s visit was not without its detractors.  Among them was Senator Larry Craig (R-ID), who de-
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clared that “the Clinton Administration could not have found a more odious, anti-American ... figure in the
Communist Chinese leadership on whom to lavish American hospitality.”  Recalling Bill Clinton’s utter
abandonment of his 1992 campaign promises to take a less conciliatory posture toward China than that
taken by the Bush Administration, Senator Craig continued: “[W]ith the red carpet being rolled out for
General Chi, the Clinton Administration is dropping the other shoe, moving from surrendering its pretense
of supporting human rights to actively courting the most detestable elements of the Beijing ruling circles.
Making matters worse, this latest capitulation comes at a time when the PLA is stepping up its activities to
acquire sophisticated technology with military application.”

Michael Ledeen of the American Enterprise Institute points out that “just as we opened the
floodgates of American technology to the Soviets, thereby enabling them to achieve a quantum
leap in military power ... so today we are selling China some of our most sensitive technology, at
bargain-basement prices.  We have recently permitted the PRC to obtain the technology to
manufacture its own Global Positioning System, which is the key to the most accurate targeting
systems for cruise missiles and other advanced weapons.  We have permitted the Chinese to buy
technology used to build ‘stealth’ aircraft, and we are permitting them to buy, at auction, entire
defense factories, until very recently used to manufacture state-of-the-art military components,
from advanced lasers to exotic missile skins.”

The December 6th Washington Times observed that “China has a small nuclear arsenal and con-
ducted a nuclear test in late July before pledging to abide by a moratorium on testing.”  (The Red Chinese
have not pledged a unilateral moratorium on threats like the one issued in November 1995 to the effect that
they would nuke Los Angeles in the event of a conflict over Taiwan.)  By the year 2000, according to the
Times, the PLA will have laid the foundation of a modernized military; by 2029 China would become the
dominant power in Asia, and by the centenary of the PLA’s conquest of China in 2049 [H: Try 1997!], the
Red Chinese regime would be in a position to make a bid for world military hegemony.

However, from China’s perspective, this time line may be altogether too modest: In 1994, computer-
ized war games conducted by the Defense Department’s Office of Net Assessment suggested that within
a quarter of a century a modern, technologically sophisticated PLA would be able to defeat the U.S.
military.  This is an outcome eagerly sought by General Chi, who is presiding over the PLA modernization
campaign.

RED  WEAPONS  MAGNATE

As the Washington Times pointed out, the PLA is also “a multi-billion-dollar international business
empire”.  A significant element of that business empire is dedicated to producing and supplying weaponry
to anti-American governments in the Middle East.

While Chi was in Washington mouthing scripted sound bites about “strategic cooperation” with the
United States, China and Iran were nearing completion of a $4.5 billion arms deal which would send Xian
FB-7 strike aircraft, Shenyang F-811M and Chengdu F-7 fighters, anti-ship missiles, and submarines to
the Middle Eastern terrorist state.  Mark Yost of the Wall Street Journal—Europe noted that “China has
sold Iran approximately $3 BILLION in weapons over the past few years and has transferred weapons
technologies as well, helping Iran to build domestic industries for producing missiles, helicopters and ar-
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tillery.”

China has agreed to build two 300-megawatt nuclear reactors in Iran which could be used to produce
bomb-grade material.  The Chinese have also provided Iran with 400 tons of chemical agents—some of
which, Yost warned, “could be placed in warheads atop Chinese-made surface-to-surface missiles that
Iran has placed along the Strait of Hormuz, through which one-fifth of the world’s oil supply flows.”

The Syrian terror regime has also been a regular customer for Chinese weaponry.  In June 1996, U.S.
intelligence sources discovered a Syria-bound shipment of Chinese military hardware that included guid-
ance equipment for the Chinese-made M-11 surface-to-surface missile.  Yost reported that “Chinese
equipment may be involved in ... an underground chemical/biological weapons factory outside Damascus”
similar to a facility under construction IN LIBYA.  The Clinton Administration has been sanguine about
China’s arms sales to anti-American regimes.  When the subject was brought up during Secretary of State
Warren Christopher’s visit to China in November, State Department spokesman Nicholas Burns blithely
replied, “We cannot allow single issues to cancel diplomatic contacts.”

Nor has the Administration’s ardor for a “strategic partnership” with Communist China been dimin-
ished by the red regime’s arms sales to domestic gangs in this country.  In May 1996, a Customs Service
sting (code-named “Operations Dragon Fire”) uncovered a Chinese arms-smuggling ring that had supplied
at least 2,000 Chinese-made AK-47s to street gangs in Northern California.  At the center of the arms ring
were three companies operated by the Chinese Government: Norinco and Poly Technologies, which are
operated by the PLA, and China Jingan, which is run by the “People’s Armed Police”.  The corporate
leadership of Poly Technologies includes Col. He Ping, Communist Party head Deng Xiaoping’s son-in-
law.

According to arms broker Hammon Ku, who figured prominently in the ring, the Chinese Government
was completely supportive of the arms shipments to American “gangs”.  The AK-47 deal, according to
Ku, resulted in the promotion of Norinco plant Vice President Guo Cheng Kun.  Ku also offered agents
posing as arms buyers for American crime groups a variety of high-tech weapons, including tanks, anti-
tank rockets, 57-millimeter recoilless rifles, various types of machine guns, and Chinese-made replicas of
Uzis and M-16s.

Most chilling was Ku’s suggestion that the Chinese arms network could provide criminal groups and
domestic terrorists with hand-held rocket launchers and surface-to-air missiles, known as “Red Para-
keets”, “so powerful that they could bring down a jumbo jet...” [H: And have!]  According to a criminal
complaint filed with the Customs Service, “Ku said that they could take out a 747, that they were very
hard to get and that they were very effective.”  [H: And so they HAVE, taken out 747s that is.]  This
statement has an ominous resonance in the wake of the yet-unsolved explosion of TWA 800 last July.

In 1994, Bill Clinton supposedly banned the import of Chinese guns and ammunition manufactured by
the PLA-run arms companies.  However, in the aftermath of Operation Dragon Fire, Clinton Administra-
tion spokesmen took pains to downplay the involvement of Red Chinese officials in the smuggling ring.
When asked by a reporter if China has been “a big source of smuggled arms into the United States”,
Deputy Attorney General Jamie Gorelick responded: “All I’m going to say is that we consider this to be a
very serious case.”  The State Department’s Nicholas Burns also dismissed the significance of the PLA
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arms-smuggling operation: “I don’t see why this needs to complicate U.S.-China relations at all.”

Apparently, neither Chinese collaboration with rogue states nor PLA contacts with domestic criminals
can significantly “complicate” the new “strategic partnership” between the U.S. and Communist China.
The intimacy of that partnership was illustrated on February 6th of last year when Poly Group chairman
Wang Jun attended a reception in the White House.  The December 21st Washington Times reported that
three months after Wang’s White House visit, the Customs Service investigation “was compromised by a
media leak [and] shut down prematurely”.  [H: Hummnnn—Washington Times??  Is THIS the
“Moonie” paper so closely aligned in business with Mr. Bush?  Watch out, readers, you are
about to be short-sheeted again!]

APPEASEMENT  ARCHITECT

Retiring Defense Secretary William Perry, who has cultivated contacts with China’s military for two
decades, is a major architect of the new “strategic partnership”, and General Chi is not the first Red
Chinese military official whom Perry has taken to his bosom.  In August 1994, Perry invited General Xu
Huizi to make a discreet visit to the Pentagon’s War Room.  It was Xu who issued the order to massacre
the Tiananmen Square protesters that General Chi so competently carried out, and—as with Chi’s visit last
December—Xu’s visit was timed to coincide with a congressional recess.

Just two months later, according to investigative reporter Kenneth R. Timmerman, Perry “signed a
ground-breaking military cooperation agreement with Lt. Gen. Ding Henggao, chairman of COSTIND,
China’s Commission on Science Technology and Industry for National Defense.”  COSTIND is in charge
of testing and development of all weapons for the PLA, as well as industrial and military espionage.  As
Timmerman writes, “Gen. Ding is China’s top weapons scientist and he commands China’s best spies.”  It
was Ding, Timmerman continues, who “proposed to Perry that they establish the U.S.-China Defense
Conversion Commission to facilitate technology transfers from the U.S. to China”.  The October 1994
agreement established that commission, although it has yet to be fully funded.

Perry’s penchant for General Ding created some tensions within the Clinton Administration—not be-
cause it has compromised our national security, but because it forced the State Department to affect a
harder line toward the Red Chinese.  A congressional staffer informed Timmerman that by May 1993 “we
began getting these calls from State, complaining about [the Defense Department] and China.  State was
really upset, because they were the ones who were supposed to be squishy on China, and now they were
forced to take a harder line....  State said Perry was the problem, because he had a relationship with a
Chinese general”—that is, General Ding.

Although Perry will not be at the helm of the Pentagon in the Clinton Administration’s second term, he
has handed off the appeasement baton to incoming Secretary William S. Cohen (CFR).  Cohen was
briefed about every aspect of General Chi’s Washington visit.  Furthermore, any concerns that Chi might
have had regarding the “stability” of U.S.-China relations were probably allayed during a December 8th
dinner at the National Defense University during which Chi and Perry enjoyed the company of FORMER
SECRETARY OF STATE AL HAIG (CFR), FORMER NATIONAL SECURITY ADVISER BRENT
SCOWCROFT (CFR), JOSEPH NYE (CFR), and other GOP architects of America’s pro-Red China
policy.
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STEPPED-UP   CRACKDOWN

Although apologists for the Establishment’s pro-China “consensus” insist that the regime is moderating
its behavior, the evidence suggests just the opposite.  Kathy Chen reported in a September 13th Wall
Street Journal dispatch from Beijing that Chinese President Jiang is seeking “to appoint himself as Mao’s
titular heir”.  To that end, Jiang has engaged in an ideological campaign intended to crack down on street
crime and political nonconformity.  Reports Chen, “To quell dissent in the minority-dominated regions of
Xinjiang and Tibet, the government has cracked down on illicit religious activities and rounded up people
considered to be troublemakers.”  Additionally, “The government has begun choking China’s increasingly
open channels of information.  [In early September] it blocked access to as many as 100 sites on the
Internet, including those sponsored by major U.S. media.”

The Red Chinese regime also continues its persecution of Christians who eschew state-controlled
churches in favor of authentic congregations.  Stan De Boe, legislative assistant to Representative Christo-
pher Smit (R-NJ), told The New American, “In the last year, the Chinese Government has cracked down
on the underground churches.  Hundreds of clergy and laity have been arrested and sentenced to ‘reedu-
cation through labor’.  Hundreds more have been beaten and tortured.  Their properties have been de-
stroyed or confiscated.”

Notwithstanding all of this, Establishment “experts” on U.S.-China relations insist that the Chinese
regime has abandoned Communism.  Karen Elliot House (CFR), president of Dow Jones, insists that
“China is not motivated any longer by a messianic ideology or by dreams of territorial conquest... China is
no enemy in economic terms.  Rather, it is an apolitically authoritarian society that has chosen to adopt
something like America’s free-enterprise model—what Beijing calls a ‘market economy with socialist
characteristics’.”

Similar sentiments were expressed by Harvard’s Joseph Nye during an address at the April 1996
meeting of the Trilateral Commission in Vancouver.  According to Nye, now that “Communism is essen-
tially dead” in the People’s Republic of China, the U.S. posture “ought to be the one the Clinton Ad-
ministration is trying to express ... which is the idea of constructive engagement....  “After all,” stated
Nye, “We could not develop the diplomatic coalition to contain China even if we tried.  There is
only one country that can produce containment of China, and that’s China.”

“CONSTRUCTIVE  ENGAGEMENT”

It was in the interest of “constructive engagement” with China that the Clintonites played host to
General Chi, compelling American troops to salute Chi during his Pentagon visit and to endure an address
from him at West Point.  It is in the interest of that policy that the Administration facilitates the mod-
ernization of the PLA, reacts with indifference to the PLA’s efforts to create a fifth column within this
country, and ignores the Red Chinese Government’s persecution of Christians.

All of this is necessary, according to Warren Christopher, in order to advance “our common hopes and
interests”.  It is because the American political elite shares “common hopes and interests” with the Red
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Chinese thugocracy that Secretary Perry felt no compunctions about introducing the bloodstained Chi as
“my colleague”.

[END OF QUOTING]

We have gone a long way past convenient space limitations but let us consider a couple of things in closing:
(1) The bunch of thugs are already in total cahoots; and (2) when Gen. Chi announces that there were no
Deaths at Tiananmen Square, he may be counting LIKE YOU AMERICANS DO.  Remember the Panama
incident in which ONLY 19 PEOPLE WERE KILLED?  Oh, but everybody forgot to count the THOU-
SANDS of Panamanians killed.  Same thing in the Gulf War debacle where only some 120 or so Ameri-
cans were killed so nobody in the U.S. considered it even a war.  Nobody seemed to remember that
hundreds of thousands of people were killed.  And most of YOURS killed were BY YOUR OWN
HANDS.

Indeed, readers, the final major confrontations are surely at hand, and if you are not prepared for this
circumstance, you will NOT make it through.

Thank you for a long morning.  Salu.
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SUN.,  JAN. 26,  1997

SUPER  BOWL  SUPER  SUNDAY
SUPER  DISTRACTION

MANIPULATION  OF  A  SPECIES

Watch what you do!  Watch and listen to what you think!  If you are honest with self, we can get our jobs
done to perfection.  Ah, but what do I mean?  What is there about a world in chaos that can hold our
shattered attention on one singular thing?  These are all things you might well ask as you try to sort the
myriads of topics in a NEW WORLD DISORDER.  Check out your “importance” ratios and see if you fill
your task or does the task give use and excuse for self.  Now, you must be honest with self or the exercise
won’t work.

Super Bowl Sunday and how do you feel about kicking a ball around a football field?  Do you even know
who is playing in this “Super Bowl”?  While the distractors are playing a game of “gladiator pool”, the
REAL players are dividing up Nations, grasping control of the last shreds of free-information flow, and on
and on down to whatever YOU are doing today.  And, yes, of course we can example right from under
your noses wherever you might be.  We might also be able to show you why we write on so many different
people (yet always, it seems, they come from within the same groupies) and on so many subjects.

Even here, where the work looms over everyone, especially little Claudia, until it must be frightening, and
all the staff who, regardless of the massive piles of work, manage to get a paper to print every week.  And,
Margie sees to it that the products in her oversee are ready, and others go about their tasks to see who may
be getting by with doing less but perhaps getting more attention.  But even here all are coming under the
control and enslavement of the New World Order British Israeli takeover of even the most tiny particle of
freedom.  Why, readers, you in this day and age are even given “basic” language limitations.  You are
required to limit the scope of even your vocabularies if you are to comprehend the “Newspeak” dumped
on you every day.  Well, Dr. Young is devoted to seeing to it that you have an exception in YOUR PAPER
evolving as a voice in the wilderness.  Twice lately he has been offered incredibly important scientific focus
change and he has declined on the basis of needing to attend the paper.  Therefore we can assume, better
than with words of yea or nay, that he is doing what he best wishes to do.  Sometimes we simply have to
interject choices and your responses tell more than you are willing to tell about self.  I believe that there is
NOTHING more important than a paper bearing truth, other than, perhaps, having people remaining to
read it.

As I write and call your attention to varied and many different topics, we have to suggest you get informa-
tion to those who would best USE the information.
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Let us example this one a bit.  O.J. Simpson is certainly going to be more interested in something that gets
him clear of this infernal and seemingly eternal torment in Los Angeles, California.  But Dr. Okilo would be
far more interested in, and have ability to impact, that which is of Nigerian (Africa) central focus.  ALL OF
EVERYONE NEEDS TO KNOW THE CONNECTIONS OF THE BRITISH INTELLIGENCE
TAVISTOCK INSTITUTE, BROOKINGS INSTITUTE, THE CONTROLLED MEDIA, AND A
MYRIAD OF OTHER LESS-FOCUSED ITEMS.

However, always realize that a basically UNKNOWING AND UNKNOWN player will always be set
forth in places of show but without insight and/or power to actually CHANGE anything until it is too late.
Here I refer to such as Kofi Annon, the new Secretary General of the U.N. (pushed into the slot by the
U.S.).  “Yes,” you might say, “but he is African!”  Oh, I ask you—but who is Maurice Strong, his right-
hand man on reform of the United Nations?  Yes, we certainly have written about him in the past few
weeks.  Kofi Annon was educated in the United States, attended McAllister college/university in Min-
nesota and has become an advocate for making the United Nations WORK.  But with such as Maurice
Strong in the real POWER SPOT, how do you think he will accomplish this task?  Further, without the
U.S. paying its dues, along with Russia who is also far behind, HOW CAN YOU HAVE A FUNC-
TIONING BODY?  And further, why don’t people who know these players get information as to alterna-
tive financing possibilities TO THESE MEN?  And no, I certainly DO NOT mean to Maurice Strong.

Where better to utilize a Grandfathered “Grandma” contract than at the United Nations?  They (the U.N.)
wouldn’t even have to come against the U.S. Treasury.  They could get the thing backed by a consortium
of all countries and utilized quite nicely through the Federal Reserve Banking system.  Just one contract
would be more than abundant cover of the U.S. outstanding debt and give the next years of problems,
relief.  I fail to see your problem as to offering some good advice to that which allows a way THROUGH
the maze of problems because everyone IN THE WORLD does not want Total demise of a world—it is
actually only a tiny, tiny handful of political aspirants.  And, further, the only thing that will destroy them
more quickly than you—is to collapse everything, including the economy.  This kind of communication,
however, has to be shared with such as Mr. Annon from someone disconnected to his current restrictive
process that he recognizes all too well, even as he is being further locked within the trap of this spider’s
den.

The same with Nigeria.  Dr. Okilo actually did have access to one of these “contracts” and guess what?
He gave it on to others in his organization, like Timothy Binder, et al.  Well, these are only copies and,
without attention and cooperation, they are worthless, as the Treasury will tell you.  Ah, but how do the
players gain privatization of such products as is the Bonus Contract when it is already totally and securely
privatized?  Well, as with the taking of three corporations, they try to divert the corporations which may
be involved—for themselves, and try, as well, other tricks when there would be plenty if no tricks were
played AT ALL.  Where do you think Bush came by all the “silent funding” to buy up the world’s gold
reserves?

It goes far deeper than this, however, for you will find before we are through outlaying information that the
BANKS around the world are the major shape-shifter money thieves.  Moreover, it becomes important to
get some collateral back into the banks to JUST PAY PEOPLE WHO HAVE PLACED ASSETS WITH
THE BANKS.  ALL AROUND THE WORLD—TRILLIONS OF DOLLARS ARE MISSING FROM
BANKS.  Oh yes indeed, we can even publish, AND WILL DO SO, account numbers.  I suggest you not
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think the local banker will confirm such “misplaced” accounts—but they are there, they exist, and the
banks are in real big trouble as are the politicians and controllers who ripped off you-the-people.  So who
has control?  The World Bank, of course, as a facade for the dirty tricks and bad-faith dealings.  So?  But
what would you say about Nigeria, for example?  Lots, but I would start with the World Bank’s DE-
MANDS to Nigeria if Nigeria would survive.  Will the leadership of Nigeria “sell-out” all resources?  Well,
of course that is a, probably decided already, eventuality.

But you still might ask what we would offer Dr. Okilo who is headed back to Nigeria, THROUGH
ENGLAND?  He has already been “offered” and he passed on the offer.  This was met by a stone-wall
attack by the George Green Brigade, so where are we today?  What difference does it make?  NONE, as
to the court cases, but LOTS to the people of Nigeria, Africa.

E.J. spent long hours on the phone, just yesterday, with a contact at EIR who works diligently to make
available, for further distribution, information on all these interesting international topics.  I spend hours, in
your counting, a day, just doing comparison of information resources so that you can consider what we
offer to be the best basic information available.

Does this mean that I totally back Coleman, Patterson, Carto, LaRouche or bunches of other of the
information brotherhood trying to get out quality information and investigation?  No, it means I have looked
at the INFORMATION and see that some is better than others.  Since I’m not trying to SELL ANY-
THING, I don’t have any commercial hopes or intents and there are not enough subscribers to do more
than stay hopelessly in debt at CONTACT, so I’m told.  I will suggest and name one person who, if he
speaks, you had better listen and that is Eustace Mullins.

That all aside and back to Nigeria, we would need to talk about the World Bank and the Political and
Economic future of the country.  We would have to talk about money, loans, resources, oil and raw
material wealth.  I would have to speak about Isaac Sam of the World Bank and focus on the status of help
from the World Bank, et al.

I would offer a report, indeed, from EIR, January 3, 1997 from whence came so much of the African
information—which points out the overlapping integration of a WORLD—not just a slice off here in America
or there in Africa.

[QUOTING:]

WILL  NIGERIA  ACCEPT  WORLD  BANK’S  DEMANDS?

by Lawrence K. Freeman.

At a symposium in Washington, D.C. on Dec. 13, 1996, sponsored by the Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace, entitled “Nigeria’s Political and Economic Future”, a propaganda barrage was launched
to justify the privatization of Nigeria’s telephone and power companies, with the prime target being Nigeria’s
multibillion-dollar oil industry.  While the global economy is threatened with financial disintegration, many
financial insiders think that, through their control of oil and other raw materials, they will be able to survive
the financial blowout.  With Nigeria’s oil industry generating approximately $16 billion a year and with its
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oil reserves ranked fifth in the world, it is no wonder that the financial oligarchy is drooling over the
opportunity to get their hands on Nigeria’s raw material wealth.

Leading off the first panel of the symposium, “Economic Adjustment, Reform, Privatization, and In-
vestment in Nigeria”, was Isaac Sam of the World Bank.  Sam stated that the World Bank has not lent any
money to Nigeria in three-and-a-half years, and is not interested in lending any more money, but rather
wants (1) to advise Nigeria to develop the proper framework to attract investment from the private sector,
and (2) to help Nigeria negotiate its debt with the Paris Club of lenders.  After acknowledging the modest
success by Nigeria in reducing inflation, reducing the budget deficit, and creating jobs in the manufacturing
sector, he attacked the government for “wasting money” on public investment.  Sam insisted that unless
Nigeria allowed its gigantic state-run oil industry to be privatized, Nigeria would not develop, and would
not get any help from the world financial community.  He said that the oil industry has to be privatized, to
get it “into the market structure”.  He threatened that, to continue to receive “assistance” from the World
Bank, there would have to be “transparency and credibility” on the part of the Nigerian Government.

Sam was followed by a couple of academics, including Dr. Pat Utomi from the Lagos Business School,
who whined that “only the free enterprise system” will help Nigeria.  Utomi avowed that the problem with
Nigeria was not the International Monetary Fund-dictated structural adjustment programs (SAPs) from
1985 to 1993 (which, in fact, destroyed the country), but rather, that Gen. Ibrahim Babangida, who was
then head of state, had not had a strong enough commitment to the IMF’s free market reforms.

During the question and answer period, Sam made explicit the demands of the World Bank: Nigeria
must remove the cap on its interest rates—in other words, full deregulation; Nigeria must not centrally
allocate funds to any individual sectors for economic development; Nigeria must end all subsidies on
petroleum fuel and fertilizers; Nigeria must eliminate its dual exchange rate.

Concerning Nigeria’s $34 billion debt, Sam made clear that for Nigeria to get investments from the
private sector, it must pay the debt: “Nobody forced Nigeria to contract these debts.... You cannot con-
tinue to have trade with other countries without paying the debt.”

‘DEMOCRACY’  MOVEMENT  IS  FIZZLING

After Sam’s presentation went unchallenged, except by this author, the participants emotionally en-
gaged themselves in what is by now a worn-out, empty discussion, regarding the annulment of the June 12,
1993 election and the imprisonment of Chief Moshood Abiola.  The second panel, on Nigeria’s transition
to democracy, began with David Peterson from the National Endowment of Democracy (NED).  He
presented a relatively mild attack on the current government of Gen. Sani Abacha.  He told the audience of
almost 70 people that he had just returned from Nigeria the night before after visiting friends in the “democ-
racy movement” who, he emphasized, “were not demoralized”.  He then felt obligated to acknowledge
that Abacha had done some good things.  Peterson said that he was told by his friends that they expected
it would take a generation for the “democracy movement” to build up enough grassroots strength to
challenge the government.

Peterson revealed that last year, the NED gave over $400,000 to non-governmental organizations
(NGOs) and anti-Abacha “pro-democracy groups”.  Chief Tony Anenih, a respected political leader in
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Nigeria, who formerly headed the Social Democratic Party of Chief Abiola, asked: If the United States
recognizes and maintains relations with the Abacha Government, how can it at the same time be funding
groups that are trying to overthrow the Abacha Government?

Dr. Jean Herskovitz, a well-known Nigerian expert, brought some reality into the discussion, pointing
out that “without economic stability, political stability can’t be bright”.

Adonis Hoffman, who convened the symposium on behalf of the Carnegie Institute, questioned the
U.S. focus on “punitive measures”, such as sanctions, while not even recognizing the nature of the transition
process at all.

WILL  NIGERIA  BE  MANIPULATED?

The danger for Nigeria is that the current government would allow itself to be manipulated into buying
into the financial oligarchy’s privatization schemes.  General Abacha’s Government is now being praised
for dropping its opposition to the IMF “reforms,” which he inherited from General Babangida, and adopt-
ing a successful pragmatic return to the reform of previous governments.  At the same time, the Western
press has departed from its normal shrill complaints about human rights violations in Nigeria, and has been
relatively quiet of late.  There are also reports from Nigeria indicating that General Abacha is being pres-
sured to give major support to privatization in his 1997 budget.  Unfortunately, at times Nigerians have
shown a weakness in occupying themselves in endless debate over Chief Abiola and the June 1993 elec-
tion, while ignoring the real culprits responsible for destabilizing Nigeria: the British oligarchy.  This was
disturbingly evident at the Carnegie symposium, when none of the Nigerians present even raised a chal-
lenge to the plans by Shell, Chevron, Mobil, et al., to loot Nigeria’s oil resources.  If this lack of response
reflects the prevailing attitude of the nation’s leadership, then the future bodes ill for the Nigerian nation and
its people.

After Nigeria’s long period of compromise with the World Bank and IMF, which has led to nothing but
suffering and hardship for the Nigerian people, one hopes that there are enough sane, patriotic forces in the
capital city of Abuja to reject these schemes.

[END OF QUOTING]

But what would this have to do with someone who was simply a “chief” of one of the Nigerian States?
Wow, what a question!  If you can get the “chiefs” all under control through some guise or another, you will
have the plum ripe for picking off the tree.  This just becomes another simple task of Media presentation of
demanded ideas and mind control which moves right into total control over the people by this hierarchy/
oligarchy.  Further, if you can get a man steeped in religious doctrines within limitation and without freedom
of expression other than as ordered by the censors—you have locked a man into a prison of containment.
And, furthermore, these are all through simple CHOICES.  Get a man focused onto what is perceived as
God or doctrine, and you have a trained person who is then deleted from information flow otherwise.

Remember that the Church of the Crown of England set up a WHOLE mandatory RELIGION and they
call it the Church of England.  So where does TRUTH IN GOD present itself in all this maze of misinfor-
mation?  NOWHERE!  The POINT then becomes to KEEP THE TRUTH FROM SURFACING AT
ALL COSTS.  But you can’t copyright TRUTH—you can only present cases in such a way that the
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judiciary persons in charge of settling disputes, rule through lack of information.

EVERYBODY, including the Judge, has to realize that in the US&P case against Green, Ekkers, et al.,
there WAS NEVER EVEN A HEARING.  Books got placed into a state of injunction—without effective
dispute, and certainly the injunction would have never stood in court had a hearing or TRIAL ever have
been accomplished.  This is why there was a settlement agreement, not because of justice or injustice.
Green had sold out HIMSELF, HIS WIFE, AND HIS CORPORATIONS.  Ekkers never even remotely
agreed that there was anything remiss or amiss, except the sell-out as “partner, director and officer” of
Phoenix Institute—because of the idiocy of his team-maties, Mark Williams, et al., who were misleading at
best, deliberately destroying at worst, everything THEY HAD CLAIMED TO STAND FOR IN TRUTH
AND INFORMATION FLOW.

This case with US&P is NOT an argument of or over the rights of God or information flow—it is over
greed, cover the assets, and hide from truth at all costs.  How do you KNOW THIS?  Because not ONE
CENT has been gleaned by Ekkers side of the dispute—and the writer herself who works for me has
gained nothing but a hell of a headache over the entire thing.  US&P demands an “accounting of all funds
gained through use of their material.”  Well, that one is easy indeed: NONE, NOTHING, ZIPPO, ZERO
AND NEGATIVE.  What did Green gain?  Who knows but we do know of at least $18,000 he side-
tracked from everyone and into his pocket while breaking the injunction which is now in another quarrel
because of HIM.

Gosh, you would think that if you held a possibility of funding a Bonus Contract someday, you would play
with the players who could help pay off the insidiously gained suit projections.  Obviously, if the contract
copies are still floating around—they haven’t been paid on—now have they?  So, bribery, threats, payoffs,
blackmail or any other means of entrapment are, by sheer logic, impossible.  Also, Ekkers don’t even
KNOW the players involved.  Nobody ever shows up in court in ANY case in which they are involved—
EVER, and this includes the lead player, George Green.  George Green, in addition, is THE one who
works with, has the ear of, and has a profound impact on one Timothy Binder, who apparently believes the
garbage.  However, since Mr. Green has NOT met his own agreement contracts—how is it that the belief
continues even into another foolish suit in Federal Court?  Not the least of which now includes input and
conspiracy of one Father Ed Cleary and Steven Horn?  Do you NEVER get tired of the cheats and liars,
readers?

It would behoove all players to go back and LOOK at the original case in point.  Why would Ekkers settle
if they were actually winning?  Well, easy—we didn’t care if the books were banned because TRUTH will
OUT one way or another.  And, it was obvious that a “win” would simply cost another $50,000 in legal
fees and since the opposition was willing to end the thing for a $42,000 agreement which would only be a
“judgment” in lieu of payment, it was the right thing to do.  It was OK then and it would be OK now—
except that George Green, et al., have misled, again, the Court and the players.  And readers, you might
well look at some facts: SOMETIMES IT IS BETTER TO BE RULED AGAINST AND HAVE THE
ABILITY TO COME BACK IN THROUGH A DIFFERENT DOOR OR WINDOW WHERE YOU
CAN WIN.  In every case so far that becomes easy because of the CONSPIRACY and PLAYER
COALITIONS.  You have Civil Rights Violations and RICO, just to name two major opportunities avail-
able.  And moreover, these focus on the REAL CULPRITS ALONG WITH BRINGING BACK IN
ALL OF THE ORIGINAL PLAYERS AS WELL.  I think your enemies have outsmarted themselves and
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they are not going to be thanking Mr. Green, Ms. Beam, et al., for very much longer.  This drags back into
the picture some pretty tough circumstances for several ATTORNEYS involved.  Mr. Green claims that
one or two of these attorneys STILL work with his operations—especially overseas, TRUST operations.
Other attorneys then try to protect the culprits from the Bar Association and further notice of indiscretions
and that, too, is “malpractice”, not to be confused with poor judicial knowledge.

So what do we hope to gain?  Well, the cockroaches do their work in the dark and we are simply watching
the scattering as we turn on the lights.

By the way, readers, did you know that you can SUE THE BAR ASSOCIATION IN NEVADA?  It is
not a “Board” of quality assurance; it is a mere PRIVATE CLUB.  I would think that the Club in Nevada
is perpetrating some rather infamous malpractice tactics on YOU-the-people while protecting the inane
and criminal activities of such as Horton and Abbott.

As I close this writing I am reminded that we began this writing with Super Bowl chili-dogs and “Newspeak”.
It is all part of the same mind-control program with the balloons being run past you to study progress.

I am always reminded by some of you that “Orwell said it would be like this.”  Like what, exactly??  Have
you even noticed that EBONICS, this silly new language of the street-Blacks, is a major example of exactly
what is “Newspeak”?  Everything has to be reduced to the BASIC programming words and there is no
real ability to do this until you can get rid of ALL CULTURAL integration lest the uneducated not ever
understanding enough to GET THEIR PROGRAMMING.  And, readers, those who do not get their
proper programming are destined to be “gotten rid of”.

How do you think “Basic” computer language came about?  How is it that the vocabulary of WORDS gets
more and more simplified and accepted?  What do you know about “Basic English” and simply that which
is called, referring to English, “BASIC”?  WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT MINIFORM?
MINITRUE?  Just food for thought through a paragraph worthy of your attention:

“Some historians have claimed that Orwell’s “Newspeak”, in his 1984, is a simple parody of
Basic.  To the contrary: Orwell was one of the most avid supporters of the Basic concept of
reduced language.  What appealed to him most was its simplicity and its apparent ability to abolish
“jargon”.  He also thought that anything without real meaning, when reduced to its Basic transla-
tion, would be easily seen to be absurd.  A utopian, Orwell, in his letters, expressed concern over
the power of the Ministry of Information (Miniform, as it was known) to control and manage the
news.  It was that aspect of the process, not Basic’s degrading of the English language, that he
parodied in 1984 with his “Newspeak”, controlled by Minitrue, the Ministry of Truth.”

Perhaps we can get to this short subject next time and fill in the blanks.

Thank you and good morning.
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THU.,  JAN. 30,  1997

HOPE  VS.  WAITING

IT IS NOT BAD TO HOPE FOR A BETTER FUTURE, BUT IT IS BAD TO WAIT FOR IT.

DO NOT WAIT FOR BETTER TIMES.
DO WHAT YOU CAN DO NOW
WITH WHAT YOU NOW HAVE!

With these little thoughts in mind, let me do a bit of complaining comparable to what I receive from you day
after difficult day.

I get PILES of correspondence with your input—pouring mostly through Dharma who has long since given
up hope of finding her house under the stacks and stacks of papers, books, magazines and, generally,
everything that nobody else knows with what to do.  We probably have 25 manuscripts here to edit for
quality or whatever people perceive the magic brain of Dharma can hold and do.  And, if ANYTHING is
misplaced, the standard “out” is, “I thought I sent it to Doris.”  Or, “I’m sure I gave it to you...”

And, dear ones, if you need CONTACT or someone to attend something—do NOT address it to me
because it will never even be found by human hands or eyes.

The most important thing I find, however, are all the suggestions for getting my job done—if only I would
supply you with funds with which to get on with things.  My question must then be: Why don’t you supply
us with funds and we can get on with what we already know how to do!  For what do YOU wait?
Impatience may well be your confirmation of your lack of faith, however, patience into infinity while you
HOPE and WAIT for me to somehow shower blessings, is assurance that NOTHING will be accom-
plished.  Do you think God and Hosts NEVER GET IMPATIENT OR WEARY OF WATCHING WHILE
ALL OF YOU WAIT—EVEN THOUGH “HOPING”?  Oh well...!  The general thing is now to watch
while everyone bashes Ekkers for making decisions while everyone waits for Ekkers to make decisions—
fund the projects, write the writings, pay the bills, sort the fertilizers and hold a meeting.  They now have to
become lawyers and go defend selves in court and plow through the myriads of stacks of papers waiting
attending while looking for lost documents now so buried as to be frightening.

Ekkers are just like all the rest of you who thought you were joining friends in accomplishing things of value.
They are caught in the aftermath and ongoing Hell of a corrupt system protecting corrupt lawyers, embez-
zlers and liars.
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This truly is not a bitch-and-moan session, readers, it simply is offering a reason for not hearing back from
us if you are waiting for replies.  Nobody here has time to sort or file or attend anything other than the
mounds of filings due in court today or Monday or tomorrow.  You see, the Abbotts and Hortons of the
world don’t even pay their filing fees—they just keep ongoing trash circulating through the system, even
when there is no standing in the case or court, to accomplish exactly this: lack of response possibilities and
orders through default.  Well, if we have to stop EVERYTHING else going on, we will meet THOSE
deadlines.

Will we win?  Will Simpson ever be the same again?  You have a media barrage of everything from books
on why Simpson is the ONLY one who could have killed the two victims and a full media ongoing convic-
tion in play against him by the very ones who dealt the planted evidence.  How can anyone win justice in
this corruption?

How many of you will actually go convict Green and cause him to repay your debts?  This was HIS
BABY—Ekkers came to Tehachapi to partially retire.  Dharma didn’t even start writing for me until the
year after they moved.  There were then a couple of books and G. Green entered the dazzling picture.
How many of YOU will hold him responsible for his actions, desertion, and embezzlement?  He has
gathered his traitors and blames others for his indiscretions while the cohorts give false testimony to back
his thieving ways.

It is EXACTLY as the Protocols SUGGEST: build in as many witnesses as you need to protect the guilty
until you can gain total control of the courts!  No?  Then you GO READ THOSE PROTOCOLS.  When
the very oaths you take are to LIE, how can anything be different?

PURPOSE  OF  LIVING  IN  THIS  WORLD

You are NOT just some “natural” being—you are very definitely a SUPER-natural being if you bear soul
and thus you have a limitless future.  It doesn’t matter if you can’t remember the past beyond this world or
you don’t know what you are doing here now.  You are experiencing the place of learning in a world
WHICH ALLOWS AND DEMANDS CHOICES—CHOICES FOR SELF.  Your life did not begin in
this temporary world and it will not end in the passing illusion of this world.  You have to realize, however,
that there is a very real purpose in being in this world and also a BIG purpose in your short life experiencing
it.

The choices you make during your temporary stay on this orb are extremely important and you will find
that the entire purpose of your being here is that: TO MAKE CHOICES.  And now what?  Well, the most
important years of all in your experience as this species of mankind will be these last ones prior to the
millennium change and the first few infant years to follow.

The choices become monumental decisions for SELF as you move along and consider possibilities for
your future life.  These choices will be of unimagined magnitude and will be setting your personal life upon
totally new courses and directions.  The largest decision of all will come to present itself squarely in your
pathway: You will have to choose between giving your decisive faith and trust and actions to the Will of
God or moving away from the Truth and Light of God.  There will even cease to be perceived “middle
ground” as to “choices”.  As the Master said: “Ye are either for me or ye are against me.”
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Does this mean, then, that you cease to work in this world as it IS?  Of course not, for if you are to live in
it at all you must then find ways to project and survive and choose within that which IS, to best advantage.
Your commitment to God is INTENT WITHIN.

By the way, if you seek perfection, absolute perfection, IN THIS WORLD, you actually are seeking and
moving toward damnation.  This is a transitory world, and if you mislead selves into believing that you have
found or created real perfection, you will always be disappointed and thwarted, for others will impact you
and they will not be able or willing to see, and you, if not very, very careful, will give up the struggle and that
will simply equate to sacrificing the perfection of self on the altar of another’s demands.

Even “Christ” was not perfect when he experienced in your temporary world.  Remember that HE said:
“...Why callest thou me good?  There is none good but one, that is, God.”  When you recognize that
nothing is perfect and that things are not as they SHOULD be—move on and allow that “nothing is
perfect”, or mostly even right most of the time, and you can then do a lot more and you can have a lot more
while your life can be ever so much more wonderful in every way.  You do not need become more
imperfect, either, just to exist in an imperfect world.

There are some dangerous ideas impacting your personal perceptions and perhaps if you recognize them
you can grow beyond their limitations of impact upon you simply by their expression: “I need,” “I wish,”
and “I want.”  These are fine only in the context of coming to KNOW purpose and direction and then you
create what you need, what you want, and you will fulfill what you wish.  DO NOT sit and simply
“HOPE” there will be “more” to your life than you experience in the moment.  If you hope for more—
CREATE MORE.

TRANSFORMATION  CHOICES

Among the greatest choices you will find facing you are what we might call “Transformation Choices”.  But
most of you will feign confusion and non-recognition as you hide from these decisions which precipitate
CHOICES.

You are going to have to choose between some bit of “carefree idiocy” and the turn to concern of cosmic
magnitude.  This latter means that you must be concerned and involved with your REAL destiny.  In that
concern you will become involved with that which empowers you to open new dimensions into the myster-
ies, not the mysticism, of the universe, and even beyond and into that which is The Creation.

Idiocy in a carefree circumstance means that you are totally UNCONCERNED and UNINVOLVED
with your REAL destiny.  Therefore, you can have no real power over whatever might happen to you.

Next you are going to have to consider “hypocrisy” vs. “devotion”.

Hypocrisy means that you are false to yourselves and your real destiny.  You will abandon the truth for false
appearances that lead to a false life.

Devotion means that you are dedicated to principles of truth and a REAL destiny.  This endows your lives
with power and spiritual importance.
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Then consider integrity vs. having no principles.

Integrity means that you have life-guiding principles that are based on known goodness and you FOL-
LOW THEM—”religiously”.  These principles give life a lasting quality that will endure BEYOND THE
TRANSITORY WORLD.
No principles means that your lives have no guiding beliefs at all.  Your lives are as transparent and
temporary as this fleeting world with no form or real substance other than some emotional blips of no real
consequence.  You will also just drift in the backwash of others’ consequences.

And I remind you that you who continue to choose not to choose—HAVE ALREADY CHOSEN.

A big pitfall, readers, is the refusal to see other than what you WANT to see and that follows seeing that
which is the WAY you want to see it and you will limit vision to that which you WANT and dare not move
beyond.  But the choice is still made, isn’t it?  A foolish person will stick even unto destruction in self-
inflicted stupidity and move steadily on into ultimate disaster.  Then the foolish being will look up, grasp
onto those who do see and hear, and drag them down as well, if at all possible, to achieve his narrow
perception of somehow saving an ignorant and intentionally stupefied self.

You demand of me “literal” information, direct instructions, guidelines which require that you not so much
as THINK.  And, if I define your task as to being “thinking” with what we have offered, you become angry
and self-defensive as if you are demanding of Mommy to wipe your nose—or whatever needs wiping.  My
job is not to wipe the noses of my own Team players and Commanders.  YOU must grow, study our
presentations, and CHOOSE direction and actions.

Where do you perceive SELF to be in this program?  Are you IMPORTANT?  Then why do you take
risks which could take you out of your important position?  Why do you delay consideration with others
around you to facilitate actions or thought-teams to move ahead?

A friend has said: “Greater reality is not literal. It cannot be seen, understood or experienced in
literal terms.  Those who insist on literal explanations for everything are condemning themselves to a
literal hell!”

There will always be those who will demand and usurp your power at every opportunity.  They will also
ask you to give up your own “supernatural” power, whenever they think you are vulnerable.  You can
relinquish some of your power from time to time—but you err if you ever consider giving up your “super-
natural” power for if you give up such power you give up your kinship to God.  This conflict will come
when all those around you can see no choices or hope in their own circumstance.  Give up those two
realities and you have given up your supernatural connection with God.  There are ALWAYS choices and
alternatives, even if they be quite hidden.

So how do you make sure that you are not a loser but, rather, a winner?  Back to the original thought: Do
not wait for better times.  Do what you can do, now, with what you now have.  All the while you are doing
this you can have the seeds planted and the crops growing for intended harvest.  Decide, however, as you
plant your seeds, what desired harvest you wish.  Plant the seeds, then, where they can grow.  If you plant
a seed whose plant must have shade and you plant it in barren land in constant heat and sun—expect no
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harvest.  You must plant seeds whereat they can take root and grow if, in fact, you expect a good harvest.
And yes, you do have to be patient, hope and wait—but certainly, while you wait—you must water, weed
and tend the growing plants and then you will also have to attend the things of harvest.  Life is no different.
Neither is POWER as offered by God; you must use it to keep it.  And if you relinquish your knowing that
you also have supernatural power within that great beingness, you shall lose that quality forever.  And
furthermore, you must stay on top of all possible contingencies as you wait upon God lest you come to
believe HIS delays are indeed HIS denials.  God denies you nothing and most especially LIGHT.  It is,
therefore, that if you only perceive shadow—then perchance you stand in the way.

It is also mandatory that you are “timely” in all things lest the product go astray or into the hands of diverters
or thieves and your delay at tracking leaves the larder empty.  Remember that you are “conditioned” beings
and others have to be equally patient in recognition that things GO WRONG.  Or, perhaps you haven’t
noticed?  It is equally important, though, to realize that—with experience—things also GO RIGHT, and as
you experience more and more critically, more and more shall go RIGHT.  We learn best from errors, so
allow us to have learned and require that things go RIGHT as we create those things which serve us in
serving God.

I would leave you with one last thought as I watch people gather and wonder, speculate, guess and again
hypothesize: let it go when you can easily pick up the phone or do some research and KNOW.  Is it not
better to simply check on the safety of the babe in the bath than to stand in the other room and speculate
on the possibilities?  Find OUT facts whenever and wherever you can—it is ever so much the easier on the
nerves and patience.

And Dharma, you only need carry the responsibilities and burdens of another as long as you accept them.
Just as a gift in transfer—it is not a gift until it is accepted.  We do that which we CAN do and then we
release the rest and let it go, for no man can be the Island upon which another exists.  Each must take
responsibility and appreciate the limitations of another and, when this is not forthcoming, then an intelligent
and wise person draws his/her own lines and causes the other to do what he/she will.  Your limitations are
not set by the perceptions of another—you must realize your own level of experience and value of that
which you accept to carry.  If you carry a babe and then the child and then the adult—how can that person
ever walk?  And moreover, if you EAT FOR that other—the other simply dies of starvation while you get
fat.  And each must guard your own sanity lest insanity be your lot.  And also remember that because
another calls you insane does NOT MAKE YOU INSANE.

If others want you to be gifted, special, and somehow more and greater than they—it is because they
expect ME to be greater and yet all they perceive is YOU if they cannot come to their own realization and
commitment.  That too, is their problem and sometimes, mine—NOT YOURS.  Those who perceive you
write YOUR wishes on YOUR BAD DAYS and they fall on irritated ears—so be it for that, too, is most
certainly THEIR PROBLEM and not yours.  When you demand that all people only function according to
YOUR WHIMS, then it is YOUR PROBLEM and they have every responsible reason to pay no heed.
We have never given reason to believe our messages cannot be trusted for we demand nothing, ask
nothing, and force nothing.  YOU CANNOT BE THE BRAINS OR MIND OF ANY OTHER.  NEI-
THER CAN YOU BE “THE INTENT” OF ANY OTHER.  These are powers which are totally indi-
vidual and cannot be taken upon self for, or from, another.
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The last part of this last thought is to realize that there is a major, tremendously major, difference in SU-
PERPOWER AND SUPERHUMAN.  I suggest you ALL, EACH, EVERY one find the definition and
live within it for what you often want is someone to be superhuman so that you can experience some
superpower and it simply does NOT WORK THAT WAY.

Things truly are probably better than you may perceive them in your narrow vision field and field of self
experience, this day.  This is only influenced by your view in perception of all things in your illusion vs.
reality.  And just as I speak out and act in such a manner as to call you to attention—I will not let you slip
off the cliff when I see you about to stumble.  If you perceive this as discipline or complaint—look around
you and see what is your problem—for my commitment is to respond to YOUR CALLS and you always
call when you perceive possible trouble or failure in some bits or pieces of your perception and experience.
This comes from speculation when often times you only need to “find out” and there is no longer mystery
or need of speculation.  And to you who confuse over Doris vs. Dharma—I AM NOT GOING TO
PUSH HER OFF THE CLIFF, EITHER, WHEN SHE CRIES OUT FOR INPUT—JUST TO KEEP
YOU FROM WONDERING IF SHE IS HAVING A BAD DAY WHICH MIGHT IMPACT YOU IN
SOME WAY TO AVOID WEARING SHOES OR ACCEPTING MESSAGES SENT TO YOU.  She
is definitely with SUPERPOWER; she has no wish to be SUPERHUMAN nor is she, even if at times it
appears otherwise.

She summed it up the other day by saying, “God doesn’t give you more than you can bear, because if it is
more than you can bear, you go nuts or dead.”  She was toying with the idea of alternatives at hand: nuts
or dead!  It certainly is not that there is more than can be borne—it is the total dislike of having to face it
longer.  Therefore, this too becomes a CHOICE.  Yes I know: “What a deal...”  And yet sometimes we
simply have to wait for others to understand so that they become the relief troops.  God only asks that you
grow ever greater in WISDOM—not human limitation.

Good day, and may wisdom be the ever-moving goal in your journey through living.  Pray constantly that
you never find realization of goal achievement lest you have missed the point.  Only GOD is PERFECT
WISDOM.
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SUN.,  FEB. 2,  1997

AS  JANUARY  ENDS,  WHERE  ARE  THINGS?

They are exactly where and what they ARE, no more and no less.  Each person has a hundred or more
balls in the air and no one dares sit or slacken pace.

The EIR person who regularly is in touch with E.J. called to say, “If you liked the other material regarding
Africa, Bush, et al., then you will really like this next information.”  It seems to be about Bush and the
British Crown, and Africa.  We’ll get to that a bit later but meanwhile we will go with some other things of
which you who are interested, and especially you who are “bank” watchers, had best know.  The Elite
thieves are getting ready to pull down Deutsche Bank in Germany and the banks in the Occupied Territo-
ries (West Bank and Gaza Strip) and then, for you who watch the sky, there is newly witnessed information
on storms.  These things, especially the banking problems, are now beginning to touch on ones with whom
we are in regular contact.

Ones in South Africa, for instance, such as the Oppenheimers and DeBeers Cartel had better look very
closely as this bunch of crooks have delved into and siphoned off great sums from right under your noses.
You don’t know anything is wrong until you start trying to change some of your investments.  This is the
time of folding up the remainder of the outreaching banks into one great big corrupt monstrosity for use as
control and having silently bled the investors.  These are now paper chases as the gold assets are pretty
much tied up along with the natural resources of all the nations to whom the Kissingers and Bushes
have had access.  With both it will also be totally entwined with the Crown of England or British
aristocracy.

The following will be a series of quotes from Jan. 10 issue of EIR.

[QUOTING:]

DEUTSCHE  BANK

Germany’s largest, has been downgraded by Moody’s from a “AAA” rating to “Aa1” .  Moody’s
cited the bank’s shift, from primarily a commercial lending bank to a Wall Street-style “investment
bank”, making its profits heavily dependent on the bank’s financial trading, as a reason for the
change.  [H: This is the way they all “go” after Bush’s bunch has been at work in this so-called
“trading” program.]

THUNDERSTORM  HALOS
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MOVE  FASTER  THAN  LIGHT

Thunderclouds sport high-altitude halos of flickering red light, a phenomenon confirmed by research-
ers at Stanford’s Very Low Frequency Research Group who have measured the horizontal structure and
dynamics of a NEW KIND of stratospheric lightning that scientists have named “elves”.  [H: And just
wherefrom in the Cosmos would such NEW waves come from?  Could it be GWEN, HAARP,
etc.?  The stratosphere doesn’t “just” come up with new phenomenon without notice.]  The new
observations were reported by Umran Inan, professor of Electric Engineering at the American Geophysi-
cal Union meeting in San Francisco.

The new measurements, obtained with a specially constructed device called the Fly’s Eye, confirm the
prediction that these flashes take the highly UNUSUAL FORM of luminous rings that spread across the
sky at speeds faster than light.

In February 1996, the Stanford scientists predicted that elves would have such a rapidly expanding
ring-like structure.  They based their prediction on the assumption that the newly discovered phenomenon
is produced by powerful electromagnetic pulses generated by large lightning strikes.

WATCH  CENTRAL  ASIA

PAKISTAN,  AFGHANISTAN  TO  START
ROAD  CONSTRUCTION

Pakistan and Afghanistan have agreed to build a new highway link to Central Asia, wire services
reported on Dec. 19, 1996.  Construction of the highway will begin in January, and will go up to the
border of Turkmenistan.  Pakistan has already delivered heavy machinery to the Taliban government to
build a 60-mile portion of the road.  The director general for Afghanistan and South Asia for the Pakistan
Foreign Ministry, Arif Ayub, reported that this portion of road will link the Pakistani southwestern border
town of Charman, with the southern Afghan city of Kandahar.  The next segment to the to be built will be
a 240-mile highway from Kandahar to the Afghan border town of Torghundi, which is linked by rail with
Turkmenistan.

The Pakistani newspaper The News, a mouthpiece for a faction of Pakistani intelligence, editorially
endorsed the project, implicitly arguing for support of the Taliban.  “The 880-km-long Afghan highway... is
movement of vehicles between Central Asian cities and the port of Karachi,” it reports.  “This is seen as the
most viable roadway at the moment, till the Gwadar port [Pakistan port on the Arabian Sea] is developed
to cater to ocean-going ships.  This is the second effort being made to reach a settlement with Kabul on the
route which will help all the contiguous regional states—the five Central Asian republics, Afghanistan, and
Pakistan.  The initial negotiations, which were preceded by sending a test trade caravan through the west-
ern Afghan provinces to Turkmenistan, was interrupted by the internal instability in Afghanistan.

“The functioning of this route... will reactivate a historic link over which caravans carried on a lucrative
exchange trade between the Indian Ocean littoral states and the then-Central Asian Khanates.  Imperial
Britain and Czarist Russia put an end to the route.  But after the recent political changes in Central Asia, a
need was felt to find a safe passage to the nearest seaport to resume the movement of merchan-
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dise.  Pakistan has offered its rail, road and port facilities to create an effective transportation system.”
[H: This is truly MORE IMPORTANT than just a roadway.  Yes, you might well know that it
involves a lot of stuff, like OIL.]

PAKISTAN

Pakistan and INDIA will hold talks on the passage of the proposed Indo-Iranian gas pipeline
through Pakistan.  Indian Minister of State for Petroleum T.R. Baalu said that “Pakistan had shown
interest in a dialogue to sort out the imbroglio,” the Iranian paper Ettelaat reported Dec. 12.

[H: These are just examples of things of which you MUST make connections if you are to be
fully informed, even as to possibilities.  The Arab world is fomenting, readers.  The Occupied
Territories are in a full DEPRESSION and the banks there, West Bank and Gaza Strip, are
declining so rapidly that they will probably totally fold.  So pay close attention to the “whys”.]

...Meanwhile, the Dec. 24 London Times said that the costs of the “breakdown in the peace process
since the election of the Netanyahu government” are rising.  “The main casualties have been projects that
were still in their infancy.  During the Rabin and Peres governments, grandiose ideas were pro-
posed at two regional economic conferences in Casablanca and Amman.  They included a Red
Sea-Dead Sea canal, the comprehensive development of the Jordan Valley, and the sale of huge
quantities of GAS from Egypt and the Gulf to Israel.  [H: My, my, what CUTE games.]

[H: And what about good old IRAN and TURKEY?  You know, THAT Turkey who is involved
with YOUR business and the business of the Kurds?  Well, they are teaming up with your enemy,
Iran.]

TURKEY  AND  IRAN

Turkey and Iran signed trade accords on Dec. 21, designed to double the trade between the two
nations to $2 BILLION.  The accord was signed near the end of a four-day visit to Turkey by Iranian
President Ali Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani.

[H: You HAVE TO PAY ATTENTION!  What all do you suppose you DON’T know about almost
everything?]

[END OF QUOTING]

The above items I have called to your attention are things that should be looked at by specific ones trying
to manage their affairs and find some really big problems with both banks and countries with which they
have formerly done very easy business.  However, when a depositor tries to transfer or move assets, he
may suddenly find that his original funds are gone—vanished.

What can be done?  Well, not a lot, I suppose, in the usual sense of “handling” the bank and trying to come
to a conviction of same, after which you still may not get funds.  You can probably negotiate “ledger
transfers” or whatever banks call their transactions, wherein they can transfer the “amounts in point”
through wire or paper wherein what you might consider “cash” or “actual currency” transfer is not re-
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quired.  Banks, you know, in any regulated circumstance, can leverage deposits to a massive extent and
will usually require advance notice for transfer or withdrawal of more than agreed upon minimum amounts
and time requirements.  If there is obvious loss from accounting or theft, then the problems are quite
different in nature.  It may be, however, that direct wire transfers from that bank to another bank whereat
only value is required, say, to purchase collateral, the transfer can probably be easily made and worked out
between banks.  You are getting into very high-level and somewhat unorthodox (but not illegal) “creative”
financing.  This is, however, not necessarily unlawful or unorthodox other than to the original depositor
whose usual “assumption” is that his funds will be available on demand.  But it may not necessarily be his
legal right, due to corporation regulations or bank agreements, to instantly and unilaterally transfer funds
exceeding an agreed-upon sum.  It would seem a more private and greatly more workable attitude to
cause the banks to transfer directly so that “cash currency” is not an issue.

This can be handled as purchase of collateral in the new banking corporation or within the banking system,
i.e., Federal Reserve, from one of their banks to another.  The “value” equivalent is transferred, a suitable
form of collateral purchased, and then loans can be made against the collateral, OR, demand can then be
made for currency availability.  Since even international banking regulations are about the same in context,
this should not present a problem but indeed may well solve a great and unwieldy problem.  You have to let
your information, as you KNOW IT TO BE, guide your disposition and mode of operation in such in-
stances of non-compliance with personal or business accounts.  The alternative is usually a LOSS of funds
to the depositor, e.g., the Savings and Loan debacle which would include such practices as the above
Deutsche Bank in Germany.  If the funds are very large and exceed the amount of the ability for the bank
to pay the depositor, the bank may be placed into receivership—but the assurance is that, likely in that
mode of action, the funds will be lost (also).  Receivership only ASSURES loss of funds to one extent or
another in nearly every instance.

I am not a lawyer nor do I ever in all my existence plan to be counted among that crowd.  Do I KNOW the
law?  Yes.  However, since laws are no longer for protection of “We-the-People” but rather, to protect the
guilty, I suggest you negotiate for transfers, if at all possible, by wire or ledger, from one bank to another
and handle it the way the Elite handle their disgraceful business.

As to the ongoing lawsuits with US&P, there are items I must take up at this sitting.  I see several ways to
go—right from YOUR CONSTITUTIONS, both the U.S. AND California.  Since the Constitution of the
State of California (1849) is taken DIRECTLY from the U.S. Constitution, I see several causes of
protection.
HABEAS CORPUS: Cause to be presented the DAMAGED PARTY—Get the “body” into court.  Fur-
ther, a person has a Constitutional right to CONFRONT his accuser—get the plaintiff INTO COURT TO
PROVE HIS ALLEGATIONS and OUTLAY HIS DAMAGES.

Sec. 3, Article I. (Declaration of Rights):

The right of trial by jury shall be secured to ALL, and remain inviolate for ever; but a jury trial may be
waived by the parties, in all civil cases, in the manner prescribed by law.  Doris demands a JURY TRIAL
RIGHT FROM UPSTART.
2) Sec.  Ekkers also DEMAND and REQUIRE the court appoint them a LEGAL COUNSEL.
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AND, for this specific case:

Art. I, Sec. 1 & 4: 1) All men are by nature free and independent, and have certain inalienable rights,
among which are those of enjoying and defending life and liberty; acquiring, possessing and protecting
property; and pursuing and obtaining safety and happiness.  AND,

4) The free exercise and enjoyment of religious profession and worship, without discrimination or prefer-
ence, shall forever be allowed in this state: and no person shall be rendered incompetent to be a witness on
account of his opinions on matters of religious belief; but the liberty of conscience, hereby secured, shall
not be so construed as to excuse acts of licentiousness, or justify practices inconsistent with the peace or
safety of this state.

Now, let’s try Sec. 9: Every citizen may freely speak, write and publish his sentiments on all sub-
jects, being responsible for the abuse of that right; and no law shall be passed to restrain or
abridge the liberty of speech or of the press.  In all criminal prosecutions on indictments for
libels, the truth may be given in evidence to the JURY; and if it shall appear TO THE JURY that
the matter charged as libelous is true, and was published WITH GOOD MOTIVES AND FOR
JUSTIFIABLE ENDS, THE PARTY SHALL BE ACQUITTED; AND THE JURY SHALL HAVE
THE RIGHT TO DETERMINE THE LAW AND THE FACT.

Now, just in case you think that having a gathering of some kind to share ideas, cake and punch is unlawful
or constitutes a “cult” of some kind:

Sec. 10:  The people shall have the right freely to assemble together, to consult for the common good, to
instruct their representatives, and to petition the legislature for redress of grievances.  [H: The only griev-
ance I hear is that there are perhaps too many calories in the cakes Doris tends to bring to the
party.]

Sec. 15: No person shall be IMPRISONED for debt, in any civil action or mesne or final process, unless
in cases of fraud; and no person shall be imprisoned for a militia fine in time of peace.  “MESNE”: Interme-
diate; intervening; the middle between two extremes, especially of rank or time.

“MESNE ENCUMBRANCE”: An intermediate charge, burden, or liability....

DEFINITIONS: from BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY, Sixth Edition.

Sec. 19: the right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers and effects, against
unreasonable seizures and searches, but on probable cause, supported by oath or affirmation,
particularly describing the place to be searched, and the persons and things to be seized.

I would think that photographs of Doris’ working space might well be utilized since you have boxes upon
boxes of received, from readers, information—unfiled, unread, and uncopied under any circumstances.
Doris doesn’t know from where these papers come after “boxing” them or “stacking” them haphazardly
about the area.  As we sit here today Doris does NOT have ability to list by title the books in point.  If “I”
utilize any material, it would not necessarily be recognized by her in one way or another.  Many readers
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send UNMARKED copies of information as was the fact in the first causes of action regarding Mr. Green
and Walter Russell.  When people send unmarked papers it is up to the responsible party, in this instance,
the Publisher of subsequent work, to obtain permissions, permits or proper procedural documents.

A regular “letter” is received unsolicited from US&P addressed to Mr. E.J. Ekker at the Ekkers’ resi-
dence.  This newsletter type of mailing prior to recently has shown “Non-Profit” status as to mailing
“stamps”.  The most recent edition of the letter contains information that Chief Melford Okilo is US&P
President and CEO.  This is as recent as “1996 Christmas Message”.  It is also known by the accused
parties that Dr. Okilo gave PERMISSION IN WRITING to Dr. Young of CONTACT, for use of materi-
als.

Further, the particular items in point of accusations were written SPECIFICALLY in response to people
who are questioning our “beliefs” and who are gifting or considering input to Ekkers and to CONTACT
and asked definitive and specific response as to GOD and LIGHT and SOURCE information.  Please
refer back to Sec. 1, Sec. 4,  Sec. 9, Sec. 10, Sec. 15, Sec. 19 above.

Since there has not been any profit, save possibly by US&P and/or Timothy Binder, George Green, et al.,
it is certain that no profit of any kind has accrued to Ekkers or to CONTACT, inclusive of the parties who
were recipients of the above-mentioned writings now in dispute.

To further INSURE that no profits be made by the Ekkers, the proceeds of any type which might ever
accrue will not be accepted by Mr. or Mrs. Ekker in any way whatsoever.

Since no response, as such, has been personally expressed by the original parties requesting the informa-
tion, it is not known if those parties agreed or disagreed with the opinions stated regarding these subjects.
It is known that Chief Melford Okilo DOES AGREE AND EXPRESSED THAT THE “FOUNDERS
(RUSSELLS) ASKED THAT THE INFORMATION AS OFFERED BY THEM BE NOT ONLY
FREELY GIVEN BUT EXTENDED TO THE FOUR CORNERS OF THE WORLD.”  This can also be
attested to by one Eustace Mullins who KNEW, WELL, THE RUSSELLS and witnessed that this was
their desire.  The “reason for any copyright protection was to insure the information be kept true to the
original presentations” ...not to suppress distribution or use of the works or information.

I personally find it totally amazing that these particular writings are under “contempt charges” since they are
100% and totally related to the subject (religious expression, as you might define them) of GOD, TRUTH,
RELIGIOUS CONCEPTS, AND OF GOD, “WHO AND WHAT IS GOD”.

Now, if you wish further cover as to “religious” RIGHTS, let it be known that both E.J. and Doris Ekker
are, and have been for well over a decade, ordained CHRISTIAN ministers.  And, let it be further ex-
pressed that a recognized EXPERT WITNESS in the subjects of “religions” and “spirituality” did in fact
identify in his first summation that this belief constitutes what appears to be a form of religion—but that
there is no comparison to a “church” and he did in fact have difficulty fully classifying Dharma’s ability.
Dharma performed intricate scientific experiments in front of a group gathered for Dr. Kliever’s evaluation,
with her eyes tightly covered.  It is far less imaginative to realize that she can write at a keyboard through
“touch” or speak without seeing about her.  Is Doris some sort of weird enigma?  No, she is exactly like
everyone else who has ability to think, reason and be human.
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Is her attitude that life is eternal, life is precious, life stems from the IDEA OF GOD expressed, so much
more TERRIBLE than is JASON BRENT’S MENSA EVALUATION THAT THE WORLD NEEDS
DEPOPULATION AND THERE WILL BE NEED “TO KILL OFF THE YOUNG, THE ELDERLY,
THE INFIRM AND THE STUPID”?  Since this Jason Brent is in conspiracy and coalition with Steven
Horn, George Green, George Abbott, David Horton, et al. (which must by enclosed documents be en-
tered and filed with this court), it is assumed that we now deal with the value and expression of persons as
to their opinions and allocations of life vs. death.  Since US&P utilizes the concepts, and the persons, of
Steven Horn (who they claim provided the deposition documents of one priest, Ed Cleary, it has to be
thusly assumed that as the claim was given by the attorney for US&P that this document would be pro-
vided BY Steven Horn, and since the full document is affixed, that these parties are in coalition and con-
spiracy—actually to damage personally the Ekkers and a paper utilizing some of Ekker’s work, the CON-
TACT newspaper, which holds all legal rights to act as and in accordance with, the regulations of Freedom
of the Press.

Steven Horn has responded indignantly to the ability of CONTACT, although having no connection with
Ekkers, can not be free to print information regarding him.  This is absurd as a paper doesn’t even have to
print TRUTH—but CONTACT makes every effort available to back every statement made, with
factual documentation—of which they hold boxes of evidence proving the actions of all parties
involved in this singular case and many OTHERS as well.

We, as publicly ACCUSED parties to CONTEMPT of Court, do absolutely and unarguably have the right
to bring every shred of evidence to the press—including CONTACT, and more specifically and impor-
tantly, personnel and management as well as “CONTACT” itself are NAMED AS GUILTY PARTIES
WITHIN THE SUIT IN POINT.  Wherefrom do these accusers, who never are caused to even appear in
court, find their self-righteous claims to being the overriders of the Constitutions of the United States of
America and the State of California?  I am sure that these same shelters of citizens will be found in the
State’s Constitutions of Idaho, now Mr. Green’s placement; and Montana, Mr. Green’s just vacated
residence; Colorado, both former and/or present residences of Green and Binder; Virginia, the location of
Swannanoa PALACE, an extravagant but run-down domicile of now called UNIVERSITY OF SCI-
ENCE & PHILOSOPHY but more recognized by any people of our acquaintance, if at all, as The Russell
Foundation.

This institution was, if not still, classified as “non-profit”, “tax free” (it claimed rights).  It claims to extend
itself to include SCHOOLS FOR EDUCATION wherein it SELLS, FOR MONEY, classes in Philoso-
phy and in Science.  How is it that a student cannot then USE THAT INFORMATION PRESSED
UPON HIM BY HIS OWN UNIVERSITY?

In direct response to Doris Ekker’s query in settlement discussions, “Does this mean I can’t write on this
subject of God and Light?”  Magistrate Beck, with witnesses present, said, “Certainly not, it means you
better not use those diagrams any more.”  Better than this, however, Ekkers, not WISHING TO SETTLE
BUT RATHER TAKE THIS TO COURT, have in fact TRIED to abide by even the most outrageously
restrictive ideas of such agreement of settlement.  They were not provided with a copy of their final
agreement so, at worst, they did not REALIZE or INTENTIONALLY violate any orders or other in-
tended restrictions.  Other than for advertising purposes in behalf of, and in service TO, US&P, the Moni-
toring people set forth to intervene in any recognized defamation or undue mention, and delete it from any
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type of PUBLICATION.

I suggest all re-read the papers in dispute and see if you can find nasty references of some kind to US&P
and/or TIMOTHY BINDER.  Please also require that THE JURORS be required to read these docu-
ments separate and apart from any other documents to realize whether or not THEY recognize the content
as being specific to ANYONE.  Even the Bibles are copyrighted but we note that mankind uses and
abuses the use of those books in point.  Even King James I used verbatim the Bible and translated it, even
incorrectly when it suited his wishes.  This is, however, accepted use by writers, as is the Principia Mathe-
matica by Newton and translated by Voltair, and so too is the World Almanac copyrighted, while pre-
sented by many authors.  We also have use of all dictionaries, even Black’s Law Dictionary.  And, if the
accusation is “no credits”, we have testimony in Judge Coyle’s court where the lawyers claim they don’t
want any more credit from this source attached to Dr. Russell or US&P.  This before the court so it can’t
be that the credits were withheld.  The claim then became that Russell(s) got their information from God—
not an E.T. (???)  How do YOU classify God?  Is He a terrestrial being?  Extraterrestrial?  Just how is
GOD classified that only a select FEW can hold opinion about this Being?  And if you hold the same belief
as another—about God, is this not relative somewhat to “religion” wherein FREEDOM IS THE RIGHT
IN EVERY CONSTITUTIONAL LAW WRITTEN?  And, if an idea regarding God and RELIGION is
expressed in a RECOGNIZED university of public teaching—is not that information, at the least implied
as, a lesson for the use and structuring of ideas by a student or observer?  Is not the purpose of a UNI-
VERSITY to impart KNOWLEDGE according to the teachings of that university and the cohans (profes-
sors) thereof?

No indeed, we do not like Doris and E.J., Rick, Ed and Brent to have to stand in defense of their very
freedom (US&P DEMANDS HEAVY FINES AND INCARCERATION OF THESE PARTIES).  But
neither do we quake and quiver in trembling fear that the Judge would be uninformed as to order this type
of discipline while dangerous murderers, rapists, Satanists, and generally criminal lawbreakers are unat-
tended and set free DAILY from your overcrowded prisons and jails.  How much damage could possibly
be done to an institution such as US&P by so highly recommending that people get Dr. Russell’s works
directly from that resource?  But, in relative comparison, how much damage do you think may have been
done, even in South Africa, by Timothy Binder personally, against these innocent people?

And should this writing be kept out of the paper for some reason of Fear?  No, this is still America and an
Appeals Court Judge once told Mr. Horn, personally, about these people, Ekkers, who had to defend
themselves in the property case “in pro per”, that “Mr. Horn, this is still the United States and there is
STILL A CONSTITUTION and these people have RIGHTS, even if YOU do not respect them.”  This
was in response to Horn’s shouting that Judge Brent had ORDERED THESE PEOPLE TO GET A
LAWYER AND THEY DIDN’T.  (Facts are that they did TRY, but being given only 5 days during a four-
day New Year’s holiday, the lawyer finally agreeing had problems and missed showing up in court timely.
She called but somehow “Judge Brent” didn’t seem to get the message.  This was only ONE of MANY,
MANY things which seemed to end up missing.)

How do you get justice back into the courts?  That is very difficult to say—but you start by GOOD MEN
DOING SOMETHING—even if it is publicly stating TRUTH and backing it up with facts.  So be it.

Now, I realize that you now have Admiralty Courts and Maritime Powers.  However, this case is in the
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FEDERAL COURT domiciled in Fresno, CALIFORNIA, U.S.A.  Therefore, as citizens of the great
State of California and citizens of the (u)nited States of America, BOTH CONSTITUTIONS ARE IN
FULL FORCE AND EFFECT AS RELATIVE TO THESE DEFENDANTS, ALL.  Since the plaintiff
comes from the great State of Virginia, it is reasonable that the Constitution of the U.S., if not the State of
Virginia, takes full authority in California whereat the lawyers for US&P have license to the Bar Asso-
ciation and are residents of the State of California holding forth legal cause and actions before the Federal
Court of the United States, District 9, Judge Coyle presiding.

Dharma, let us now get on with our ongoing topics of interest to the readers of our work.  If it is not enough
protection to be able to stand on the Constitutional RIGHTS protected under the U.S.A. and the great
States therein, then readers, YOU ARE IN FAR WORSE TROUBLE AS CITIZENS THAN YOU
CAN IMAGINE.

Good morning.
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